
 
 

ABSTRACT 

ISLAM, NAZRUL. Advanced Constitutive Model Development for Structural Integrity 
Analysis. (Under the direction of Dr. Tasnim Hassan). 
 

The study deals with the development, FE implementation and application of advanced 

constitutive models for structural integrity analysis. The constitutive models are developed 

based on a large set of experimental responses of structural materials, which are commonly 

used and currently under consideration in the fossil and nuclear power plants. The constitutive 

model-development is motivated by the fact that ASME code-recommended and available 

constitutive models in the FE software packages have significant drawbacks in predicting key 

material responses. A constitutive model is not readily available to predict low-cycle fatigue, 

creep, ratcheting and creep-fatigue interaction responses of structural materials using a single 

set of model parameters. These limitations dictated by the constitutive models are 

demonstrated in this thesis for room-temperature application of SS304 steel and high-

temperature application of modified Grade 91 steel and Alloy 617. Motivated by this, the study 

develops advanced elasto-plastic and damage-coupled viscoplastic models and implements 

them in the FE software packages ABAQUS and ANSYS using UMAT and USERMAT, 

respectively. The advanced models are validated against the experimental responses at the 

material and component level. Several proposals are made for the development of the 

constitutive models: (1) modification of multiaxial ratcheting parameter in the modified 

Chaboche model, (2) modification of isotropic damage evolution rule, (3) code-based MPC-

Omega model tied to the Kachanov damage-coupled viscoplasticity, and (4) modification of 

triaxiality function. Fatigue damage estimation method based on plastic strain-energy 

dissipation is introduced that does not require cycle-counting as suggested in ASME-NH. The 

study develops methods to predict both fatigue and creep life using the damage state variables 

of the constitutive models. Fatigue-life reduction during strain-controlled (and not stress-

controlled) fatigue-creep interaction is currently outside of the scope of current design 

methods, and recommendations have been made for further model development. The study 

evaluates the creep-fatigue damage in the Grade 91 thick-cylinder tested by Japan Atomic 

Energy Agency (JAEA) to understand the failure mechanism of Fast Reactor nuclear plants. 

Next, failure response in the Babcock and Wilcox Header used in a fossil power plant is 

simulated, and damage-propagation is evaluated using the developed viscoplastic models. The 



 
 

FE study demonstrates that the advanced constitutive models can address cycle-influence on 

creep damage-propagation in the components. Hence, advanced constitutive models can play 

a significant role in simulating crack initiation in power plants under flexible operation 

conditions. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 

1. Background and motivation 

The structural integrity of critical components (in automotive, aerospace and advanced 

power generation systems) subjected to extreme environmental conditions can be ensured by 

performing detailed component design of a system. Critical structural components such as 

pressure vessels, heat exchangers of the high-temperature reactors, turbine blades, components 

of coal-fired and nuclear power plants, etc., are subjected to adverse mechanical and thermal 

loading conditions over the course of their operation. The inelastic design-by-analysis of these 

components is often performed using the uniaxial assumption of the material model that 

unfortunately provides erroneous material and component response simulations. In addition, 

the creep-fatigue damage of such components is often analyzed using uncoupled constitutive 

models that can only address either fatigue or creep behavior. 

A predictive method for design and life assessment of the structural components operated 

at high temperature is currently under development as per ASME code-case activities. The 

constitutive models that play important role in predicting material responses can provide 

information on the remaining life of critical structural components. An example of such 

structure is the boiler headers in fossil power plants to be operated under flexible operation 

conditions, which induce complex loadings such as creep, creep-fatigue and thermo-

mechanical fatigue in the component. Failure in the boiler header induced by such complex 

loadings is a major concern [1]. In addition, for many operating loading cases, high-

temperature design codes for nuclear facility components are very complicated to design by 

hand calculations [2]. For designing such components, nonunified models which deal with 

separated creep and plastic strains do not represent the effect of low-cycle fatigue (LCF) on 

creep damage and stress relaxation; this is particularly true for strain-softening materials such 

as Grade 91, where plastic strain induces microstructural changes that accelerate creep rate. 

Predictability of the constitutive models towards low cycle fatigue, creep and ratcheting using 

a single model is not readily available in the literature. Hence, the current research focuses on 

developing such an advanced constitutive model for the prediction of low cycle fatigue, 

ratcheting, creep-fatigue and long-term creep responses. The study also deals with the FE 

implementation and application of the constitutive models for structural integrity analysis. 
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2. Organization of thesis 

This thesis deals with the development and implementation of advanced constitutive 

models in the commercial FE software packages towards addressing fatigue, creep and 

ratcheting responses of structural components in the fossil and nuclear power industries. The 

outcomes of this study are divided into ten chapters. Chapter 1 is the current chapter 

introducing the background of this research. Chapter 2 discusses the numerical formulation 

and FE implementation of a rate independent plasticity model in modified-Chaboche kinematic 

hardening framework for 3D and plane stress elements. Stability and accuracy of the 

integration algorithms are demonstrated for their applicability in the FE software packages. 

The constitutive model in the customized ANSYS software package is studied further in 

Chapter 3 for improving the simulations of SS304 elbow low-cycle fatigue and ratcheting 

responses. Modifications of the modified-Chaboche model are proposed, and the model is 

validated for a wide range of material and component responses. In Chapter 4, Chaboche 

unified constitutive model and uncoupled plasticity and creep models (nonunified) are 

evaluated to predict high-temperature low-cycle fatigue, creep and creep-fatigue responses of 

Grade 91 steel. As these models have significant drawbacks in predicting key experimental 

responses of Grade 91 steel, continuum damage coupled viscoplastic model is developed in 

Chapters 5-6. FE implementation of a damage-coupled unified viscoplastic model is presented 

in Chapter 5, and the model is validated for a wide range of Grade 91 experimental responses 

in Chapter 6. Several damage evolution laws are proposed in this chapter. Chapter 7 extends 

this damage coupled viscoplastic model towards its predictability for fatigue, creep and 

ratcheting responses of Alloy 617 at very high temperature. Strain-energy dissipation-based 

fatigue life-prediction method is introduced in this chapter. In Chapters 8 and 9, the necessity 

to account for plasticity effect on damage and creep deformation is discussed for structural 

components operated at high-temperature. Chapter 8 evaluates the creep-fatigue damage of a 

benchmark Grade 91 thick cylinder test (for Fast Reactor performance evaluation) using the 

implemented damage coupled viscoplastic models in ABAQUS. Finite element analysis and 

damage evolution of HRSG header components (for Fossil power plant) are analyzed in 

Chapter 9. Performance of CDM coupled viscoplastic model is compared against damage-

focus models in predicting damage evolution of HRSG components subjected to flexible 

operation conditions. Chapter 10 is the conclusion.  
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Chapters 2-9 are written in the format to submit as journal papers, and each chapter includes 

abstract, literature review, analysis, results and conclusion. The author is grateful to the 

coauthors of some of these chapters who funded the research program and helped develop 

experimental data in the thesis. First author of these papers is Nazrul Islam (author of this 

thesis). Co-authors of these papers are Dr. Tasnim Hassan (author’s thesis supervisor) in 

Chapters 2-9, David J. Dewees (the Babcock and Wilcox Company) in Chapters 4, 6 and 9, 

Dr. Raasheduddin Ahmed (ANSYS Inc.) in Chapter 5 and Dr. Laura J. Carroll (Idaho National 

Lab.) in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 2: EXPLICIT AND IMPLICIT INTEGRATION SCHEMES 
FOR FE IMPLEMENTATION OF MODIFIED-CHABOCHE BASED 

ELASTOPLASTIC MODEL 
 

Abstract 

Explicit and implicit integration algorithms of a rate independent plasticity model in the 

modified-Chaboche kinematic hardening framework [1, 2] are developed for simulation of 

multiaxial fatigue-ratcheting and structural responses. Stress-return mapping and numerical 

solution procedures of the plasticity model are formulated based on the first order forward and 

backward finite difference methods, and FE implementation procedure is discussed for 3D and 

plane stress condition. Accuracy and stability of the model are investigated for single-step 

biaxial loading, uniaxial fatigue and ratcheting, and biaxial ratcheting response simulations of 

SS304. It has been demonstrated that the forward difference method is numerically unstable 

for large increment sizes, which lead to oscillations in hysteresis loop prediction. Backward 

difference method is found unconditionally stable in terms of uniaxial and biaxial fatigue-

ratcheting responses. Formulation of the consistent tangent operator is presented for the FE 

implementation of the plasticity model in ANSYS USERMAT; and the FE analysis of a 

straight pressurized pipe under cyclic axial displacement-controlled loading is performed using 

the implemented constitutive model for solid and shell elements. Performance of the modified-

Chaboche model is demonstrated over Chaboche model [3] by comparing FE simulation 

responses of the straight pipe. 

Keywords: Rate Independent Plasticity Model, Modified-Chaboche Model, Low Cycle 

Fatigue, Uniaxial Ratcheting, Multiaxial Ratcheting, Consistent Tangent Operator. 

 

1. Introduction 

The primary objective of this article is to develop a robust integration algorithm of a rate 

independent plasticity model in the modified-Chaboche kinematic hardening framework [1, 

2], so that uniaxial and multiaxial fatigue-ratcheting, and structural responses can be properly 

simulated. The subject of the constitutive modeling under the multiaxial fatigue-ratcheting 

loading condition has been studied by many researchers [1, 2, 4-6] in the framework of 

Chaboche or Ohno-Wang kinematic hardening rules. Among these studies, the modification 
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of Chaboche kinematic hardening rule [7] according to Delobelle et al. [6], that incorporates 

Burlet-Cailletaud [2] rule, is most successful. Chaboche model [7] with four superimposed 

Armstrong-Frederick rules [8] improves the uniaxial ratcheting simulation; however, 

overprediction in biaxial ratcheting responses are observed using this model [1]. Bari and 

Hassan [1] implemented the Burlet-Cailletaud [2] rule in Chaboche model framework and 

introduced the nonlinear kinematic hardening rule, whose dynamic recovery term is the 

weighted scaling of regular Armstrong-Frederick’s [8] dynamic recovery along the back stress 

direction and radial evanescence along the plastic strain rate direction. That is, biaxial 

ratcheting simulation is improved by modifying the direction of dynamic recovery of the back 

stress. In this paper, FE implementation procedure of this modified constitutive model [1] is 

presented. 

The FE implementation of various plasticity models has been investigated in several 

studies [9-13]. These studies include numerical schemes of explicit and implicit methods to 

solve the nonlinear incremental plasticity equations using two main approaches: 1) explicit 

calculation of plastic modulus satisfying the consistency condition [14], and 2) radial return 

scheme known as elastic predictor-plastic corrector method proposed in [15].  For both cases, 

Euler or higher order Runge-Kutta methods can be employed to solve the incremental 

equations and update the state variables.  

Euler and Runge-Kutta type numerical methods are compared in [13, 16-20] to solve 

plasticity problems. The plasticity problems with isotropic hardening are studied by Krieg and 

Krieg [16] using modified Euler method, tangent-stiffness method and radial return method, 

and they observed that the radial return method yielded accurate predictions of monotonic 

loading responses. Dodds [18] also concluded that the radial return method is stable and 

numerically efficient compared to forward and modified Euler methods for rate-independent 

plasticity models (with isotropic and kinematic hardening features). Most recently, Ohno et al. 

[21, 22] presented implicit integration algorithms for FE implementation of Chaboche 

plasticity and viscoplasticity models. 

Performance of the explicit and implicit integration methods for the modified-Chaboche 

based plasticity and viscoplasticity models are yet to be studied. Modification of the dynamic 

recovery term in the modified-Chaboche model [1, 2] makes the solution procedure complex; 
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hence, this study develops a robust integration algorithm for the modified-Chaboche model. 

The explicit and implicit integration algorithms are investigated for single-step biaxial loading, 

uniaxial fatigue and ratcheting, and biaxial ratcheting response simulations of SS304. The 

explicit integration solution scheme is found simpler but produces unstable and less accurate 

solutions at large increment steps due to stress oscillations. Stress scaling for this integration 

method is adopted following [23] to resolve stress oscillations. It has been demonstrated that 

the implicit integration is unconditionally stable even at large increment steps. The consistent 

tangent modulus for the modified-Chaboche model is derived for the implicit stress integration, 

which applies to both 3D and plane stress state. Finally, a numerical test is developed 

considering multiaxial ratcheting scenario, and simulation responses using solid and shell 

elements are validated for Chaboche and modified-Chaboche plasticity models. 

 

2. Constitutive model 

A rate-independent cyclic plasticity model is considered in this study for numerical 

implementation. The strain tensor in the framework of this plasticity model follows the additive 

decomposition of elastic and plastic strain. Elastic strain follows the generalized Hooke’s law 

and plastic strain is governed by the associative flow rule. Yield surface is represented by the 

von-Mises yield criterion. Kinematic hardening rule is based on modified-Chaboche model, 

and cyclic hardening includes hysteresis curve shape hardening. The equations of this model 

are shown in Eqs. (1) - (10). 

Von-Mises yield criterion:  

     3
:

2
σ α s a s a of      .                    (1) 

Additive strain decomposition: e pd d d ε ε ε .                   (2) 

Hooke’s law: eσ Eε ,                      (3) 
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where 
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Ε  .  (4)                      

Flow rule: 3

2
pd dpε n ,                     (5) 

where 
 

3
2 J




s a
n

σ α
, and 

1
22

:
3

p p pdp d d d     
ε ε ε . 

Kinematic hardening rule: 
4

1
i

i

a a ,        (6) 

where evolution of each back stress ( ) with plastic strain is given by the Modified-Chaboche 
model: 

   2
1 :

3
p

i i i i id C d dp      a ε a a n n .         (7) 

Here  is the stress tensor, E the elasticity tensor, 	the strain tensor,  the elastic strain 

tensor, 	the plastic strain tensor, 	the deviatoric stress tensor,  the center of the yield 

surface in total stress space, 	the center of the yield surface in deviatoric stress space, 	the 

normal to the yield surface, 	the size of the yield surface and dp the cumulative plastic strain 

increment. The fourth order elasticity tensor E is expressed in matrix form as a 6 by 6 matrix 

as shown in Eq. (4) in terms of  and , where 4 /3 and 2 /3.  and 

 are the bulk and shear modulus respectively. In the kinematic hardening rule (Eq. 7), 

’s,	 ’s and  are model parameters of the modified-Chaboche model [1]. 	is a multiaxial 

ratcheting parameter, which does not influence the uniaxial loading response simulation, but 

plays a key role in improving multiaxial ratcheting simulation [1]. Schematic of the modified-

Chaboche type kinematic hardening law is depicted in Fig. 1 showing linear hardening and 

dynamic recovery terms of the hardening law. It can be shown that the kinematic hardening 

law becomes regular Chaboche-type when loading is uniaxial [1]. For the multiaxial loading 

case, value of  determines the direction and magnitude of the recovery term as shown in Fig. 
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1. Note in this figure how different values of  (  = 0,  = 1 or 0 1) change the 

direction of kinematic hardening rule ( ). 

 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic of kinematic hardening directions on the -plane as a function of . 

 

In the shape hardening or -hardening modeling feature,  evolves towards strain range 

dependent saturated value (q) with a saturation rate  (Eq. 8). ,  and  are the strain 

range dependent parameters for determining (q), and q and Y in Eq. (9) are the strain 

memory surface variables, and their evolutions are obtained by Eq. (10). 

  0
i i i id D q dp    ,                                                    (8) 

where  0 ic q
i i iq a b e 

    . 

   2
: 0

3
p pg q    ε Y ε Y .                                                        (9) 

  *:dq H g dp n n ,     * *3
[ 1 : ]

2
dY H g dp  n n n ,              (10) 

where 
 

2
*

3

ε Y
n

ε Y

in

ing





.                                          

Yield 
Surface 
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3. Finite difference discretization 

The plasticity model with the modified-Chaboche kinematic hardening rule (Eqs. 1-10) is 

discretized for the load increment n to n+1 as shown in Eq. (11). The discretization is made 

for the total stress ( ), deviatoric stress ( ), total strain ( ), plastic strain (p) and back stresses 

( ).  

,1, 1,

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1, , , ,

.

    

a a a

σ σ σ s s s ε ε ε

n in i n i

n n n nn n n n n n n np p p

 

       

 
       

   (11) 

Total stress-increment (∆ ) and deviatoric stress-increment (∆ ) at each step of 

strain-controlled load (∆ ) are derived from the Hooke’s law, and stress-increments are 

defined in Eq. (12). 

 
   

1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1

: ,

: 2 .

σ E ε ε

s E e e e ε

p
n n n

D p p
n n n n nG

  

    

   

      
 (12) 

The plastic strain-increment (∆ ) is determined from the flow rule as shown in Eq.           

(13) or (14). The backstress evolution is discretized as Eq. (15) or (16). 

1 1

3

2
p
n n np   ε n  (explicit),  (13) 

where 
3

2 ( )
n n

n
n nJ





s a

n
σ α

, or 

1 1 1

3

2
p
n n np    ε n  (implicit),  (14) 

where 1 1
1

1 1

3

2 ( )
n n

n
n nJ
 


 





s a

n
σ α

. 

   1, 1 , , 1

2
1 :

3
a ε a a n np

n i i n i n i n i n n nC p             (Forward difference), or        (15) 

   1, 1 1, 1, 1 1 1

2
1 :

3
a ε a a n np

n i i n i n i n i n n nC p                (Backward difference). (16) 
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The radial return mapping of the plasticity model is known as the elastic predictor-plastic 

corrector method. In elastic prediction, the stress is calculated elastically for a given strain 

increment. Then in plastic correction, the final stress increment is obtained by projecting the 

elastically predicted stresses on the yield surface along the direction radial to the yield surface. 

This return direction to the yield surface can be selected from any of the initial to updated 

positions of the yield surface. Based on the selected radial direction, the return mapping 

scheme can be an explicit (Fig. 2a) or implicit (Fig. 2b) algorithm. The explicit return mapping 

scheme utilizes the normal direction for the initial (nth) position of the yield surface, and back 

stress evolution follows forward difference discretization (Eq. 15). The implicit type return 

mapping scheme utilizes the normal direction from the updated yield surface and follows 

backward difference discretization (Eq. 16). Based on this radial direction (n+1th) and finite 

difference discretization of back stress evolution equation, explicit integration algorithm uses 

Eqs. (13) and (15), and implicit integration algorithm uses Eqs. (14) and (16). Schematic 

representation of the explicit and implicit algorithm is depicted in Fig. 2 showing total and 

back stress increment and return direction of plastic correction for stress-return mapping. 

 

4. Stress integration 

The discretization can be reduced to nonlinear scalar equations for determining the stress 

increment ∆ , which satisfies the discretized Eqs. (11)-(16), where all the variables are 

known at the beginning of the increment step. This reduction is performed in two parts, elastic 

prediction and plastic correction. Return mapping expressed in Eq. (17) is an elastic predictor- 

plastic corrector method, which is better demonstrated on the -plane shown in Fig. 2 for the 

explicit and implicit integration. The trial stress increment ∆  = E:∆  shown in Fig. 2 

is an elastic prediction, which will satisfy the yield criterion in Eq. (18) for the plastic loading 

increments. To get a total stress increment ∆ , inelastic corrector term 2 ∆  is 

determined based upon the yield surface . The return mapping of the inelastic corrector 

2 ∆  is such that the final stress increment is calculated by projecting the elastically 

predicted stress point towards the radial direction of the initial (nth) or evolved (n+1th) yield 

surface. Now, unknown inelastic strain increment ∆  in the inelastic corrector term is a 

function of deviatoric stress ( ) and backstress ( ), which are mainly responsible for 
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(a) (b) 
 

Fig. 2. Schematic of (a) explicit, and (b) implicit stress-return on the -plane. 

 

subsequent yield surface location. Therefore, calculation of ∆  should be performed 

simultaneously along with  and  to obtain a projection of elastic predictor on the yield 

surface.  

1 1 1 1 1 1σ E : ε E : ε ,  or σ σ 2 ε .p tr p
n n n n n nG                (17) 

     1 1 1

3
: 0

2
tr tr tr

n n n n n n n n n of           σ σ α s s a s s a (for plastic loading).            (18) 

Stress-return mapping in Eq. (17) is true when all strain increments are known at the 

beginning of the step. But when all strain increments are not known for trial stress calculation, 

a correction term 
∆

 is evolved, which depends on the prescription of stress or strain 

increments. Determination of this correction term based on stress or strain prescription is 

discussed in section 5.  in the correction term is function of ( ), and stress-

return mapping can be expressed as Eq. (19) by considering  as a general term. As such, 

deviatoric stress in Eq. (20) can be derived from Eqs. (11), (12) and (19). Here 

∆ , and  is the deviatoric form of . 

1
1 1 1 12σ σ ε Qtr p n

n n n n

p
G

h


   


      .  (19) 
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1
1 1 1 12s s ε Qtr p Dn

n n n n

p
G

h


   


    .  (20) 

For the simultaneous determination of plastic strain increment (∆ ), deviatoric stress 

( ), back stress ( ) and total stress increment (∆ ), nonlinear scalar equations are 

derived from the discretized Eqs. (11)-(16) using explicit and implicit integration methods. In 

the following sections, these integration algorithms and numerical solution technique of the 

system of equations are demonstrated. The formulations consider correction term 
∆

 

in a general form and depend on stress or strain prescriptions. Stress-return mapping and 

corrections for particular stress-strain prescriptions are demonstrated in section 5. 

 

4.1. Explicit integration 

In explicit return scheme, plastic strain increment (∆ ) can be directly obtained from 

Eq. (21), where accumulated plastic strain increment (∆ ) is the root of stress-return 

mapping. Hence,  and  shown in Eqs. (22) and (23) are expanded from flow rule, 

stress-return, and back stress increment equations in (13), (15) and (20), and tensorial  (

) is reduced to a single-valued scalar function in Eq. (25) to form a nonlinear 

quadratic equation (Eq. 26). 
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Eq. (26) is a nonlinear quadratic equation of the scalar variable ∆ , and the solution can 

be obtained in a single step process. However, due to presence of correction term (
∆

) 

in the nonlinear equation, solution is obtained in two layers of nested solution architecture. In 

the first layer, iterative Newton-Raphson procedure is used to determine the scalar variable 

∆  from Eqs. (29) and (30), while convergence of  is checked in the second layer using 

Eq. (31) so that N-R error tolerance values in Eqs. (29) and (31) are satisfied for both ∆  

and . If convergence of  ∆  is not met, an initial value for N-R will be factored by 1/m 

(m = 10) until it reaches the converged solution. Convergence tolerance limits, Toler (∆ ) and 

Toler ( ) are set to 10 . In this procedure, 
∆

 (Eq. 27) and 
∆

 (Eq. 28) are derived 

analytically from Eqs. (26) and (24). After determination of scalar variable ∆ , plastic 

strain, back stress and total stress increments can be updated using Eqs. (21), (22) and (19) 

respectively. Flow chart for the strain driven explicit integration algorithm is depicted in Fig. 

3. 
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4.2. Implicit integration 

In implicit return scheme, plastic strain increment ∆  and state variable  are 

determined simultaneously. Therefore, Eq. (32) is substituted into Eqs. (16) and (20) to get 

expressions for a  (Eq. 33) and  (Eq. 34). In Eq. (33),  is the multiplier for backstress 

evolution, and ∆  is the root of stress-return mapping. An explicit form of  is not 

possible due to the implicit term , :  of the modified-Chaboche model and correction 

term 
∆

 in Eq. (34). Hence, the terms , :  (= ) can be considered as additional 

unknowns in the expression of	 , and tensorial  ( ) is reduced to a 

single-valued scalar function in Eq. (38) to form a nonlinear quadratic equation (39) or (40), 

where roots of the equation are ∆  and ’s (i=1~4). In this procedure, numerator and 

denominator in the expression of  are  and α , as shown in Eqs. (36) and (37) 

respectively, and are used to derive single-valued scalar function in Eq. (38). Solving five 

unknowns in Eq. (40) requires a set of five equations, and thus four more equations (Eq. 42 or 

43) are introduced from Eq. (41) as a function of ∆  and . Now, five unknown scalar 

variables ∆  and  (i=1~4) can be resolved simultaneously from the set of five equations 

(Eqs. 40 and 43), and  is converged based upon these variables. Once these scalar 

variables are known, inelastic strain increment, back stress and total stress increments can be 

updated from Eqs. (32), (33) and (19) respectively. 
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Fig. 3. Flow chart for the explicit stress integration. 
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The system of the nonlinear algebraic equations (40) and (43) is resolved by adopting 

iterative Newton-Raphson (N-R) method in the nested solution architecture. Eq. (44) 

summarizes the iterative process to update unknown values ∆  (Eq. 45) in each iteration. The 

Jacobian matrix [J] of the multivariate functions  (in Eq. 45) is used to determine current 

iteration values (k+1th) from the previous iteration (kth), and the iteration is continued until the 

convergence of ∆ is obtained. In the nested solution architecture of the Reduced Newton-

Raphson method, the iterative process is performed in two layers by considering only the 

diagonal of the Jacobian matrix J. In the inner layer, iterative Newton-Raphson procedure is 

used to determine the scalar variable ∆  from Eqs. (46) and (47) assuming ’s (= 
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, : ) are known. In this procedure, 
∆

 (Eq. 48) and 
∆

 (Eq. 49) are derived 

analytically from their zero form functions. After convergence of ∆ , ’s are updated in 

the layer. The process continues till ’s are converged following Eqs. (50) and (51). 
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Fig. 4. Flow chart for the implicit stress integration. 
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After the determination of five parameters (∆  and ), convergence of  is checked 

using Eq. (34) so that N-R error tolerance value in Eqs. (46), (50) and (53) is met at the limit 

for ∆ ,  and . If convergence of ∆  is not met, an initial value for N-R will be 

factored by 1/m (m = 10) until it reaches the converged solution. Convergence tolerance limits 

Toler (∆ ), Toler ( ) and Toler ( ) are set to 10 . Flow chart for the strain driven implicit 

integration algorithm is depicted in Fig. 4. 
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5. Stress-return mapping 

Stress-return mapping for the strain-driven radial return algorithm follows Eq. (17) or      

(54) when all strain increments are known and trial stress increments (∆ ) are calculated 

using these strain prescriptions. This is particularly valid for FE analysis under 3D stress state, 

and the solution of state variables does not require convergence of  in the outer layer of 

the flow chart (Figs. 3 and 4) because  in the stress correction terms (Eqs. 

19 and 20), and  in Eqs. (24) and (34) does not depend on these terms. Thus explicit 

integration algorithm is only involved with solving nonlinear Eq. (26) to determine single root 

∆ , and implicit integration algorithm solves for ∆  and s from Eq. (40) and (43). 

This case is ideal for FE implementation of the material model for solid and axisymmetric 

elements. 
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One of the classical examples in FE analysis to include stress correction is the plane stress 

state where all the strain increments are not given from the force-displacement relationships. 

Also, stress-strain prescriptions in the stand-alone codes require stress corrections without 
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using any FE codes. Stress correction in the stress-return mapping is derived as follows for the 

plane stress state (FEA), strain-controlled uniaxial fatigue (stand-alone), stress-controlled 

uniaxial ratcheting (stand-alone) and biaxial strain-controlled (stand-alone) state.  

 

5.1. Plane stress state 

For plane stress state, ∆ ∆ ∆ 0 and ∆ ∆ 0 and stress-return 

mapping for this stress field can be reduced to Eq. (55) from Eq. (54). 
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First-term on the right-hand side of Eq. (55) is supposed to be the trial stress increment but 

strain prescription for plane stress state does not include ∆  like 3D analysis with ANSYS 

and ABAQUS. Hence, a trial strain increment (∆ ) is assumed to calculate trial stress 

increment (∆ ). In this procedure, ∆  (Eq. 57) can be directly obtained from the Hooke’s 

law (Eq. 56). An adjustment is necessary for this manipulation such that stress-return mapping 

must follow Eq. (55). 
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where  2
33 11 22

1

tr k

k
       .                            (57) 

Eq. (55) can be rearranged to Eq. (58) below such that first term on the right-hand side is 

the assumed trial stress increment, the second term is the plastic correction, and the third term 

is the stress correction for plane stress state. ∆  in Eq. (59) below can be obtained by 

rearranging Eq. (55) and by subtracting ∆  from ∆ , ∆ ∆  can be determined. The 

concept of metal incompressibility and flow rule presented in Eq. (32) are used for deriving 

Eq. (60). 
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After rearranging Eqs. (58) and (60), stress-return mapping with the corrections is derived 

and presented in Eqs. (61)-(64) below. The deviatoric stress update in Eq. (65) below can be 

directly obtained from Eq. (63), and deviatoric  (Eq. 66) in the correction term can be 

obtained by removing bulk modulus from the function of (Eq. 64).  and  in the 

stress correction terms are functions of ; hence, state variable determination procedure 

includes outer layer of the flow chart (Figs. 3 and 4), where convergence of  is ensured. 
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where  1 3 2 1 1

3
(1) (2)

2
Q G q qD

n n nC     .    (66) 

 

5.2.  prescribed only (strain-controlled uniaxial fatigue in a stand-alone code) 

For uniaxial strain-controlled loading in the stand-alone plasticity code, ∆ ∆

∆ ∆ ∆ 0 and ∆ ∆ ∆ 0, and stress-return mapping for this 

stress field can be reduced to Eq. (67) from Eq. (54). 
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As ∆  and ∆  in Eq. (67) are not known, trial strain increments ∆  and ∆  (elastic 

strain increment) in Eq. (68) can be used to calculate trial stress increment ∆ , and stress-

return mapping is manipulated (Eq. 69) such that stress calculation remains same as calculated 

from Eq. (67). In Eq. (69), third and fourth terms combine to achieve the stress correction and 

can be replaced by 
∆

, and stress-return mapping follows the general form (Eq. 63) as 

discussed in the previous section. ∆ ∆  and ∆ ∆  in the stress correction terms 

can be determined from Eqs. (67) and (68). 
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By replacing ∆ ∆  and ∆ ∆  and the associate vectors in Eq. (69),  and 

 are obtained as shown in Eqs. (70) and (71) respectively. 
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where 1 2 1C k k , 2 12C G k ,  1 1 1 1I
T ,  2 2 3 4 3 2 3G

T
G G G   , and 

 3 2 3 2 3 4 3G
T

G G G   . 

 

5.3.  prescribed only (stress-controlled uniaxial ratcheting in a stand-alone code) 

For uniaxial stress-controlled loading in the stand-alone plasticity code, ∆ ∆

∆ ∆ ∆ 0 and ∆ ∆ ∆ 0, and stress-return mapping for this 

stress field follows Eq. (67). As ∆ , ∆  and ∆  for uniaxial stress-controlled loading are 

not known, trial strain increment ∆ , ∆  and ∆  (elastic strain increment) can be used to 

calculate trial stress increment ∆ , and stress-return mapping is manipulated (Eq. 72) such 

that stress calculation remains same as calculated from Eq. (67). 
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where 11 11 11
tr p      , 22 22 22

tr p      , and 33 33 33
tr p      . 

Eq. (72) is equivalent to a general form of stress-return mapping as shown in Eq. (63), and 

by rearranging this equation,  and  can be obtained as shown in Eqs. (73) and (74) 

respectively.  
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5.4.  and  prescribed only (strain-controlled multiaxial loading in a stand-alone 

code) 

For axial and shear strain-controlled multiaxial loading in the stand-alone plasticity code, 

∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ 0 and ∆ ∆ 0, and stress-return mapping for this 

stress field follows Eq. (75). As ∆  and ∆  are not known, trial strain increments ∆  and 

∆  (elastic strain increment) can be used to calculate trial stress increment ∆ , and stress-

return mapping is manipulated (Eq. 76) such that stress calculation remains same as calculated 

from Eq. (75). 
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Following same stress-return mapping approach,  and  can be obtained from Eq. 

(76) for this multiaxial loading.  and  are shown in Eqs. (77) and (78) respectively.  
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6. Numerical issues 

Numerical simulation of strain-controlled hysteresis curves with the explicit integration 

scheme produces oscillation for large strain-stress increments as shown in Fig. 5. The 

magnitude of oscillations increases for higher increment sizes. Very small increment sizes are 

required for simulations without any oscillation. In finite element analysis, this instability can 

cause divergence in solving global systems of nodal force equilibriums among the elements. 

The stress-strain oscillation occurs when the plasticity equation does not satisfy the 

consistency condition at the end of the large step, and the calculated stress from the stress 

integration does not stay on the yield surface. Such oscillation is observed in [23, 24]. A 

remedy to this oscillation problem is formulated following [24], which is scaling of the 

backstress increment to maintain the consistency condition. In this procedure, norm of each 

kinematic hardening rule is checked against its maximum saturated value ⁄  (Eq. 79), and 

a numerical correction is applied if it violates the criterion. The correction method uses a 

scaling factor  to the backstress to satisfy the condition as shown in Eqs. (80)-(81). This 

numerical fixing helps solve the oscillation (Fig. 5) and does not introduce numerical errors. 

This method is termed as stress oscillation correction. 
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Fig. 5. Stress oscillation correction required for explicit integration method. 
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7. Numerical tests for accuracy and convergence 

The explicit and implicit integration algorithm is first examined to check the accuracy of 

the solution. Local truncation error is investigated for accuracy. The objective is to find error 

associated with each step of explicit and implicit integration. The integration algorithms are 

then utilized to see the performance in simulating hysteresis curves and uniaxial and multiaxial 

ratcheting responses of SS304. Chaboche kinematic hardening parameters for SS304 response 

simulation are shown in Table 1, which are utilized in the numerical test of the implemented 

algorithm. 

To understand the behavior of stress algorithm in the plastic range, a special loading path 

(Fig. 6) similar to [25, 26] is considered. In this loading path, a simple shear strain is prescribed 

with a magnitude leading to a stress level above the initial yield stress, and then a different 

combination of shear strain increment (∆ ) and axial strain increment (∆ ) is prescribed. 

Prescribed strain tensor following pure shear strain is shown in Eq. (82). 
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Table 1: Model parameters for SS304 

Type Parameter Value 

Elastic parameter 
 (MPa) 192000 
(MPa) 155 
μ 0.3 

Kinematic hardening 
parameter 

(MPa) 180000 
(MPa) 75500 
(MPa) 15000 
(MPa) 1500 

 9605 
 1106 
 400 
 0 

Strain range and 
cyclic hardening 

parameter 

 8286 
 4463 
 1659 
 30 
 522 
 699 
 225 
 35 
 195 
 331 
 651 
 35 

Multiaxial ratcheting 
parameter 

 0.005 

 

 

Fig. 6. Load history for error check. 
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where 22 33 11( )f       . 

The solution of the implicit integration scheme with a high number of loading steps for the 

prescribed loading path is assumed to be the exact solution. To investigate the accuracy of each 

integration algorithm, axial-shear strain loading combinations following pure shear prescribed 

in Fig. 6 are applied in a single step, and numerical results are compared with the exact solution. 

The error is defined in terms of equivalent stress in Eq. (83) to plot the iso-error map. 

100
num exact
e e

exact
e


 




 ,   (83) 

where  is the equivalent stress computed in a single step of axial-shear strain following 

pure shear strain using explicit and implicit integration scheme, and  is the exact 

converged solution computed using implicit integration scheme with a high number of loading 

steps (m = 1000) for the prescribed loading. 

Local truncation iso-error map attained with  = 0.1% is shown in Fig. 7 for the forward 

difference integration. In this computation, prescribed ∆  and ∆  are enlarged up to 0.06%, 

and numerical convergence issues are observed after this strain increment range; hence, results 

beyond this strain increment range are not shown. Simulation results using the implicit 

integration scheme are also plotted in Fig. 8 in order to compare between explicit and implicit 

integration schemes. It can be seen that computed errors are up to 3.5% for the explicit 

integration scheme and larger than that for implicit integration scheme. At this strain increment 

range, error increases with the increase of either axial or shear strain, but error is minimal (  

< 0.5%) when both axial and shear strain increments are in a scale of similar magnitude. 

Computed error continuously increases when axial strain increment (∆ ) is above 0.05% 

regardless of combination of axial and shear strain. For the implicit integration scheme, the 
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error increases with the increase of shear strain increment regardless of increment of axial 

strain. 

Iso-error map for the implicit integration scheme plotted in Fig. 9 shows that prescribed ∆  

and ∆  are successfully enlarged up to 2% without any numerical issues, whereas explicit 

integration scheme only allows 0.06% strain increment. It can be seen that there are errors up 

to 7%, and errors are dependent on axial-shear strain combinations. Computed error is minimal 

for ∆ , ∆   0.2% and maximum at ∆  = 0.3-0.7% with very small ∆ . It is evident from the 

error plot that the axial strain increment has larger effect on the accuracy of numerical 

calculations than the shear strain increments. In addition, larger strain increments can be 

prescribed without losing much accuracy for the implicit integration scheme. 

The implicit integration algorithm is further examined to check convergence of local 

iterations for solving the system of equations presented in Eq. (44). A monotonic strain-

controlled loading is prescribed up to 0.5% with a different number of increments m, and 

convergence results are presented in Fig. 10 where n represents a particular number of steps in 

a total number of increments m for the loading. It can be seen in Fig. 10a that a different number 

of strain increments provides same stress-strain relationships. Convergence of iterations for 

solving ∆  and ∆  are found quadratic as shown in Fig. 10b-10d. Convergence for solving 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 7. Local truncation error card with  0.1%, ∆ ∆  0.06% using forward 
difference method for SS304: (a) error contour; and (b) 3D error map.  

∆  (%) 

∆
 (
%
)   (
%
) 

 (%)  (%) 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 8. Local truncation error card with  0.1%, ∆ ∆  0.06% using backward 
difference method for SS304: (a) error contour; and (b) 3D error map.  

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 9. Local truncation error card with  0.1%, ∆ ∆  2% using backward 
difference method for SS304: (a) error contour; and (b) 3D error map.  

 

both ∆  and ∆  simultaneously at the outer layer of N-R requires eight to nine iterations 

( ∆ , ∆  = 8~9) while convergence for solving ∆  in the inner layer of N-R requires two to 

∆  (%) 
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∆
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five iterations. Here convergence results are shown for ∆ , ∆  = 5, 6 and 7 in Fig. 10b, and 

all local iterations for solving ∆  are shown in Fig. 10d at ∆ , ∆  = 5. The solution needs 

to meet error tolerance for Eqs. (46), (50) and (53) simultaneously, and Fig. 10b, 10c and 10d 

show that further iteration for ∆  and  is required even when the convergence for ∆  meets 

the tolerance. 

  

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 10. Convergence of the local iteration scheme for monotonic response simulation by 

backward difference method: (a) effect of step-number; (b) q convergence in step 5, 6, 7; 

(c) ∆  convergence (local) in first iteration of step 5, 6, 7; and (d) ∆  convergence (local) 

in all iterations of step 5. 
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To access the performance of the developed numerical scheme, uniaxial fatigue (UF1), 

uniaxial ratcheting (UR1) and biaxial ratcheting (MR1) loadings shown in Fig. 11 are 

investigated to evaluate stability and accuracy of numerical schemes. The efficiency of the 

numerical schemes is studied for various load increment sizes as discussed below. 

 

   

UF1 UR1 MR1 

Fig. 11. Loading histories for (a) uniaxial fatigue, (b) uniaxial 
ratcheting, and (c) multiaxial ratcheting. 

 

7.1. Hysteresis loop simulation for uniaxial fatigue loading (UF1) 

Simulation responses for uniaxial fatigue loading (UF1) with = 0.49% [27] are depicted 

in Fig. 12 for investigating stability and accuracy of the explicit and implicit integration 

schemes. The number of sub-steps and their sizes used for cyclic loop simulation are given in 

Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Size and number of increments used for uniaxial strain-controlled stress-strain 
response simulation 

Case 
Number of increment 

in each cycle 
Strain 

increment (%) 
1 200 0.0049 
2 100 0.0098 
3 75 0.0131 
4 60 0.0163 
5 20 0.0490 
6 8 0.1225 
7 4 0.2450 

 

 

t	

 
 

 

	

 

	

ε  

t	
ε  
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The results show that explicit integration scheme requires the smallest increment size (such 

as case 1 and case 2) for a stable solution without any oscillation (Fig. 12a). Stress oscillation 

is observed (Fig 12a) for case 3, case 4 and higher strain increment sizes (not shown) though 

error for a single step is minimal at these strain increments (Fig. 8), which demonstrates that 

the explicit integration scheme might provide better accuracy in some strain ranges, but 

solution becomes unstable. Such instability can be eliminated using the proposed oscillation 

correction as shown in Fig. 12b, but overshooting is observed in higher strain increments such 

as in case 5. 

In the case of the implicit or radial return method, the solution is unconditionally stable. 

Even for large increments, there are no convergence issues, and no stress scaling techniques  

 

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 12. Uniaxial hysteresis loop simulation (UF1) using (a) forward difference, (b) 

forward difference with oscillation correction, and (c) backward difference methods. 
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are required. Fig. 12c shows that strain increments ∆  = 0.0098% and 0.245% (and in between) 

provide same stress-strain relationship. Similar observation for large increments for the 

plasticity models with Armstrong-Fredrick type hardening rule is also reported by Kobayashi 

and Ohno [28]. 

 

7.2. Uniaxial ratcheting simulation 

Simulation responses for uniaxial ratcheting (UR1) with mean  = 78 MPa and 

amplitude  = 234 MPa [29] are depicted in Figs. 13 and 14 for investigating convergence 

of the explicit and implicit integration schemes under stress-controlled loading. Different sizes 

of stress increments, as shown in Table 3, are used to obtain four different simulations for the 

numerical schemes, and simulation responses are compared with the experimental ratcheting 

responses [29]. 

 

Table 3: Size and number of increments used for uniaxial stress-controlled ratcheting 
response simulation 

Case 
Number of increment 

in each cycle 

Stress 
increment 

(MPa) 
1 1000 0.468 
2 500 0.936 
3 400 1.17 
4 300 1.56 
5 200 2.34 
6 100 4.68 
7 50 9.36 

 

Cyclic responses and mean strains for UR1 loading are depicted in Figs. 13 and 14 

respectively. It has been shown that explicit integration scheme, even with a large number of 

stress increments, experiences convergence issues, especially at the peak tensile stress reversal, 

whereas implicit integration scheme does not experience such convergence issues (Fig. 13c). 

Also, explicit integration scheme under-predicts strain ratcheting at high-stress increments, but 

converged results are obtained for finer stress increments (Fig. 14a). In this method, the initial 
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position of the yield surface is used, which can lead to the over-prediction of the plastic 

modulus. As the stress increment size is increased, under-prediction of uniaxial ratcheting 

increases as shown in Fig. 14a. Stress oscillation correction reverses this response as shown in 

Fig. 14b. The radial return method proves to be the best method considering accuracy and 

stability across different increment sizes, as shown in Fig. 14c. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 13. Uniaxial ratcheting (UR1) stress-strain response simulation using (a) forward 

difference, (b) forward difference with correction, and (c) backward difference methods. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) 
Fig. 14. Uniaxial ratcheting (UR1) mean strain response simulation using (a) forward 

difference, (b) forward difference with correction, and (c) backward difference methods. 

 

7.3. Biaxial ratcheting simulation 

Simulation responses for biaxial ratcheting (MR1) with  = 74 MPa and  = 0.4% 

[30] are depicted in Fig. 15 and 16 for investigating convergence of the explicit and implicit 

integration schemes under biaxial loading. Different sizes of axial strain increment as shown 

in Table 4 are used to obtain different simulations for each numerical scheme, and simulation 

responses are compared with the experimental ratcheting responses [30]. Ratcheting 

simulation is influenced by the numerical scheme as position of the yield surface results in 

different plastic moduli and normal directions. The normal direction changes with a change in 

position of the yield surface under multiaxial loading. Hence, the influence of a numerical 

scheme in simulating multiaxial ratcheting can be more significant in comparison to simulating 

uniaxial ratcheting. 
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The normal direction is unaffected by the updated yield surface for uniaxial loading. 

However, the normal direction may be significantly different between the initial and updated 

yield surfaces for multiaxial loading. Thus, with large increment sizes, these deviations become 

more prominent, especially for the explicit method with larger increment sizes as shown in 

Fig. 16a. Stress oscillation correction is not applicable for biaxial ratcheting simulation because 

it highly under-predicts ratcheting, and simulation-results do not converge (Fig. 16b). Radial 

return method is found stable considering different increment sizes as shown in Fig. 16c. 

 

Table 4: Size and number of increments used for biaxial ratcheting response simulation 

Case 
Number of increment 

in each cycle 
Strain 

increment (%) 
1 200 0.004 
2 100 0.008 
3 50 0.016 
4 16 0.05 
5 8 0.1 
6 4 0.2 
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(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 15. Multiaxial ratcheting (MR1) circumferential-axial strain response simulation using 

(a) forward difference, (b) forward difference with oscillation correction, and (c) backward 

difference methods. 
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(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 16. Multiaxial ratcheting (MR1) mean strain response simulation using (a) forward 

difference, (b) forward difference with correction, and (c) backward difference methods. 

 

8. Consistent tangent modulus for FE implementation 

The modified-Chaboche model is implemented in ANSYS USERMAT using strain-driven 

radial return algorithm and implicit integration technique. The subroutine is developed for 

solid, axisymmetric and shell elements using 3D and plane stress state algorithm discussed in 

Sections 4 and 5. During the solution phase, the subroutine is called at all material integration 

points of the elements. ANSYS passes in strains and state variables as the values at the 

beginning of time increment. USERMAT then updates the stresses and state variables to the 

values at the end of the time increment. Strain-driven radial return method is used as a local 
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numerical scheme to calculate stresses for the prescribed strain components. After convergence 

of the local iteration in the numerical scheme, global integration solves the nodal force 

equilibrium equations iteratively. To ensure the quadratic convergence of the global Newton 

equilibrium iteration, a consistent tangent operator is calculated using the equations given by 

the integration algorithm of the material model. The elasto-plastic tangent operator is given by 

Eq. (84). The derivation of this consistent tangent operator for 3D and plane stress state is 

presented in the following sections. 

σ
C

ε

d

d
 .                                        (84) 

 

8.1. Consistent tangent modulus for 3D stress state 

The stress state is given by Eq. (85) below, which we can obtain by rearranging Eq. (17). 

The derivative of stress with respect to strain yields the tangent modulus as shown in Eq.         

(86). In these formulations, state variables are current values in the implicit integration, and 

subscript n+1 is avoided for simpler representation. 

3
2

2σ σ ntr G p   .     (85) 

6
σσ n

n
ε ε ε ε

trdd d p d
G p

d d d d

          


.     (86) 

Eq. (86) includes two unknown variables ∆ ⁄  and ⁄ . The derivative of trial stress 

increment can be obtained by using Hooke’s law and ⁄  . The unknown derivative 

∆ ⁄  in Eq. (86) is determined from Eq. (87), which requires five scalar equations  and 

 ( 1~4) in Eqs. (40) and (43). These scalar equations are obtained from the radial return 

solution procedure of local numerical scheme. Components of the Jacobian matrix are 

determined from the derivatives of these equations with respect to five scalar parameters ∆  

and  ( 1~4). Each of the unknown derivatives ( ∆ ⁄  and ⁄ ) in Eq. (87) is 

considered as six-element row vector for general 3D stress state. 
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In Eq. (86), expressions for all the diagonal terms ∆⁄  and ⁄  in the Jacobian 

follow Eqs. (48) and (52) respectively. Off-diagonal terms ⁄ , ∆⁄  and ⁄  

derived from the expressions of  and  are shown in Eqs. (88)-(90). Here, 1~4, 1~4 

and . 
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⁄ , ⁄  on the right-hand side of Eq. (87) are six-element row vectors and 

⁄  is a fourth-order tensor expressed as 6X6 matrix. These expressions are derived as 

follows. 

⁄  is expressed as  by taking deviatoric form of the trial stress increment function 

∆ =E:∆ . Here  is the deviatoric form of . From Eqs. (39) and (36), we can find 

⁄ : ⁄  and ⁄ . Hence, we obtain Eq. (91). 

3
:

2

s Z
E

s ε

tr
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tr
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L d

d J


 


.   (91) 
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We can obtain ⁄ , : ⁄  from the expression of  as expressed in 

Eq. (43). Hence, last four terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (87) can be expressed as Eq.      

(92). Here, ⁄  is obtained from the derivative of  and 3 2⁄ ⁄  by its definition. 

, : :
s n

a E
s ε s

tr
Di

i n itr tr

N d
w

d

       
.   (92) 
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I z z
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z zJ J
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Remaining unknown term in the function of consistent tangent modulus is ⁄ , which 

can be determined by taking derivative of  as shown in Eq. (94). 

2
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2

n z
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ε ε ε
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.   (94) 

 is defined in Eq. (36), from which ⁄  is derived, as shown in Eq. (95). ⁄  in 

this equation can be expressed in terms of known values ∆⁄  and ∆ ⁄ ; and ∆ ⁄  

is determined by solving Eq. (87). 
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⁄  in Eq. (94) can be expressed in terms of ∆ ⁄  and ⁄  as ∆ , . 

From the definition of  in Eq. (38), we can obtain ∆⁄  and ⁄  (Eqs. 98 and 99). 
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Now consistent tangent modulus can be calculated in the USERAMAT after resolving two 

unknown terms ∆ ⁄  and ⁄  according to the equations and procedures discussed 

above. 

 

8.2. Consistent tangent modulus for plane stress state 

The stress state for plane stress condition is given by Eq. (62). During calculation of the 

consistent tangent modulus, we can rearrange this equation to its original form (Eq. 17) without 

having any correction terms, as all the strain increments are known at this stage. In such case, 

we calculate consistent tangent modulus following Eq. (86). Finding the unknown terms for 

the plane stress state is same as that for the 3D stress state, except ∆ ⁄  and ⁄  in Eq.     

(87) are considered as four-element row vectors, and terms in the right-hand side of the 

equation are 4X5 matrix. In such case the tangent is found to be 4X4 matrix, which needs to 

be reduced to 3X3 matrix for usage in the FE package itself. Tangent modulus is expressed in 

Eq. (100) by considering three normal and one shear term. 

11 12 13 14

21 22 23 24

31 32 33 34

41 42 43 44

σ

ε

C C C C

C C C Cd
C C C Cd

C C C C

 
 
 
 
 
 

.                                         (100) 

where  11 22 120σ
T       , and  11 22 33 12ε

T         . 

Now we can express ∆  in terms of ∆ , ∆  and ∆  as shown in Eq. (101). 

Substituting these strain multipliers in Eq. (100), we can deduce an equivalent form of tangent 

matrix as shown in Eq. (102). 

31 32 34
33 11 22 12

33 33 33

C C C

C C C
           .    (101) 
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where  11 22 12σ
T        and  11 22 12ε

T       . 

 

9. Numerical example for FE analysis 

As a numerical test of the implicit integration technique, finite element analysis of a 

pressurized pipe under cyclic axial displacements is performed, and ratcheting responses are 

investigated. The FE model and geometry of the pipe analyzed in this study are depicted in 

Fig. 17. Four-noded structural layered shell with reduced integration method is used for 

generating the pipe. Another FE model is generated using eight noded solid elements. For both 

shell and solid elements, four layers are used through the thickness. Geometry and internal 

pressure (p = 4.1 MPa) of the set-up are selected based on the biaxial ratcheting experiment 

performed in [30]. In the FE analysis, axial cyclic displacements with an amplitude of 0.7 mm 

are prescribed at the top end-cap based on the initial cyclic displacements of the strain-

controlled experiments. Pin support at the bottom end-cap is modeled based on the 

experimental set up [30].  End cap and pipe are assumed to be rigidly connected. Ratcheting 

responses at the surface of the pipe (point A in Fig. 17) are investigated for both solid and shell 

elements. The FE responses are not compared with the experimental responses as cyclic load 

control for each case is different. 

Fig. 18 shows ratcheting responses of the pipe. As shown in the figure, implicit stress 

integration and stress-return mapping discussed in the earlier sections worked well for both 3D 

and plane stress state. Hoop strain ratcheting due to axial cyclic displacements and constant 

internal pressure is well addressed by both shell and solid element representation of the pipe 

(Fig. 19a). Hoop strain ratcheting responses for the Chaboche ( =1) and modified-Chaboche 

models (  = 0.005 for SS304) are depicted in Fig. 19b, which show same predictions for shell 

and solid elements. 
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Fig. 17. FE model of a pressurized pipe under 

cyclic axial displacements. 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 18. Multiaxial strain ratcheting responses at the surface (A) of solid and shell 

elements: (a) hoop strain  vs axial strain ; and (b) mean hoop strain vs number of cycle 

-N for  = 1 and 0.005. 
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10. Conclusions 

In this study, explicit and implicit return-type numerical algorithms have been developed 

for FE implementation of a rate-independent plasticity model based on the modified-Chaboche 

kinematic hardening framework. Stress-return mapping is formulated in a general form to solve 

the problem for 3D and plane stress state, including random stand-alone stress-strain 

prescriptions when FE analysis is not involved in the solution procedure. Formulations and a 

robust N-R solution procedure for both explicit and implicit integration algorithms are 

presented. Explicit integration in this study is defined by forward difference method of back 

stress evolution when the corrector-term of the stress-return mapping follows normality of 

previous stress state. The implicit integration is defined by the backward difference method of 

back stress evolution when the corrector-term follows normality of current stress state. These 

numerical schemes are compared in terms of accuracy, convergence, and stability in simulating 

fatigue-ratcheting responses of SS304 steel. 

The explicit integration method is found unstable for large increments leading to 

oscillations in hysteresis loop simulations. A stress scaling procedure is suggested to remedy 

stress oscillation for large increments by preventing the back stress becoming larger than the 

stabilized bounding values. The numerical remedy smoothens stress oscillations but causes 

overshooting beyond a strain threshold. The stress oscillation correction for explicit integration 

method improves the uniaxial fatigue-ratcheting response simulations; however, improvement 

in the biaxial ratcheting simulations is not observed. The implicit integration method is found 

unconditionally stable even for large increments, and fast, quadratic convergence is achieved 

using this method. 

Analytical formulations of the consistent tangent operator are developed for the modified-

Chaboche based plasticity model to implement in ANSYS USERMAT, and a numerical test 

of FEA under multiaxial ratcheting condition is presented using the shell and solid elements. 

It has been demonstrated that the implementation of both 3D and plane stress states provides 

same stress-strain relationships. 
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CHAPTER 3: LOW CYCLE FATIGUE AND RATCHETING 
RESPONSE SIMULATIONS OF SS304 ELBOWS USING ADVANCED 

CONSTITUTIVE MODEL 

Abstract 

A rate-independent constitutive model incorporating various uniaxial and multiaxial 

modeling features is developed in a sister article [1] to predict multiaxial ratcheting simulation 

responses at the material level. The constitutive model is further studied here for improving 

the simulations of SS304 elbow low-cycle fatigue (LCF) and ratcheting responses. The model 

development is motivated by the fact that available constitutive models in FE software 

packages are unable to predict experimentally observed strain ratcheting responses of long and 

short-radius elbows subjected to internal pressure and opening-closing displacement-

controlled cycles. This drawback of the existing model is traced to the isotropic and kinematic 

hardening modeling features. The isotropic hardening of the Chaboche model can reasonably 

simulate the LCF material-test stress-peaks but fails to simulate the hysteresis loop-shapes and 

multiaxial ratcheting responses. Incorporation of a strain-range dependent modeling feature in 

the kinematic hardening rule parameters improves the simulation of the hysteresis loops at the 

material level, and multiaxial ratcheting responses are attained by incorporating a biaxial 

ratcheting parameter in the modified-Chaboche kinematic hardening rule. A modeling feature 

for nonproportional loading developed by Tanaka is also incorporated to simulate the 

nonproportional hardening under multiaxial loading. It has been demonstrated that a constant 

biaxial ratcheting parameter in the modified-Chaboche rule fails to simulate strain and 

diameter change ratcheting responses for the unpressurized-elbow components, hence a 

modification of this biaxial ratcheting parameter is proposed for the simulation improvement. 

The performance of this modified model is validated against simulating a broad set of cyclic 

responses both at the material and component levels. 

Keywords: Low Cycle Fatigue, Multiaxial Ratcheting, Strain-range Dependence, γ-

hardening, Nonproportionality, Elbow Components. 
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1. Introduction 

Elbows are considered as critical components for structural integrity of piping systems. In 

the event of extreme loading conditions, piping systems are subjected to inelastic loading 

reversals, which may lead to low-cycle fatigue and ratcheting failure in elbows. Understanding 

ratcheting-damage induced failure mechanism of these components remains a challenging task. 

The ratcheting failure of piping components was first demonstrated by the EPRI experiments 

[2] in 1994. Since then many studies addressed the ratcheting simulation issues [3, 4], but a 

clear understanding of the ratcheting-failure responses, and the effect of various factors like 

bend radius and internal pressure are still lacking. Design rules in the ASME Boiler and 

Pressure Vessel Code (BPVC)-Section III [5] that provides stress limits, intended for ratcheting 

to shakedown in nuclear components, are conservative. As demonstrated in [6], the shakedown 

criteria cannot always be achieved because the stress limits do not guarantee shakedown at the 

event of peak cyclic stress causing plasticity. Because of this limitation, the constitutive model 

needs to be developed for accurate simulations of fatigue and ratcheting deformations in piping 

systems.   

Earlier analytical studies [4, 7-9] evaluated various constitutive models in predicting 

ratcheting responses of elbows. Hassan and Rahman [7] performed a comparative study of 

seven constitutive models in simulating global and local ratcheting responses of long-radius 

elbows. They demonstrated that the elbow load-displacement responses could be simulated by 

the constitutive models, but the simulation of its strain ratcheting responses remains a 

challenge. DeGrassi et al. [4], Varelis and Karamanos [8], Chen et al. [9], Balan and Redekop 

[10] performed finite element simulations of elbows considering various constitutive models 

and demonstrated similar drawbacks of the constitutive models. Also, most of the experimental 

and simulation studies on elbows are conducted on long-radius elbows; studies on short-radius 

elbows are still limited [11]. Short-radius elbows are normally used when spacing constraints 

prohibit the use of long-radius elbows. Hence, it is important to understand the LCF failure 

responses of short-radius elbows, and the differences between the short and long-radius elbow 

responses and LCF lives. Advanced constitutive models were evaluated for long and short-

radius elbows against experimentally observed responses in [7, 12]. Drawbacks of the 

constitutive models are traced as the main reason for inaccurate ratcheting simulations. Hence, 

this study made an effort to develop further and validate the Chaboche constitutive model 
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against a broader set of experimental responses. SS304 experimental data developed under 

uniaxial and multiaxial loading (see Fig. 1) are collected from [13-16]. These room temperature 

experiments prescribed uniaxial fatigue loading (UF1 in Fig. 1) with strain amplitude  = 

0.6%, multi strain amplitude loading (history not shown)  = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8%, uniaxial 

ratcheting (UR1 in Fig. 1) prescribing  = 78 MPa and  = 234 MPa, biaxial ratcheting 

(MR1 in Fig. 1) prescribing  = 74 MPa and  = 0.4%, and multiaxial out of phase (MOP 

in Fig. 1) loading with equivalent strain-range  = 0.2%.  

 

  

 

 

UF1 UR1 MR1 MOP 

Fig. 1. Loading histories UF1, MSR, UR1, MR1 and MOP conducted by [13-16]. 

 

Elbow response data of long and short-radius 90-degree schedule-10 elbows (average D/t 

= 20) developed in [16, 17] are used for further model validation at the component level. (See 

[16, 17] for the details of the experimental program.) Displacement-controlled in-plane 

opening-closing cycles using the test set-up shown in Fig. 2 are prescribed with the steady 

internal pressure of 0, 11.0 and 20.8 MPa (yield pressure = 15.4 MPa). Force (P), displacement 

(δ), diameter change (∆ ), and axial ( ) and circumferential ( ) strains at flank, intrados 

and extrados were recorded. Simulations for these long-radius elbow responses have been 

demonstrated by [7]. The drawbacks of Chaboche model to predict these elbow responses are 

also demonstrated in [12]. Given the fact that mechanical response of elbow is influenced by 

the biaxial state of stress, a multiaxial ratcheting modeling feature was incorporated in the 

Chaboche model; however, simulation improvement was not observed.  

For further model improvement, various advanced modeling features for cyclic hardening, 

strain-range dependence, multiaxial ratcheting and loading nonproportionality have been 
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incorporated in the Chaboche model. User customized version of this model in ANSYS is then 

evaluated by simulating the whole set of ratcheting responses of elbow components. Model 

improvements and further challenges in predicting the elbow component responses are 

presented and discussed in the sections below. 

 

 

(b) 

 

(a) (c) 

Fig. 2. (a) Elbow experiment set-up; (b) nominal dimensions in mm of a long-radius elbow 

with boundary  conditions; and (c) an elbow showing measured parameters such as 

diameter change (∆ ), axial ( ) and hoop ( ) strains. 
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2. Constitutive model 

Chaboche based plasticity model [18] available in ANSYS is studied first in evaluating the 

elbow fatigue and ratcheting responses. The plasticity model uses additive decomposition of 

incremental elastic ( ) and plastic ( ) strains where elastic strain follows Hooke’s law 

and plastic strain the associative flow rule. Von-Mises yield criteria, associative flow rule, 

kinematic and isotropic hardening rules of this model are shown in Eqs. (1)-(8). 

Von-Mises yield criteria:  

     3
:

2
σ α s a s a of      .                        (1)               

Additive strain decomposition: e pd d d ε ε ε .                         (2) 

Hooke’s law: e 1
( )tr

E E

 
 ε σ σ I .                                      (3) 

Flow rule: p 3

2
ε = nd dp ,                               (4)   

where 
 

3

2


J

s a
n=

σ α
.                    (5)  

Kinematic hardening rule (Chaboche): 
4

1

a ai
i

 ,                 (6) 

p2

3
a ε ai i i id C d dp  .                                                          (7) 

Isotropic hardening rule: ( )sdR b R R dp  .       (8)

  

In the above equations,  and  are the deviators of stress tensor ( ) and back stress tensor 

( ), respectively.  is the size of the yield surface, and R is the yield surface size change. E, 

,  and I indicate Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, stress tensor and second rank unity 

tensor, respectively;  is the magnitude of plastic strain increment. ,  are the kinematic 

hardening parameters and ,  the isotropic hardening parameters. Chaboche model 
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parameters are determined by simulating uniaxial stress-strain hysteresis loops and ratcheting 

responses from [13, 15] following procedure in [19]. Model parameters are shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Chaboche model parameters for SS304 (∆ =0.8%) 

Type Parameter Value 

Elastic parameter 

 (MPa) 192000 

(MPa) 155 

 0.3 

Kinematic hardening 

parameter 

(MPa) 180000 

(MPa) 75500 

(MPa) 15000 

(MPa) 1500 

 9605 

 1106 

 400 

 0.4 

Isotropic hardening 

parameters 

b 3 

Rs (MPa) 60 

 

Chaboche model simulation responses for SS304 are shown in Figs. 3-6 for the uniaxial 

and multiaxial loading histories (prescribed in Fig. 1). Simulation responses using Chaboche 

kinematic hardening (4-terms) rule are designated as ‘Stable’, and the responses with combined 

isotropic-kinematic hardening rule are designated as ‘Isotropic’ in the figure. Also, plotted 

mean and amplitude of cyclic responses are defined as S  and S  , 

respectively, where S represents responses for state variables, and S , S represent maximum 

and minimum magnitudes of cyclic responses. 

Multi strain-range uniaxial fatigue loading responses (cyclic stress-strain and stress 

amplitude) are plotted in Figs. 3a and 3b (for MSR loading). Simulation results show that stable 
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model with isotropic hardening rule can predict stress-peaks or amplitudes (Fig. 3b) but 

hysteresis loop shape simulation is not satisfactory (Fig. 3a). The stable model does not have 

the capability for simulating cyclic hardening (Fig. 3b). Both stable and isotropic model can 

predict uniaxial ratcheting responses (Fig. 4) (for UR1 loading) but fail or highly overpredict 

multiaxial ratcheting responses (Fig. 5) (for MR1 loading). Multiaxial out-of-phase responses 

are plotted in Fig. 6 for MOP loading. The stable model does not have the capability to simulate 

additional hardening due to nonproportionality, whereas isotropic model shows hardening, 

which is mainly because of cyclic hardening but not because of nonproportionality. 

Nonproportionality effect on hardening saturation rate (Fig. 6b) was not simulated well by 

either of these two models. 

In summary Chaboche model combined with isotropic hardening rule is good enough to 

simulate uniaxial fatigue and ratcheting responses of SS304, even though hysteresis loop shape 

simulation is not perfect. However, the framework of Chaboche model is not applicable for the 

multiaxial fatigue-ratcheting loading conditions. Multiaxial fatigue-ratcheting is often 

observed in the structural components subjected to high pressure and cyclic loading for which 

the Chaboche model will provide erroneous simulation responses as we can comprehend from 

Fig. 5. Elbow simulation responses using these models are presented in the Section 4. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. Experimental and simulated responses of SS304 for MSR loading: (a) stress-strain 

( - ) response; and (b) cyclic hardening ( -N). 
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(a) (c) 

Fig. 4. Experimental and simulated responses of SS304 for UR1 loading: (a) stress-strain 

( - ); and (b) uniaxial ratcheting ( -N). 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 5. Experimental and simulated responses of SS304 for MR1 loading:                 

(a) circumferential-axial strain ( - ); and (b) multiaxial ratcheting ( -N). 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 6. Experimental and simulated responses of SS304 for MOP loading: (a) torsional-

axial stress (√3 ); and (b) torsional stress (√3 ) amplitude. 

 

3. Finite element modeling of elbow experiment 

Geometry of long and short-radius elbows discussed in [16, 17] is used to generate FE 

mesh. Four-noded structural shell elements are used for elbow and pipe, and eight-noded brick 

elements are used for the rigid-lug or end-cap modeling. Mesh-convergence study is 

conducted, and converged mesh used in this study is shown in Fig 7. As reported in [16, 17], 

elbow-thickness is not uniform along the longitudinal axis and across the cross-section. 

Nonuniform thickness affects local response simulation; hence, measured thickness variation 

for both elbow and pipe are considered in generating FE mesh. Pin support at the top-lug is 

modeled as observed in the experiment by assigning boundary conditions Ux = Uy = Uz = 0 

at A (Fig. 7). The displacement-controlled saw-toothed signal is prescribed at bottom-lug by 

assigning cyclic displacements along the line passing through point B (Fig. 7). For the 

pressurized elbows, the steady-internal-pressure is assigned to the internal surface of elbow 

and surface of the end-cap attached to the elbow. Non-linear geometry option in ANSYS 

software package, which considers large-rotation and small strain-increment, is used for the 

elasto-plastic analysis. End-cap and pipe are assumed to be rigidly connected. Increased 

thickness due to welding between the elbow and pipe is included in the analysis based on the 

measured dimensions. Simulation results of von-Mises strain contour, for a long-radius elbow 

with steady internal pressure p = 11.0 MPa and  = 11.8 mm, at the end of 120th cycle, is 
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plotted in Fig. 7b. With the stable material assumption (  = constant), the von-Mises strain is 

observed to be concentrated at flank location, where cracks have been observed in the 

experiments. 

 

4. Simulation results using Chaboche model 

Experimental and simulated responses using Chaboche (Stable) and Chaboche with 

isotropic hardening model (Isotropic) are shown in Figs. 9-12. Simulated responses are shown 

for the long and short-radius elbows with amplitude   = 11.8 mm and steady internal pressure 

p = 0, 11 and 20.8 MPa. Performance of the material model is evaluated for force (P), flank to 

flank diameter change (∆ ), circumferential strain ( ) responses at flank and extrados, and 

axial strain ( ) responses at intrados. In this evaluation, cyclic responses are plotted for the 

long-radius pressurized elbow (p = 11 MPa) with respect to applied displacement, and means  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 (a) (b)   

Fig. 7. (a) FE mesh; and (b) von-Mises strain contour at the end of 120th cycle. 
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of cyclic responses for both long and short-radius elbows (p = 0, 11 and 20.8 MPa) are plotted 

against the number of cycles (N). 

Force-displacement (P- ) hysteresis loops using Chaboche model with isotropic hardening 

rule, shown in Figs. 8a and 8b, demonstrate overall good agreement against experimental 

responses, except that experimental responses show tensile cyclic hardening, whereas 

simulated responses show compressive cyclic hardening. The reason of this drawback is the 

incapability of isotropic hardening rule for hysteresis loop simulation of SS304 as discussed in 

Section 2. Such anomaly of cyclic hardening for force-displacement (P- ) hysteresis loops 

using Chaboche stable model (no cyclic hardening) is not observed (not shown). Means of the 

force simulation responses as a function of the number of cycle (Pm- ) for the long and short-

radius elbows are plotted in Figs. 8c and 8d, which are in good agreement with the experimental 

responses, except mean of the short-radius pressurized elbow (p = 20.8 MPa) is overpredicted. 

The Chaboche stable model and the Chaboche model with isotropic hardening rule 

overpredict flank-to-flank diameter change responses (∆ ) for the pressurized long and short-

radius elbows as shown in Fig. 9. Diameter-change, displacement (∆ - ) responses for the 

long-radius pressurized elbow (p = 11 MPa) shown in Figs. 9a and 9b demonstrate that 

simulated diameter-change rate is faster in first few cycles, and then it becomes saturated. The 

similar over-predictions of the diameter-change ratcheting (∆ - ) are observed for elbows 

with both bend radius, subjected to all examined internal pressure, as shown in Figs. 9c and 

9d. Simulation responses of unpressurized elbow are in good agreement with the 

experimentally observed diameter change. 

Circumferential strain responses ( - ) at flank of the long-radius pressurized elbow with 

p = 11 MPa are reasonably predicted using Chaboche model as shown in Figs. 10a and 10b, 

though ratcheting-rate prediction is not in good agreement with the experimentally observed 

responses. Unpressurized elbow specimens for both long and short-radius elbows are in good 

agreement to predict strain ratcheting responses ( - ), but overpredicted simulation 

responses are observed for the highest pressurized elbows (p = 20.8 MPa) as shown in Figs. 

10c and 10d. 

From the circumferential strain responses ( - ) (in Figs. 11a and 11b) at extrados of the 

long-radius pressurized elbow (p = 11 MPa), the Chaboche model with isotropic hardening 
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rule predicts strain accumulation in the compression direction, whereas experimentally 

observed responses are in the tensile direction. With the increment of pressure (p = 20.8 MPa), 

simulated strain responses ( - ) for the long-radius elbows predict positive ratcheting as in 

the experiments, but under-predict initially (Fig. 11c). The phenomenon of the strain ratcheting 

in the opposite direction of the experimentally observed responses is noticeable for the short-

radius elbows with p = 11 and 20.8 MPa (Fig. 11d). Simulations of the unpressurized elbows 

are in good agreement with the experimentally observed responses for both long and short-

radius elbows. It is interesting to note that simulated strain ratcheting-rate responses fluctuate 

with the internal pressure for long-radius elbows (  is positive at p = 0 MPa, negative at p 

= 11.0 MPa, and positive at p = 20.8 MPa), but provide consistent opposite strain ratcheting 

for short-radius elbows. The yield pressure of the elbows (p  = 15.4 MPa) and bend radius are 

traced to be the parameters involving such fluctuation of responses. 

From the axial strain responses ( - ) (in Figs. 12a and 12b) at intrados of the long-radius 

pressurized elbow (p = 11 MPa), it also can be seen that the Chaboche model with isotropic 

hardening rule predicts strain accumulation in the compression direction, whereas 

experimentally observed responses are in the tensile direction. This trend of opposite-strain-

ratcheting ( - ) simulation responses becomes significant with the increment of internal 

pressure, but unpressurized strain ratcheting simulation responses are in good agreement with 

the experiments (Fig. 12c). For all pressurized conditions of the elbows, amplitude predictions 

(Fig. 12d) are in good agreement with the experiments. Strain responses at the intrados of 

short-radius elbows were not recorded; hence, simulation responses are only shown for the 

long-radius elbows. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 8. Experimental and simulated force-displacement (P- )  responses of long and short-

radius elbows using Chaboche stable and Chaboche with isotropic hardeing model: (a) 

experimental hysteresis response; (b) simulated hysteresis loop using Chaboche model 

with isotropic hardening; (c) mean force with cycle (Pm-N) of long-radius elbows;  and (d) 

mean force with cycle (Pm-N) of short-radius elbows. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 9. Experimental and simulated flank to flank diameter change (∆ ) responses of long 

and short-radius elbows using Chaboche stable and Chaboche with isotropic hardeing 

model: (a) experimental diameter change (∆ - );  (b) simulated diamater change (∆ - ) 

using Chaboche model with isotropic hardening; (c) mean of diameter change with cycle 

(∆ - ) of long-radius elbows; and (d) mean of diameter change with cycle (∆ - ) of 

short-radius elbows. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 10. Experimental and simulated circumferential strain ( ) responses at flank of long 

and short-radius elbows using Chaboche stable and Chaboche with isotropic hardeing 

model: (a) experimental circumferential strain ( - );  (b) simulated circumferential strain 

( - ), using Chaboche model with isotropic hardening; (c) mean of circumferential strain 

with cycle ( - ) of long-radius elbows; and (d) mean of circumferential strain with 

cycle ( - ) of short-radius elbows. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 11. Experimental and simulated circumferential strain ( ) responses at extrados of 

long and short-radius elbows using Chaboche stable and Chaboche with isotropic hardeing 

model: (a) experimental circumferential strain ( - );  (b) simulated circumferential strain 

( - ), using Chaboche model with isotropic hardening; (c) mean of circumferential strain 

with cycle ( - ) of long-radius elbows; and (d) mean of circumferential strain with 

cycle ( - ) of short-radius elbows. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 12. Experimental and simulated axial strain ( ) responses at intrados of long and 

short-radius elbows using Chaboche stable and Chaboche with isotropic hardeing model: 

(a) experimental axial strain ( - );  (b) simulated axial strain ( - ) using Chaboche 

model with isotropic hardening; (c) mean of axial strain with cycle ( - ) of long-radius 

elbows; and (d) mean of axial strain with cycle ( - ) of short-radius elbows. 

 

In summary, Chaboche model with stable material and isotropic hardening rule, available 

in the FE software packages, cannot predict ratcheting-rates properly for combined cyclic 

loading and steady internal pressure except load-displacement responses. Both stable and 

isotropic hardening rule give over-predictions in the flank diameter-change and some cases of 

the flank strain-ratcheting responses. The extrados strain-ratcheting direction and rate 
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responses are either under-predicted or opposite to the experimentally observed responses and 

depend on the magnitude of internal pressure and bend radius of the elbows. The axial strain 

ratcheting-rate predictions at intrados are found completely opposite to the experimental 

results, especially for the long-radius elbows. In the absence of any internal pressure, stable 

material and isotropic hardening rules perform well for the elbow components in predicting 

both global and local responses. The drawback of these simulations is traced to the kinematic 

and isotropic hardening features of the constitutive models and their inability to predict 

material responses, especially biaxial ratchetings as discussed in Section 2. These material 

simulation responses of SS304 can be improved by incorporating various modeling features as 

presented below. The modified-Chaboche model is further used to evaluate elbow component 

responses. 

 

5. Modified-Chaboche model with advanced modeling features 

Chaboche hardening rules improve the uniaxial fatigue-ratcheting simulation responses but 

overpredict the biaxial ratcheting-rate responses as discussed in Section 2. To improve the 

biaxial ratcheting responses, the modified-Chaboche model proposed by Bari and Hassan [20] 

is studied. The modified Chaboche model is implemented in ANSYS USERMAT using strain-

driven radial-return algorithm for shell elements. Yield criteria and flow rule of this model are 

same as discussed in Section 2. Kinematic hardening rule of the modified-Chaboche model is 

shown in Eq. (9). 

Modified-Chaboche model:      

   2
1 :

3
a ε a a n np

i i i i id C d dp       .                (9) 

in Eq. (9) is the multiaxial ratcheting parameter. The ratcheting parameter is calibrated 

with the biaxial ratcheting responses [7].  

SS304 shows cyclic hardening mainly due to the curve-shape change while linear elastic 

yield region remains constant as shown in Fig. 13a. Isotropic hardening modeling features lack 

simulating such hardening, as the modeling feature demonstrates hardening mainly due to yield 

surface size change (Fig. 13b). As discussed in Section 2, hardening due to the yield surface 
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size change can predict stress amplitudes of SS304, but the hysteresis loop shape predictions 

are not in good agreement with the experiments. For improving both loop shapes and stress 

amplitudes, -hardening rule (Eq. 10) following [21] is incorporated in the model. 

  0
i i i id D q dp    ,                                                               (10) 

where  0 ic q
i i iq a b e 

    .  

In the above equations,  evolves towards strain-range dependent saturated value (q) 

with a saturation rate . ,  and  are the strain-range dependent parameters. Strain-

memory surface from [18], as shown in Eq. (11), is implemented to incorporate this strain-

range dependence [21]. In this equation, q and Y are the radius and center of strain memory 

surface. 

   2
: 0

3
p pg q    ε Y ε Y ,                                            (11) 

where evolutions of q and Y are given by: 

  *:dq H g dp n n ,     * *3
[ 1 : ]

2
d H g dp Y n n n , where  

2
*

3

in

ing





ε Y

n
ε Y

. 

Here  is a constant, n* is the normal to strain memory surface, and H () is Heaviside step 

function. Cyclic hardening prediction (stress-plastic strain at different strain-ranges) using this 

-hardening rule is plotted in Fig. 13c, which is in good agreement with the experiment (Fig. 

13a). 

To demonstrate the effect of nonproportionality on the cyclic hardening of SS304, Tanaka 

nonproportionality [22] modeling feature (Eq. 12) is incorporated in the model. In this 

equation,  is a material constant that gives cross hardening stabilization rate, and  represents 

growth rate of internal dislocation-structure induced by the inelastic deformation process. 

 cd c dp  C n n C .                                                               (12) 

Tanaka [22] defined a nonproportionality parameter A as a function of  and n to measure 

the degree of nonproportionality as shown in Eq. (13). 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 13. Stress-plastic strain ( - ) upgoing curve at the first cycle of each strain-range 

shifted at =0.8% strain amplitude: (a) experimental; (b) prediction using isotropic 

hardening rule; and (c) prediction using -hardening rule. 
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To account for increasing cyclic hardening as a result of loading non-proportionality, the 

parameter A is incorporated in the model through the -evolution rule as shown in Eq. (14). In 

this equation,  and   are the maximum values of  at 90o out-of-phase and axial strain 

controlled responses, respectively, for the current plastic strain surface size q, and  is the 

ratio of  and  . 

  AS

i i i id D q pd    ,                                                              (14) 

where      0 0( ) ( )     AS
i i i iq A q q q ,  0 

    ic q
i i iq a b e , and    0 ( )i i iq k q   . 

Uniaxial and biaxial model parameters are determined by simulating uniaxial stress-strain 

hysteresis loops and ratcheting responses from [7, 16] following procedure in [19]. Strain-

range dependent and cyclic hardening parameters are determined using responses from multi-

strain-range test from [13]. Nonproportionality parameters are calibrated with multiaxial out-

of-phase (MOP) test [14]. Model parameters are shown in Table 2. The model has been 

implemented in ANSYS via USERMAT for evaluating elbow-responses. 
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Table 2: Modified-Chaboche model parameters for SS304 

Type Parameter Value 

Elastic parameter 

 (MPa) 192000 

(MPa) 155 

μ 0.3 

Kinematic hardening 

parameter 

(MPa) 180000 

(MPa) 75500 

(MPa) 15000 

(MPa) 1500 

 9605 

 1106 

 400 

 0 

Strain-range and cyclic 

hardening parameter 

 8286 

 4463 

 1659 

 30 

 522 

 699 

 225 

 35 

 195 

 331 

 651 

 35 

Multiaxial ratcheting 

parameter 
 0.005 
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The modified-Chaboche model simulation responses for SS304 are shown in Figs. 14-17 

for the uniaxial and multiaxial loading histories (prescribed in Fig. 1). Simulation responses 

using the modified-Chaboche kinematic hardening rule with -hardening are designated as ‘ -

hard. / ’, and the responses with modified-Chaboche model with stable material are 

designated as ‘stable/ ’ in the figure. Stable and isotropic models are also presented for the 

simulation comparisons. 

Multi strain-range uniaxial fatigue loading responses (cyclic stress-strain and stress 

amplitude) are plotted in Figs. 14a and 14b (for MSR loading). Simulation results show that 

modified-Chaboche model with the -hardening rule can predict both hysteresis loop shapes 

and stress-peaks or amplitudes. The -hardening model can predict uniaxial ratcheting 

responses reasonably well (Fig. 15) (for UR1 loading). Multiaxial ratcheting responses (Fig. 

16) (for MR1 loading) are improved using the modified-Chaboche model (stable / , -hard. 

/  and Nonprop. / ). The improvement is achieved by using the constant multiaxial 

ratcheting parameter  (= 0.005) in the kinematic hardening rule presented in Eq. (9). 

Multiaxial out-of-phase responses are plotted in Fig. 17 for MOP loading. Additional cyclic 

hardening due to 90° nonproportionality are well simulated by the Tanaka nonproportionality-

measure as discussed in this section. 

 
 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 14. Experimental and simulated responses of SS304 for MSR loading: (a) stress-strain 

( - ); and (b) cyclic hardening ( -N). 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 15. Experimental and simulated responses of SS304 for UR1 loading: (a) stress-strain 

( - ); and (b) uniaxial ratcheting ( -N). 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 16. Experimental and simulated responses of SS304 for MR1 loading:                

(a) circumferential-axial strain ( - ); and (b) multiaxial ratcheting ( -N). 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 17. Experimental and simulated responses of SS304 for MOP laoding: (a) torsional-

axial stress (√3 ); and (b) torsional stress (√3 ) amplitude. 

 

6. Simulation results using modified-Chaboche model with advanced modeling features 

Experimental and simulated responses using Chaboche (Stable), modified-Chaboche 

(Stable / ) and modified-Chaboche with -hardening ( -hard. / ) rule are shown in Figs. 18-

22. Simulated responses are shown for the long and short-radius elbows discussed in the earlier 

sections. 

Force-displacement (P- ) hysteresis-loops using modified-Chaboche model with -

hardening rule, shown in Fig. 18b, demonstrate good agreement against experimental cyclic 

responses (Fig. 18a). Improvement in the cyclic responses of elbow with the -hardening rule 

is observed when compared with the simulations shown in Fig. 8b. The improvement is traced 

to the material model’s capability for predicting both cyclic hardening and stress-strain loop 

shapes. Means of the force predictions as a function of the number of cycle (Pm- ) of long and 

short-radius elbows are plotted in Figs. 18c and 18d, which predictions are similar to that using 

isotropic hardening rules. 

Diameter-change (flank to flank) simulation response (∆ -	 ) plotted in Fig. 19b for the 

long-radius pressurized elbow (p = 11 MPa) is in good agreement with the experimental 

response (Fig. 19a). The modified-Chaboche model improves the diameter-change ratcheting-

rate (∆ - ) simulations (Figs. 19c and 19d) for both long and short-radius pressurized (p = 
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11 and 20.8 MPa) elbows (when compared with the simulation responses using stable and 

isotropic rules presented in Section 3). However, overprediction is observed for the 

unpressurized elbows. Modified-Chaboche model with and without hardening rules ( -hard. 

/ , stable / ) provides similar trend for the ratcheting predictions as shown in the figures 

(Figs. 19c and 19d). 

Improvement in the circumferential strain simulation responses at flank is observed for the 

pressurized elbows as shown in Fig. 20 when the modified-Chaboche model is used. As 

presented in Figs. 20a and 20b, strain accumulation with the cyclic displacements ( - ) is in 

good agreement with the experimental results when biaxial ratcheting parameter  is included 

in the constitutive model. The ratcheting responses at the highest internal pressure (p = 20.8 

MPa) are overpredicted (compared with the experiments) when stable model is used, and these 

responses are significantly improved using the modified-Chaboche model (see Figs. 20c and 

20d for - ). However, the ratcheting predictions for the unpressurized elbows using the 

stable model are in good agreement with the experiments, and these responses are 

overpredicted when modified-Chaboche model is used. 

Strain-ratcheting responses (Fig. 21) at extrados using Chaboche model (stable and 

isotropic) show the fluctuation of ratcheting direction and depend on the bend radius as 

discussed in Section 4. As an example, strain responses with the application of cyclic 

displacements ( - ) are predicted in the compression direction (Fig. 11b) for the long-radius 

pressurized elbow (p = 11 MPa) when Chaboche model is used. The modified-Chaboche model 

significantly improves these predictions (both rate and magnitude) as shown in Figs. 21b and 

21c. For both bend radius and pressurized elbows (p = 11 and 20.8 MPa), simulated ratcheting-

rates ( -  in Figs. 21c and 21d) are improved (negative ratcheting-rate becomes positive) 

when modified Chaboche model is used with constant multiaxial ratcheting parameter (  = 

0.005). However, simulation rate for unpressurized elbow increases to overpredict the 

experimental rate. 

Negative strain ratcheting predictions at the intrados of the pressurized elbows are observed 

when Chaboche material models (stable and isotropic) are used. Negative ratcheting-rate using 

these models increases with the increase of internal pressure, which is opposite to the 

experimentally observed responses. This drawback in the simulation is traced to the Chaboche 
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model’s inability to address multiaxial ratcheting predictions. Incorporation of the constant 

biaxial ratcheting parameter  in the kinematic hardening rule influences ratcheting-rate 

directions as shown in Fig. 22. Though modified Chaboche model reversed the ratcheting-rate 

and follows experimentally observed direction, these positive strain responses are 

overpredicted (when compared with the experiments). For all pressurized conditions of the 

elbows, amplitude simulations (Fig. 22d) are in good agreement with the experiments. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 18. Experimental and simulated force-displacement (P- ) responses of long and short-

radius elbows using Chaboche stable and modified Chaboche models: (a) experimental 

hysteresis response; (b) simulated hysteresis loop; (c) mean force with cycle (Pm-N) of 

long-radius elbows; and (d) mean force with cycle (Pm-N) of short-radius elbows. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c)  (d) 

Fig. 19. Experimental and simulated flank to flank diameter-change (∆ ) responses of 

long and short-radius elbows using Chaboche stable and modified Chaboche models:       

(a) experimental diameter-change (∆ - );  (b) simulated diamater-change (∆ - ); (c) 

mean of diameter-change with cycle (∆ - ) of long-radius elbows; and (d) mean of 

diameter-change with cycle (∆ - ) of short-radius elbows. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 20. Experimental and simulated circumferential strain ( ) responses at flank of long 

and short-radius elbows using Chaboche stable and Chaboche modified Chaboche models: 

(a) experimental circumferential strain ( - );  (b) simulated circumferential strain ( - ); 

(c) mean of circumferential strain with cycle ( - ) of long-radius elbows; and (d) mean 

of circumferential strain with cycle ( - ) of short-radius elbows. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 21. Experimental and simulated circumferential strain ( ) responses at extrados of 

long and short-radius elbows using Chaboche stable and modified Chaboche models:       

(a) experimental circumferential strain ( - ); (b) simulated circumferential strain ( - ); 

(c) mean of circumferential strain with cycle ( - ) of long-radius elbows; and (d) mean 

of circumferential strain with cycle ( - ) of short-radius elbows. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 22. Experimental and simulated axial strain ( ) responses at intrados of long and 

short-radius elbow using Chaboche stable and modified Chaboche models:                

(a) experimental axial strain ( - ); (b) simulated axial strain ( - ); (c) mean of axial 

strain with cycle ( - ) of long-radius elbows; and (d) mean of axial strain with cycle 

( - ) of short-radius elbows. 

 

In summary, modified-Chaboche model with the incorporation of a biaxial ratcheting 

parameter  significantly improves diameter and strain ratcheting simulation responses for 

the pressurized elbows under cyclic displacements but overpredicts unpressurized elbows, 

whereas the Chaboche model (stable and isotropic) predictions for the unpressurized elbows 

(when only cyclic loadings are present) are found satisfactory but not for the pressurized 
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elbows. In this perspective, nonproportionality modeling features in the modified-Chaboche 

model with -hardening rule are investigated, and simulation results are presented in Fig. 22. 

Nonproportional hardening for the MOP material test (Fig. 1) can be predicted (Figs. 17a and 

17b) using Tanaka modeling feature [22]. However, the modeling feature does not have any 

influence on elbow ratcheting predictions (Figs. 23a and 23b). The observation can be 

rationalized by the fact that biaxial stress state condition at the intrados, as plotted in Fig. 23c, 

is almost proportional, i.e. loading nonproportionality is insignificant. Therefore, influence of 

nonproportionality is not included further in the constitutive model for simulating elbow  

 

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 23. Experimental and simulated responses with and without nonproportionality:       

(a) mean axial strain ( -N); (b) mean circumferential strain ( -N); and (c) 

circumferential vs axial stress ( - ). 
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responses. The strain-range dependent -hardening and an evolving multiaxial ratcheting 

parameter ( -hard. / ) in the modified Chaboche model are developed for the simulation 

improvements of elbows as presented below. 

 

7. Model improvement 

As demonstrated in the earlier sections, strain ratcheting-rates mainly depend on Chaboche 

kinematic hardening parameters ,  and biaxial ratcheting parameter . In the parameter 

determination procedure, , ’s are calibrated from the stress-stain hysteresis loops and 

uniaxial ratcheting responses, and  is calibrated using biaxial ratcheting responses. Though 

the modified-Chaboche model improves the ratcheting-rate predictions of the material (MR1 

loading) and components under similar loading conditions (biaxial loading), component 

simulation responses under cyclic loading for the unpressurized elbows are not predicted well 

when compared with the experiments. At this stage, biaxial ratcheting parameter is investigated 

further by assuming dependence of biaxial ratcheting on strain-ranges. 

Schematic of strain memory surface state variables q and Yeq (= : 	) in Eq. (11) is 

shown in Fig. 24. Evolutions of these state variables are plotted in Figs. 25a and 25b for UF1, 

UR1 and MR1 loadings demonstrating that the center of strain memory surface remains (Yeq)  

 

 

Fig. 24. Schematic of strain memory surface state variables. 
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at its original location for the symmetric strain-controlled loading (UF1) while maximum 

plastic strain in the history (q) evolves followed by saturation. Both strain-range dependent 

state variables q and Yeq evolve for the UR1 and MR1 loadings.  directs these state variable 

evolutions (Figs. 25c and 25d) and its ensuing effect on ratcheting for the biaxial loading. 

Hence, ratcheting phenomenon depending on these state variables q and Yeq is included in the 

definition of  by postulating that accumulation of strain-ratcheting depends on the current 

state of strain (Yeq). 

 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 25. Simulated strain memory surface state variables: (a) strain memory surface radius 

(q) with accumulated plastic strain (p) for UF1, UR1 and MR1 loading; (b) equivalent 

center location (Yeq) with accumulated plastic strain (p) for UF1, UR1 and MR1 loading; 

(c) q-p for MR1 loading; and (d) Yeq-p for MR1 loading. 
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Schematic of the modified Chaboche model depicted in Fig. 26a shows direction and 

magnitude of backstress evolution while  is a controlling parameter. Based on the postulation 

made, this study considers an evolving biaxial ratcheting parameter ( ) in Fig. 26b as a 

function of current state of strain (Yeq) shown by the Eq. (15). Modification of this model 

considers same model parameters presented in Table 2, except a constant multiaxial ratcheting 

parameter ( ) is replaced by the evolving multiaxial parameters ( , ,  and ). 

Outside of these parameters,  is kept same as  (= 0.005), and the condition of +  = 

1 presumes the Chaboche model ( =1) in the beginning of computation.  and  are the 

saturation rates of  and  respectively. These two saturation rates (  = 300, and  = 40) 

are determined by calibrating strain ratcheting response ( ) of the unpressurized long-radius 

elbows while MR1 ratcheting-rates (final) remain same as the experimentally observed 

responses. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 26. Multiaxial ratcheting: (a) schematic of kinematic hardening rule; and (b) evolution 

of multiaxial ratcheting parameter. 

 

'

' '  ( )sd D dp


     ,                                                               (15) 

where '

' '

'  exp eqc Y

s a b 

 
 

  , and ' ' 1a b
 
  . 
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Fig. 27. Experimental and simulated responses of circumferential strain for MR1 loading 

using modified-Chaboche model with and without evolving multiaxial ratcheting. 

 

8. Improved model simulations 

FE simulation responses using this improved model ( -hard. / ) are discussed herein for 

both long and short-radius elbows. Von-Mises strain contour for the long-radius elbow with p 

= 11.0 MPa and =11.8 mm is plotted for N = 120 in Fig. 28 using both stable and improved 

model. Strain distributions are different for these two constitutive models as shown in the 

figures. Simulated strain-concentration zone at the flank with the improved model is thinner, 

whereas the strain-concentration is wider with the stable model. 

 

   

(a) (b)  

Fig. 28. Von-Mises strain distribution for long-radius elbow at N=120 

using (a) stable, and (b) improved models. 

LR 
=11.8 mm 

p=11.0 MPa 
N=120 

Improved Stable 
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The ovalization at the crown section (of the elbow corresponding to Fig. 28) is compared 

in Fig. 29. Ovalization-shape, especially at the intrados of the elbow, is protruded outward 

when the improved model is used (Fig. 29b), whereas it is protruded inward when the stable 

model is used (Fig. 29a). Since experimental ratcheting responses are positive for the 

corresponding loading, deformation modes in the improved model are more acceptable. 

Modified-Chaboche model with the improved modeling features ( -hard. / ) is 

investigated further for simulating long and short-radius elbow experiments. Simulated 

responses are shown for the elbows discussed in the earlier sections. 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 29. Crown section diameter-change (deformation 

5X magnified) at the closing of N=120: (a) using stable 

material model; and (b) using improved model. 

 

Force-displacement (P- ) hysteresis loops, using modified-Chaboche model with -

hardening rule and evolving multiaxial ratcheting parameter, are shown in Fig. 30b that 

demonstrates good predictions against experimental cyclic responses (Fig. 30a). Means of the 

reaction-force simulation responses as a function of the number of cycles (Pm- ) of long and 

short-radius elbows are plotted in Figs. 30c and 30d, which predictions are similar to that with 

stable, isotropic hardening and -hard. /  rules. 

Diameter-change (flank to flank) prediction (∆ -	 ) is plotted in Fig. 31 for the long-

radius pressurized elbow (p = 11 MPa) using the improved modeling features, which is in good 

agreement with the experimental response. The modified-Chaboche model with the evolving 

F 

F 

I E 

F 

F 

E I 

Stable Model  
N=120 
LR 

Improved Model 
N=120 
LR 
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multiaxial ratcheting parameter improves the diameter-change ratcheting (∆ - ) 

predictions for both pressurized and unpressurized elbows as shown in Figs. 31c and 31d, 

whereas stable and isotropic models are inadequate to simulate the pressurized elbow 

responses, and modified-Chaboche model with constant multiaxial ratcheting parameter is 

inadequate to simulate the unpressurized elbow responses (Figs. 19c and 19d).  

Improvement in the circumferential strain simulation responses (both -  and - ) at 

flank is observed for the pressurized and unpressurized elbows as shown in Fig. 32. It can be 

observed that both ratcheting-rate and magnitude predictions are in good agreement with the 

experiments for both long and short-radius elbows. 

Strain ratcheting responses at extrados (Fig. 33) using the Chaboche model (stable and 

isotropic) show the fluctuation of ratcheting direction depending on the bend radius and 

internal pressure level. Though the modified-Chaboche model improves strain ratcheting 

directions, ratcheting-rate predictions for the pressurized (p = 20.8 MPa) and unpressurized 

elbows do not obey the experimentally observed responses. Modification of the multiaxial 

ratcheting parameter, as shown in Eq. (15), improves simulation responses for both pressurized 

and unpressurized elbows as shown in Figs. 33c and 33d. 

Chaboche model predicts negative strain ratcheting responses ( - ) at the intrados of 

pressurized elbows (Fig. 22), which are opposite to the experimentally observed ratcheting-

rates. Though the modified-Chaboche model ( -hard. / ) reverses these ratcheting directions, 

mean strains are overpredicted. The improved modeling features ( -hard. / ) minimize these 

overpredictions but further investigation is required to understand this behavior. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 30. Experimental and simulated force-displacement (P- ) responses of long and short-

radius elbows using improved model: (a) experimental hysteresis response; (b) simulated 

hysteresis-loop; (c) force-mean with number of cycle (Pm-N) of long-radius elbows; and 

(d) force-mean with number of cycle (Pm-N) of short-radius elbows. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 31. Experimental and simulated flank to flank diameter-change (∆ ) responses of 

long and short-radius elbows using improved model: (a) experimental diameter-change 

(∆ - ); (b) simulated diamater-change (∆ - ); (c) mean of diameter-change with cycle 

(∆ - ) of long-radius elbows; and (d) mean of diameter-change with cycle (∆ - ) 

of short-radius elbows. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 32. Experimental and simulated circumferential strain ( ) responses at flank of long 

and short-radius elbows using improved model: (a) experimental circumferential strain 

( - ); (b) simulated circumferential strain ( - ); (c) mean of circumferential strain with 

cycle ( - ) of long-radius elbows; and (d) mean of circumferential strain with cycle 

( - ) of short-radius elbows. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 33. Experimental and simulated circumferential strain ( ) responses at extrados of 

long and short-radius elbows using improved model: (a) experimental circumferential 

strain ( - ); (b) simulated circumferential strain ( - ); (c) mean of circumferential strain 

with cycle ( - ) of long-radius elbows; and (d) mean of circumferential strain with 

cycle ( - ) of short-radius elbows. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 34. Experimental and simulated axial strain ( ) responses at intrados of long and 

short-radius elbows using improved model: (a) experimental axial strain ( - ); (b) 

simulated axial strain ( - ); (c) mean of axial strain with cycle ( - ) of long-radius 

elbows; and (d) mean of axial strain with cycle ( - ) of short-radius elbows. 

 

In summary, the improved model ( -hard. / ) predictions are in good agreement with 

the experimentally observed responses for both pressurized and unpressurized elbows. 

Modified-Chaboche with constant multiaxial ratcheting parameter fails to simulate 

unpressurized-elbow responses, whereas Chaboche (stable and isotropic) model gives 

erroneous predictions of ratcheting at intrados and extrados of pressurized-elbows. Improved 

simulations are obtained due to the proposed evolving multiaxial ratcheting and strain-range 
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dependent γ-hardening rule. In fact, deformation mechanism is simulated properly using 

improved model. Similar simulation improvements are observed for ovalization and strain-

ratchetings (at extrados and intrados) of all pressurized and unpressurized elbows. 

At some locations of elbow like intrados, axial ratcheting-rate is overpredicted by the 

improved model though deformation mode is predicted properly. Hence to understand the fact, 

further studies are required like the influence of residual stress on elbow deformation. As 

elbows go through manufacturing processes of hot or cold bending, followed by welding to 

piping systems, residual stresses may develop. Hence, a numerical technique for simulating 

elbow-residual-stresses induced by manufacturing and welding processes needs to be 

developed for further investigation. 

 

9. Conclusions 

This study demonstrates the performance of advanced constitutive models in simulating 

long and short-radius elbow responses subjected to displacement-controlled cycle and internal 

pressure. Performance of Chaboche model with stable and isotropic hardening assumption and 

modified Chaboche model considering biaxial ratcheting modeling feature are studied first. 

Success and failure of these models are discussed. Improved modeling features for strain-range 

dependent cyclic hardening, nonproportional hardening and multiaxial ratcheting are included 

in the Chaboche model framework, and performance of elbow-component responses is 

evaluated. 

Chaboche model using stable and isotropic material responses can predict load-

displacement and flank-ratcheting responses for pressurized and unpressurized elbows quite 

reasonably. Over-prediction is observed for diameter-ratcheting responses with a saturation 

while experimentally observed responses do not saturate for the pressurized specimens. Strain 

ratcheting-rates at the axial direction of intrados and circumferential direction of extrados are 

simulated in the compression directions while the experimental responses are in the tensile 

direction. Modified-Chaboche model with a modified multiaxial ratcheting parameter 

improves the strain ratcheting-rate simulations at extrados. Modified-Chaboche model also 

changes the direction of strain-ratcheting (tensile) at intrados (axial direction), which is 

opposite to the Chaboche model predictions. The modified model improves diameter 
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ratcheting and flank strain ratcheting responses for the pressurized elbows, but the responses 

for the unpressurized elbow are not well predicted. Effect of nonproportional loading on 

ratcheting is found insignificant because the biaxial state of stress is almost proportional. 

Nonproportionality modeling features coupled with the modified-Chaboche model do not 

improve ratcheting predictions of elbows. Incorporation of the -hardening rule and evolving 

multiaxial ratcheting parameter as a function of current state of strain improves strain 

ratcheting predictions at flank, intrados and extrados for both short and long-radius elbows. 

Cross-section deformation at crown using the improved model is found more reasonable than 

that with Chaboche stable model. At some location of elbow like intrados, axial strain 

ratcheting-rate is overpredicted by the improved model. Hence to understand the fact, further 

studies are required like influence of residual stress on elbow deformations. 
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CHAPTER 4: UNIFIED AND NON-UNIFIED CONSTITUTIVE 
MODELS FOR PREDICTING CREEP-FATIGUE RESPONSES OF 

GRADE 91 STEEL 
 

Abstract 

Chaboche unified constitutive model and uncoupled plasticity-creep models (nonunified) 

are evaluated for their capability in simulating low-cycle fatigue, creep and creep-fatigue 

responses of Grade 91 steel. The primary objective of this research is to study constitutive 

models available in the FE software packages (ANSYS and ABAQUS) and their capability in 

predicting creep-fatigue responses. Uncoupled creep models named time-hardening law in 

ABAQUS and Norton’s creep in ANSYS are used with the Chaboche kinematic and isotropic 

hardening rules. Coupled models include Chaboche viscoplastic feature and Chaboche 

kinematic hardening with static recovery feature in ANSYS.  A tertiary creep model termed 

MPC-Omega, codified in part-10 of API, is implemented in ABAQUS CREEP subroutine, 

which is further evaluated for its predictability of Grade 91 NIMS creep responses. The time-

temperature-stress relationships in API 579-1, ASME STP-NU-019 and Welding Research 

Council database are also evaluated for this material. A broad set of experimental responses of 

Grade 91 in the temperature range 20-600°C is collected from literature to evaluate creep-

fatigue simulation capability of coupled and uncoupled models. It is demonstrated that 

uncoupled and coupled creep-plasticity models available in the FE software packages can 

predict some basic features of material responses but mostly cannot predict short-term stress 

relaxation and long-term creep at the same time. Chaboche model with the static recovery 

modeling feature in ANSYS can predict both short-term stress relaxation and long-term 

secondary creep, whereas the implemented MPC-Omega with the Chaboche model in 

ABAQUS has the ability to predict short-term stress relaxation, primary, secondary and tertiary 

creep responses and eventually rupture life of the material. Neither of these models can predict 

the effect of plasticity on creep or vice-versa (both-way coupled between creep-plasticity); 

hence, the necessity for developing a both-way coupled constitutive model is discussed. 

Keywords: Unified Viscoplastic Model, Uncoupled Creep and Plasticity Model, 

Chaboche Model, Time-hardening Creep, Norton’s Creep Law, Rate-Dependent Model, Static 

Recovery, MPC-Omega, Creep-Fatigue, LMP Rupture Life 
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1. Introduction 

Grade 91 (9Cr1MoVNb) steel is one of the power industry standard materials for high-

temperature applications over the last two decades. This modified 9Cr-1Mo steel exhibits high 

strength up to 600°C in addition to oxidation resistance due to the presence of Cr and better 

creep resistance due to the presence of Mo in its constituents. The enhanced mechanical 

properties of Grade 91 make it a default material for many high-temperature structural 

components like steam-outlet-headers and main steam-piping around the world. However, life 

prediction of these components remains a challenging task under complex variable loading. 

Failure of high-temperature components like boiler-headers and steam-piping in fossil 

power plants induced by creep, creep-fatigue and thermo-mechanical fatigue (TMF) is a major 

concern [1]. Cracks are often observed in the heat affected zone of welds (Type IV) for Grade 

91 [2]. Thermal cycles from repeated start up-shut down and resulting strain from the thermal 

cycles and other imposed loading induce TMF damages. A power plant header during service 

can be subjected to pressures of 170-230 bar (1 bar = 14.5 psi), temperatures of 1050-1100°F 

with compressive strain around 0.3%.  During shut down as the temperature drops, tensile 

strain around 0.15% can be developed. Such thermal cycles with structural constraint induce 

thermo-mechanical fatigue (TMF). Elevated temperature components, in general, are subject 

to a variety of damage mechanisms, including long-term creep damage and gross rupture, and 

localized cyclic relaxation and yielding due to thermal cycling (repeated start up-shut down 

and load changes).  Additionally, a material such as Grade 91 relies on a specific state of the 

microstructure to ensure its excellent high-temperature strength, but changes to this 

microstructure, and a subsequent loss of strength, often occur in operation due to strain cycling 

and aging.  

Approaches to modeling the complex creep-fatigue behavior of Grade 91 have largely been 

addressed in two distinct ways to date: 

1. Creep and damage focused, with interaction accomplished through a (time-independent) 

plastic strain contribution to creep damage.  This method makes use of a tertiary creep model, 

such as the MPC Omega model [3]. Plasticity can be included but is implemented in a 

traditional time-independent form, for instance, the multiple backstress nonlinear kinematic 

hardening model of Chaboche [4] -  see [5] and [6] as examples of this un-coupled approach.  
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Note that such an uncoupled approach can capture high-temperature local strain relaxation 

(such as at a notch or local stress discontinuity like a nozzle), followed by potential cold 

yielding.  Such a cycle causes repeated relaxation, or stress reset, which is credited in the 

British recommended practice R5 [7] as "the" creep-fatigue interaction mechanism: 

"Local failure which is characterized by cyclic stress relaxation around peak stress regions 

and leads to the so-called creep-fatigue interaction." 

Purely uncoupled methods, however, cannot capture the effects of creep strain 

accumulation on the time-independent response (hardening or softening), or cannot predict the 

increase in creep-rate with plastic strain accumulation.  The approach described in [8-10] is an 

intermediate approach where there is a direct one-way coupling (considered to be the most 

important in those works) of plasticity affecting the internal evolution of creep (but not the 

reverse). 

2. Advanced unified viscoplastic constitutive modeling, with creep and plasticity effects 

combined into a single incremental model.  The main difference from the creep damage 

focused approach is that damage is not typically considered (emphasis is put on stress-strain-

temperature evolution), and creep and plasticity are handled by a unified equation set.  An 

excellent example of this approach is given by [11] (among others).  Reference [12] illustrates 

an important step in constitutive modeling advancement by incorporating damage, which is 

essential in extending such models to long-term and tertiary creep response.  While traditional 

unified viscoplastic models have been shown to simulate local relaxation-dominated creep-

fatigue interaction and cracking with success, simulating general responses such as local 

relaxation, forward creep, and plastic strain effects on creep-rate (both relaxation and forward) 

has not been demonstrated for Grade 91. 

Hence, towards understanding the simulation capability of the Chaboche model in 

commercially available FE software packages, various uncoupled and unified viscoplastic 

models are evaluated in this study against a set of fatigue, creep, fatigue-creep and thermo-

mechanical fatigue responses of Grade 91 steel.  Incorporation of damage for long-term creep 

response and failure is discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. 
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2. Available experimental data 

Grade 91 responses from experiments conducted by NUI Galway (UF1, UF2, TMF-IP, 

TMF-OP in Fig. 1) [13], ORNL-CRIEPI (TP1, TP2 in Fig. 1) [14] and NIMS (TP2 in Fig. 1) 

[15] were collected for constitutive model development and validation. These experiments 

prescribed isothermal strain-controlled uniaxial fatigue loading (UF1) at  different strain-rates 

(  = 10 / , 3.3x10 / , 2.5x10 / ) and ranges (∆  = 1, 0.8, 0.6%) in the temperature 

range 20-600°C, and isothermal uniaxial fatigue loading with tension peak-dwell of 120 

seconds (UF2) in the temperature range 400-600°C. Thermomechanical in-phase and out-of-

phase fatigue experiments (TMF-IP and TMF-OP) prescribed symmetric strain cycles and 

temperature cycles between 400-600°C. Finally, the creep experiments prescribed 

(approximately) steady stress  with and without prior fatigue loading cycle (TP1 and TP2) 

at 550°C. The TP1 experiment was subjected to 5000 cycles of 0.5% strain-range fatigue 

loading prior to the creep loading. 

 

    

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 1. Loading histories of experiments conducted by [13-15]: (a) uniaxial fatigue (UF1); 

(b) uniaxial fatigue with strain hold (UF2); (c) prior-fatigue creep (TP1); and (d) pure 

creep (TP2). 

 

Analysis of these experimental responses shows that cyclic softening during UF1 loading 

and stress relaxation during peak strain hold of UF2 loading of Grade 91 steel increase with 

the increase of temperature. Strain-rate sensitivity on stress-strain hysteresis loop shape is only 

observed above 500°C. Prior-fatigue experience accelerates creep strain-rate and reduces creep 

life [14, 15]. Rupture life of Grade 91 steel significantly decreases at elevated temperature and 

higher creep stress. This set of experimental responses is used in this study to evaluate 

simulation performance of the constitutive models. 
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3. Constitutive models 

Chaboche [16] based plasticity and creep models currently available in ANSYS and 

ABAQUS are first evaluated against the experimental responses of Grade 91 steel with coupled 

(unified) and uncoupled modeling options. Among the available uncoupled models in the FE 

software packages, time-hardening law in ABAQUS and Norton’s creep law in ANSYS are 

used with the Chaboche kinematic and isotropic hardening models. A tertiary creep-damage 

model termed MPC-Omega, codified in Part 10 of API, is also implemented in ABAQUS and 

used with the Chaboche model to evaluate Grade 91 material responses. Unified viscoplastic 

models with rate dependent and static recovery options available in ANSYS are also evaluated. 

Uncoupled plasticity model uses additive decomposition of incremental elastic ( ), plastic 

( ) and creep ( ) strains. In this approach, plasticity ( ) does not influence creep strain 

increment ( ) and vice versa. Unified models also use additive decomposition of elastic 

and inelastic strains, but creep ( ) and plastic strains ( ) are not separated in this 

approach. 

 

3.1. Uncoupled plasticity (Chaboche) and creep model (time-hardening) in ABAQUS 

Yield criterion, flow rule, hardening and creep equations for the uncoupled plasticity model 

in ABAQUS are shown in Eqs. (1)-(7). The model follows additive strain decomposition (Eq. 

2) of elastic ( ), plastic ( ) and creep ( ) strain increments, where elastic strain follows 

Hooke’s law (Eq. 3), plastic strain the associative flow rule (Eq. 4) and creep strain the time-

hardening law (Eq. 7). Plasticity is included in the Chaboche kinematic (Eq. 5) and isotropic 

hardening (Eq. 6) framework. 

von-Mises yield criteria:   

     3
:

2
σ α s a s a o R      .   (1) 

Strain decomposition: ε ε ε εe p crd d d d   .   (2) 

Hooke’s law: 1
( )ε σ σ Ie tr

E E

 
  .   (3) 

Flow rule: 
3

2
ε = npd dp ,   (4) 
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where 
 

3

2

s a
n=

σ αJ




. 

Kinematic hardening rule: 
1

4,α α  
i

i

n

i
i

n


 ,   (5) 

where 
0

1
i i i i i i

i

C p p C
C





  
σ α

α α α    . 

Isotropic hardening rule: SdR b R R dp    .   (6) 

Creep law (time-hardening): 32
1

AAcr
c cA q t  .                       (7) 

In the above equations,  and  are the deviators of stress-tensors of the total stress-tensor 

 and back stress-tensor , respectively.  is the size of the initial yield surface, and R is the 

yield surface size change. E, , and  indicate Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and second 

rank unity tensor, respectively;  is the magnitude of accumulated plastic strain. (i = 1-3) 

are creep constants,  is uniaxial equivalent deviatoric stress, and  is creep time. ,  are 

the kinematic hardening parameters and ,  the isotropic hardening parameters. 

 

3.2. Uncoupled plasticity (Chaboche) and creep model (Norton’s) in ANSYS 

The uncoupled plasticity model in ANSYS considered in this study uses the same yield 

criterion (Eq. 1) and flow rule (Eq. 4). Norton’s creep law (Eq. 11) is used with Chaboche 

kinematic hardening rule (Eqs. 8-9) for uncoupled creep and rate independent plastic 

deformation calculations. Voce law is used for nonlinear isotropic hardening rule (Eq. 10). In 

Norton’s creep equation, ’s (i = 4-6) are creep constants, T is temperature, and  is equivalent 

stress.  and  are the Chaboche kinematic hardening parameters in Eq. (9). ,  and  

are the material strain hardening parameters. Model parameter determination procedure is 

same as discussed for ABAQUS uncoupled model. 

Kinematic hardening rule:
1

4,  a a
i

i

n

i
i

n


 ,   (8) 

where 
2

3
a ε ain

i i i id C d dp  .   (9) 
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Isotropic hardening rule: (1 e )eb p
oR R p R   .  (10) 

Creep law (Norton’s): 5 6 /
4 expA A Tcr A   .   (11) 

 

3.3. Unified viscoplastic model (power law) in ANSYS 

The unified plasticity model uses the additive decomposition of incremental elastic ( ) 

and inelastic ( ) strain-rates, where elastic strain follows Hooke’s law, and inelastic strain 

the associative flow rule. Creep and plasticity strains are coupled (unified) in the inelastic 

strain.  

Strain decomposition and flow rule in ANSYS for the Chaboche viscoplastic model are 

shown in Eqs. (12)-(14). Von-Mises yield criterion (Eq. 1), Hooke’s law (Eq. 3), flow rule (Eq. 

4), kinematic hardening rule (Eqs. 8-9) and isotropic hardening rule (Eq. 6) are same as 

discussed above. In the equation of flow rule (Eq. 13),  is the accumulated inelastic strain-

rate, which is defined in ANSYS by the exponential visco-hardening law (power law) as shown 

in Eq. (14). K, n are the rate dependent parameters in power-law equation, where K has the unit 

of nth root of stress and multiplied by inverse of time-unit, and n is unitless. Chaboche model 

parameters are determined following the procedure in [17], and rate dependent parameters are 

determined from the rate dependent test observed at 600°C. 

Unified strain decomposition: e in ε ε ε   .   (12) 

Flow rule: 
3

2
in pε = n  ,   (13) 

where 
  0 (1 e )σ α e

n

o

b pJ R
p

K

p R   


 
 .   (14) 

 

3.4. Unified model (static recovery) in ANSYS 

Unified plasticity modeling features in ANSYS with static recovery terms are briefly 

presented below. Strain decomposition, flow rule and kinematic hardening rule are shown in 

Eqs. (15)-(17). The kinematic hardening rule follows Eq. (8), where four back-stress 

decompositions are considered, and each back-stress evolution is represented by Eq. (17). , 

 are the kinematic static recovery parameters in Eq. (17). Other parameters are same as stated 
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above. Nonlinear isotropic hardening and viscoplastic modeling features in ANSYS [18] do 

not work together with the Chaboche static recovery feature.  

Unified strain decomposition (with static recovery): ε ε εe ind d d  .  (15) 

Flow rule: 
3

2
ε = nind dp .   (16) 

  12

3
a ε a a airin

i i i i i i id C d dp b J dt    .   (17) 

 

3.5. Creep and damage based MPC-Omega model implemented in ABAQUS 

A tertiary creep model termed MPC-Omega developed by Prager [3] in 1994, codified in 

Part 10 of API, is investigated for creep damage evaluation. MPC-Omega has a direct 

relationship with LMP coefficients, which provide valuable information of life-fraction 

consumed and remnant creep life under different conditions. As discussed in the introduction, 

a mechanistic creep-fatigue interaction post-processing procedure has also been developed and 

codified in [19] and [20] for certain strain-softening materials at moderately high-temperatures. 

The current research described here looks to extend the MPC-Omega model to a Chaboche 

plasticity, as well as comparing this with other candidate uncoupled and unified viscoplasticity 

models. At the same time, the model is specifically formulated to address the high-temperature 

operations of modern power plant-components such as steam-outlet-headers that operate at the 

temperature of 550-600°C under a pressure of 170-230 bar (1 bar = 14.5 psi).  

Strain-rate equation of this omega model is shown in Eq. (18), where  is the minimum 

strain-rate, Ω is the damage parameter within the strain-rate equation, and damage (D) of the 

material is represented by Eq. (19). From the exponential plastic strain-rate and damage 

equations, one can easily obtain rupture life of the material (Eq. 20), which is more comparable 

to Monkman-Grant equation. The stress-temperature-time relationship for LMP rupture life 

log  is already codified in WRC [21], ASME LLC [22] and API 579-1 [23] based on the 

polynomial equations (Eqs. 22 and 23). Similar polynomial expressions of  and 	Ω in Eqs. 

(24)-(25) are presented in API 579-1 [23]. In these equations, ,  and  are the fitting 

coefficients. These fitting coefficients are related to each other, and if two coefficients are 

known, third fitting coefficient can be obtained from the relationship shown in Eq. (26). The 
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use of this MPC omega model in creep life prediction is popular because of this direct tie with 

the LMP creep rupture life. In the following equations (Eqs. 18-26), temperature (T), stress ( ) 

and rupture life ( ) units follow K, MPa and hour respectively. 

exp( )t op    .   (18) 

rt

o

o

D dt   .   (19) 

0

1
Rt 

 

.   (20) 

WRC [21] and ASME [22]: 
( )

log R
abs

LMP
t C

T


    (21) 

where 2 3
0 1 2 3( ) log (log ) (log )LMP c c c c       .  (22) 

(  in MPa, T in K and  in hour) 

API 579-1 [23]: 
( )

log 1000
460R

LMP
t C

T


 


, 

where 2
0 1 2 3( ) (ln )LMP c c c c       .   (23) 

(  in ksi, T in °F and  in hour) 

2 3
1 2 3 4

0 0

log (log ) (log )
log( ) ( )

abs

a a a a
a

T

     
   .  (24) 

2 3
1 2 3 4

0

log (log ) (log )
log( )

abs

b b b b
b

T

    
   .  (25) 

0 0C b a  , 0 1 1c a b  ,  1 2 2c a b  , 2 3 3c a b  , and 3 4 4c a b  .  (26) 

In API 579-1 [23],   and 	Ω are modified by adding two coefficients ∆  and ∆  as shown 

in Eqs. (27)-(28). 

2 3
1 2 3 4

0 0

log (log ) (log )
log( ) ( )sr

abs

a a a a
a

T

   

   
     

 
 .  (27) 

2 3
1 2 3 4

0

log (log ) (log )
log( ) ( )cd

abs

b b b b
b

T

  


   
     

 
.  (28) 
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To include primary creep for short-term deformation, primary creep strain equation (Eq. 

29) is borrowed from [24].  and Ω  in this equation are assumed as a fraction of  and Ω 

respectively, as shown in Eq. (30). Total strain-rate definition follows Eq. (31). 

exp( )p op p pp    ,   (29) 

where 
opop ok    , and p k   .   (30) 

p tp p p    .   (31) 

 

4. Material parameter determination 

Chaboche kinematic hardening parameters ( , ) are determined by simulating uniaxial 

stress-strain curves for ∆  = 1% at 400, 500, 600°C [13] following the procedure in [17]. 

Isotropic hardening or softening parameters ( , ) are calibrated with the stress amplitudes at 

each temperature set for ∆  = 1%. Model parameters in intermediate temperatures are linearly 

interpolated. Elastic, kinematic and isotropic hardening model parameters are listed in Table 

1. These model parameters remain same for all five creep models discussed in Section 3. 
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Table 1: Chaboche model parameters for modified Grade 91 steel 

Type Param. Unit Value 

Temp. T 
K  

(°C) 
673 

 (400) 
932  

(500) 
1112 
(600) 

E
la

st
ic

 
P

ar
am

.  Mpa 185000 172000 145000 

 Mpa 220 150 115 
K

in
em

at
ic

 H
ar

de
ni

ng
 

 P
ar

am
. 

 Mpa 900000 900000 900000 

 Mpa 150000 150000 120000 

 Mpa 90000 50000 40000 

 Mpa 4500 4500 2500 

  --- 13696 8078 14294 

  --- 2105 1582 1385 

  --- 602 487 703 

  --- 0 0 0 

Is
o.

 
H

ar
d 

P
ar

am
.  --- 0.3 0.5 1.5 

 Mpa -190 -140 -105 

 

4.1. Material parameters for uncoupled plasticity (Chaboche) and creep model (time-

hardening) in ABAQUS 

NIMS creep database [15] for the modified Grade 91 steel is used to determine creep 

coefficients. In this procedure, time-hardening creep coefficients  (i = 1-3) in Eq. (7) are 

calibrated with the secondary creep-rate of a creep experiment at each temperature set. 

Parameters determined for 450°C (calibrated with  = 370 MPa), 500°C (calibrated with  = 

270 MPa), 550°C (calibrated with  = 200 MPa), 600°C (calibrated with  = 120 MPa) are 

presented in Table 2. Note that power coefficients for stress and time ( , ) are same for all 

temperature sets except the multiplying factor . The simulation responses using this creep 

law with Chaboche hardening model are designated as “Chab-Time”. 
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Table 2: Time-hardening creep coefficients for modified Grade 91 steel                               

(  in MPa, T in K and t in sec) 

Type Param. Unit Value 

Temp. T 
K  

(°C) 
723 

(450) 
932  

(500) 
1022  
(550) 

1112 
(600) 

T
im

e 
H

ar
d.

 
C

re
ep

 
P

ar
am

et
er

s  --- 4E-7 5E-7 30E-7 70E-7 

 --- 3.1 

 --- -0.1 

 

4.2. Material parameters for uncoupled plasticity (Chaboche) and creep model (Norton’s 

creep) in ANSYS 

Same NIMS creep database [15] for the modified Grade 91 steel is used to determine 

Norton’s creep coefficients. In this procedure, Norton’s creep coefficients  (i = 4-6) in Eq.    

(11) are calibrated with the secondary creep-rate for the same creep experiments discussed for 

time-hardening creep law. These parameters determined for 450°C, 500°C, 550°C and 600°C 

are presented in Table 3. Like the time-hardening creep coefficients, power coefficients  and 

 are same for all temperature sets except the multiplying factor . The simulation responses 

using this creep law with Chaboche hardening model are designated as “Chab-Norton”. 

 

Table 3: Norton’s creep coefficients for modified Grade 91 steel                                           

(  in MPa, T in K and t in sec) 

Type Param. Unit Value 

Temp. T 
K  

(°C) 
723 

(450) 
932  

(500) 
1022  
(550) 

1112 
(600) 

N
or

to
n’

s 
C

re
ep

 
P

ar
am

et
er

s  --- 4E-7 5E-7 30E-7 70E-7 

 --- 2.75 

 --- -0.1 
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4.3. Material parameters for unified viscoplastic model (power law) in ANSYS 

Rate-dependent parameters (K, n) in Eq. (14) of the unified viscoplastic model are 

determined by calibrating stress-strain hysteresis responses at different strain-rates. Note that 

modified Grade 91 steel shows small rate-dependence effect only above 500°C. Norton’s rate-

dependent parameters (K, n) calibrated for  = 10 / , 3.3x10 /  at T = 600°C are 

presented in Table 4, where parameters at 400 and 500°C demonstrate independence of strain-

rate effect on stress-strain responses. Parameters at 550°C are linearly interpolated from the 

parameters at 500 and 600°C. The simulation responses using this model are designated as 

“Chab-RD”. 

 

Table 4: UCM power law parameters for modified Grade 91 steel                                         

(  in MPa, T in K and t in sec) 

Type Param. Unit Value 

Temp. T 
K 

(°C) 
723 

(450) 
932 

(500) 
1022 
(550) 

1112 
(600) 

R
at

e 
D

ep
en

de
nt

 
P

ar
am

et
er

s 

 [(MPa)(sec)](1/N) 0.00 0.00 600 1200 

 --- 5.00 4.70 3.35 2.00 

 

4.4. Material parameters for unified model (static recovery) in ANSYS 

Static recovery parameters ( , ) in Eq. (17) are determined by calibrating the secondary 

creep-rate of the same creep experiments discussed for time-hardening and Norton’s creep law. 

In addition, stress-relaxation responses from [13] are also considered for parameter calibration. 

The simulation responses using this model are designated as “Chab-SR”. 
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Table 5: Static recovery parameters for modified Grade 91 steel                                            

(  in MPa, T in K and t in sec) 

Type Param. Unit  Value 

Temp. T 
K 

(°C) 
723 

(450) 
932 

(500) 
1022 
(550) 

1112 
(600) 

S
ta

ti
c 

R
ec

ov
er

y 
P

ar
am

et
er

s 
 

1
MPa

1
sec

 * * 5.0E-02 5.0E-02 

 
1

MPa
1
sec

 * * 4.1E-7 1.0E-03 

 
1

MPa
1
sec

 * * 5.0E-02 5.0E-02 

 
1

MPa
1
sec

 * * 2.2E-07 1.5E-07 

 --- * * 1.01 1.1 

 --- * * 1.001 1.001 

 --- * * 1.001 1.001 

 --- * * 1.001 1.001 

  * Not evaluated at these temperature sets 

 

4.5. Material parameters for uncoupled plasticity (Chaboche) and MPC-Omega model in 

ABAQUS 

WRC LMP [21] coefficients are the basis for the determination of MPC-Omega model 

parameters. These model parameters include LMP coefficients (C and ’s) in Eq. (22), 

minimum strain-rate 	coefficients ( ) in Eq. (24) and Omega Ω 	coefficients ( ) in Eq. 

(25). We have obtained LMP coefficients directly from WRC database [21] as listed in Table 

6. The WRC LMP database complies with the available NIMS creep database [15] rupture-life 

as shown in Fig. 2. ASME [22] and API579-1 [23] LMP coefficients in Eqs. (22) and (23) are 

listed in Table 6, which do not comply with the NIMS MGC databases [15] as shown in Figs. 

3a-3b and 4a-4b. Modified set of LMP coefficients that comply with the NIMS database [15] 

are determined using gradient based optimization algorithm and listed in Table 6. LMP and 

rupture life estimation using the modified model parameters are shown in Figs. 3c-3d and 4c-

4d. 
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Table 6: Modified Grade 91 LMP fitting coefficients (WRC and ASME coefficient units are 

 in MPa, T in K and  in hour; API 579-1 units are  in ksi, T in °F and  in hour) 

 C c0 c1 c2 c3 

WRC [21] 30.36 33885.26 4021.77 -2855.29 0 

ASME [22] 30.68 45487 -1522.8 7846.6 -1941.15 

ASME 
(modified) 

30.68 36562.6 -1709 1087.34 -814.89 

API 579-1 [23] -1.38169 60.293 0.2916 20.624 0.008144 

API 579-1 
(modified) 

30 64.245 -0.2217 0.000873 -2.49387 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. Experimental [15] and predicted responses using WRC [21] coefficients for: (a) 

rupture life ; and (b) LMP. 
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(a) (b) 
 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 3. Experimental [15] and predicted responses using ASME coefficients for: (a) rupture 

life  using ASME database [22]; (b) LMP using ASME database [22]; (c) rupture life  

using modified ASME coefficients; and (d) LMP using modified ASME coefficients. 
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(a) (b) 
 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 4. Experimental [15] and predicted responses using API 579 coefficients for: (a) 

rupture life  using API 579-1 database  [23]; (b) LMP using API 579-1 database  [23]; 

(c) rupture life  using modified API 579-1 coefficients; and (d) LMP using modified API 

579-1 coefficients. 

 

LMP coefficients in ASME [22] and API 579-1 [23] do not obey selected set of NIMS 

creep database of modified Grade 91 steel. Hence, only WRC LMP [21] coefficients are used 

in this study for rupture life determination. Remaining Grade 91 Omega Ω 	constants ( ) 

listed in Table 7 are borrowed from API-579-1 [23], as WRC database [21] does not provide 

MPC-Omega coefficients ( ). Using the relationship of the fitting coefficients in Eq. (26), 

minimum strain-rate constants ( ) are then derived. These model parameters are listed in Table 
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8 in addition to the  constants codified in API-579-1 [23]. Unit conversion of the model 

parameters are performed (  in ksi, T in °F and  in hour to  in MPa, T in K and  in hour) 

following [24]. Derived and codified  constants in API-579-1 follow the NIMS creep 

database as shown in Fig. 5. 

 

Table 7: API 579-1 [23] Omega ( ) fitting coefficients [24] for modified Grade 91 steel     

(  in MPa, T in K and  in hour) 

 b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 

API 579-1 [23] -2 4698.8 -833.3 0 0 

 

Table 8: Minimum strain-rate ( ) fitting coefficients [24] for modified Grade 91 steel        

(  in MPa, T in K and  in hour) 

 a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 

Derived from ci’s 
(WRC [21]) and bi’s 

(API 579-1 [23]) 
-32.36 38584 3188.4 -2855.3 0 

API 579-1 [23] -34 40290.6 2182 -1800.9 -316.1 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 5. Experimental [15] and predicted responses for log -log  using: (a) API 579-1 

database [23]; (b) derived from ci’s (WRC [21]) and bi’s (API 579-1 [23]). 
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MPC curve-shape coefficients ∆  and ∆  (Eqs. 27 and 28) [23] are calibrated against the 

creep responses of NIMS MGC plate [15]. Primary creep constants (  and ) are 

determined by fitting primary creep strain. The MPC curve-shape coefficients and primary 

creep constants are listed in Table 9. The simulation responses using this creep model with 

Chaboche hardening rule are designated as “Chab-MPC”. 

 

Table 9: MPC-Omega curve-shape and primary creep coefficients for modified Grade 91 

steel (  in MPa, T in K and  in hour) 

Temperature Curve-shape constant Primary creep constants 

T (°C) T (K) ∆  ∆    

20-400* 293.15-673.15 5.00E-01 0 10 150 

450 723.15 1.03E-02 0.283417 10 150 

500 773.15 6.63E-01 0.28 10 150 

550 823.15 8.14E-01 0.336721 12 200 

600 873.15 8.08E-01 0.427 14 200 

* Assumed as creep data not available 

 

Creep responses for the time-hardening law, Norton’s law, viscoplastic model, Chaboche 

model with static recovery feature and MPC-Omega model are compared in Fig. 6a for  = 

120 MPa and T = 600°C, which demonstrates capability of MPC-Omega in simulating primary, 

secondary and tertiary creep-rates, while Chaboche with time-hardening, Norton’s and static 

recovery modeling feature can only simulate secondary creep-rate. The viscoplastic model 

parameters, calibrated using the rate-dependent tests (Fig. 6b), fail to simulate long-term creep 

responses as shown in the figures. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 6. Comparison of creep models discussed in Section 3 for the responses at T = 600°C: 

(a) creep (TP2) responses for  = 120 MPa; and (b) rate-dependent effect on stress-strain 

responses using Chab-RD model. 

 

5. Simulations 

Five constitutive models discussed in Section 3 are used to simulate uniaxial fatigue, creep-

fatigue, creep and prior-fatigue creep responses, which are presented below. 

 

5.1. Experimental and simulated responses for uniaxial fatigue (UF1) loading 

Fig. 7 shows simulated responses of Grade 91 steel for uniaxial fatigue loading using five 

constitutive models. Stress-strain hysteresis loop ( - ) and stress amplitude with the number 

of cycles ( -N) are plotted in this figure. From the viscoplastic model (Chab-RD) simulations 

(Fig. 7a), it can be observed that the first cycle (N = 1) hysteresis-loop is simulated well, 

however, subsequent loops and cyclic softening (stress-amplitude) simulations are not 

satisfactory. Cyclic softening simulations at different strain-ranges (∆  = 0.6%, 0.8% and 1% 

in Fig. 7b) and temperatures (T = 400, 500, 600°C) are primarily achieved by the isotropic 

hardening modeling features or yield-surface size-change, where yield-surface size-change 

(softening) saturates to a stabilized value. But experimental cyclic softening of Grade 91 steel 

does not show any saturation. In some cases, amount of the cyclic softening is larger than the 

yield stress; hence, experimental softening responses cannot be predicted using this model. 
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Like the viscoplastic model, uncoupled models in ANSYS and ABAQUS (Chab-Time, Chab-

Norton, Chab-MPC) also use isotropic hardening rule and perform similarly with some under-

prediction due to the lack of rate-dependence modeling feature (Fig. 7d). Unified model with 

static recovery term in ANSYS is not compatible with the isotropic hardening rule and cannot 

simulate cyclic softening as shown in the figure. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 7. Experimental and simulated responses for uniaxial fatigue loading (UF1): (a) stress-

strain hysteresis loop for 1% strain-range (N = 1, 100) at T = 600°C using Chab-RD 

model; (b) stress-amplitude for 0.6%, 0.8% and 1% strain-ranges at T = 600°C using Chab-

RD model; (c) stress-amplitude for 1% strain-range at T = 400, 500 and 600°C using 

Chab-RD model; and (d) stress-amplitude for 1% strain-range at T = 600°C using coupled 

and uncoupled creep-plasticity models. 
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5.2. Experimental and simulated responses for uniaxial fatigue loading with tensile strain 

hold (UF2)  

From the response simulations under creep-fatigue loading with peak tensile dwell, as 

shown in Fig. 8, it can be observed that Chaboche unified model with static recovery terms 

(Chab-SR) in ANSYS (Fig. 8b) and uncoupled Chaboche model with MPC-Omega (Chab-

MPC) in ABAQUS (Fig. 8c) perform better than any other coupled and uncoupled models 

evaluated in this study. Power-law coefficients (K, n in Eq. 14) of the unified viscoplastic 

model in ANSYS, which are calibrated with the strain-rate dependent tests (Fig. 6b), cannot 

predict experimentally observed stress relaxation (Figs. 8b and 8d) at T = 600°C. The power 

law equation causes saturation of the stress relaxation at the early stage of strain-hold due to 

the saturation of overstress. Stress relaxation prediction using these power-law coefficients is 

possible in general, but for Grade 91 steel, both stress relaxation and strain-rate effect on stress-

strain responses cannot be predicted using the same set of coefficients. 

Both uncoupled models with time-hardening creep and Norton’s creep law fail to simulate 

stress relaxation responses (Fig. 8a) when the corresponding creep coefficients are calibrated 

with the secondary creep rate. Creep coefficients calibrated with the stress relaxation responses 

(Figs. 9a and 9b), designated as Chab-Time (Mod. Param.), highly overpredict the secondary 

creep-rate (Figs. 9c and 9d) when compared with the experiments. The drawback is primarily 

because the creep-rates (secondary creep and stress relaxation) in both cases are not on the 

same scale. On the other hand, the MPC-Omega model considers a stress-based polynomial 

equation for the creep-damage coefficients; hence, creep-coefficients using this model are not 

same for the secondary creep (for constant stress) and stress relaxation (variable stress) 

scenarios. Therefore, MPC-Omega model implemented in ABAQUS can address both 

mechanisms (secondary creep and stress relaxation) by using the same set of parameters, 

whereas uncoupled creep-plasticity models in ANSYS and ABAQUS are not suitable for using 

a unique set of parameters. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 8. Experimental and simulated responses for uniaxial fatigue loading with peak tensile 

hold (UF2) at T = 600°C: (a) stress-strain hysteresis loop (N = 1) for 1% strain-range using 

uncoupled models; (b) stress-strain hysteresis loop (N = 1) for 1% strain-range using 

unified models; (c) stress-strain hysteresis loop (N = 1) for 1% strain-range using Chab-

MPC model; and (d) stress relaxation during hold for 1% strain-range using uncoupled and 

coupled creep-plasticity models. 
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(a) (b) 
 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 9. Experimental and simulated responses for uniaxial fatigue loading with peak tensile 

hold (UF2) and pure creep (TP2) loading using uncoupled Chab-Time model at T = 600°C: 

(a) stress-strain hysteresis loop (N = 1) for 1% strain-range; (b) stress relaxation during 

hold for 1% strain-range; (c) creep responses; and (d) creep responses at an enlarged scale. 

 

5.3. Experimental and simulated responses for pure creep (TP2) loading 

Pure creep (stress-controlled) simulation responses for modified Grade 91 steel are shown 

in Fig. 10 using Chaboche model with time-hardening creep, Norton’s creep, viscoplastic 

model and static recovery modeling features for the NIMS MGC plate data [15] at T = 600°C. 

As shown in the figure, the features of these constitutive models except viscoplastic model 

only predict secondary creep, though the predictions using the time-hardening creep and 
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Norton’s creep law are not found reasonable at all creep loads. The secondary creep rate is 

highly under-predicted at  = 130, 140 MPa when compared with the experiments. On the 

other hand, unified constitutive model with static recovery feature is good enough to predict 

secondary creep for a wide range of creep loads. For the viscoplastic model, early saturation 

of strain accumulation is observed. Power law of the inelastic strain-rate in the viscoplastic 

model provides the viscous stress ( / ) and   according to Eq. (14) 

for the uniaxial case. For the pure creep loading when stress remains constant, viscous stress 

asymptotically relaxes back to the yield stress with the evolution of internal state variables of 

the kinematic hardening rule. At this stage, decrease of the viscous domain does not cause any 

creep strain accumulation. The unified model with the static recovery term cannot be used with 

the Norton’s power law in ANSYS software package. In this case, strain-rate sensitivity using 

this model is not expected, but a linear creep strain accumulation is observed due to the internal 

evolution of back stresses (  for uniaxial case), which continuously change with time. In this 

perspective, the creep and plastic strains are unified in the inelastic strain, whereas the 

uncoupled models capture plastic and creep strain separately. Simulation responses for the 

Grade 91 steel in Fig. 10 using the uncoupled models are only due to the creep equations (Eqs. 

7 and 11), and Chaboche plasticity model does not play any role for such creep strain 

calculation. 

Chaboche plasticity model with the uncoupled and coupled models available in the FE 

software packages can predict secondary creep-rate both with and without reasonable accuracy 

(based on the type of creep model). However, the modeling features lack tertiary creep 

prediction. The MPC Omega, codified in part 10 of API, is an exponential strain-rate equation 

and can capture both secondary and tertiary strain-rates. In addition to that, we have also 

considered primary creep strain in creep strain calculations as discussed in section 3.5. MGC-

plate creep simulations using this uncoupled MPC Omega model with the Chaboche hardening 

rule are presented in Figs. 11, 12, 13 and 14 for T = 450, 500, 550 and 600°C respectively. 

Creep simulation responses are plotted as (i) creep strain vs. time ( vs. ), and (ii) log-log plot 

of creep strain-rate vs. total creep strain ( vs. ). These simulations demonstrate the fidelity 

of MPC-Omega model in predicting both long and short-term creep deformation (primary, 

secondary and tertiary) and creep deformation rate at wide range of temperatures and stresses. 

Unlike the uncoupled models (time-hardening and Norton’s creep), the model parameters of 
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MPC-Omega are directly related to time-temperature-stress; hence, simulation responses for a 

wide stress and temperature range are possible using a unique set of parameters (Tables 6-8). 

Note that short-term stress relaxation discussed in section 5.2 was also achieved using the same 

parameters. 

 

  

(a) (b) 
 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 10. Experimental and simulated creep responses for stress-controlled pure creep (TP2) 

loading at T = 600°C using: (a) uncoupled Chab-Time model; (b) uncoupled Chab-

Norton’s model; (c) uncoupled Chab-RD model; and (d) uncoupled Chab-SR model. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 11. Experimental and simulated responses for stress-controlled pure creep (TP2) 

loading at T = 450°C using uncoupled Chab-MPC model: (a) creep strain with time; and 

(b) creep strain-rate with creep strain. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 12. Experimental and simulated responses for stress-controlled pure creep (TP2) 

loading at T = 500°C using uncoupled Chab-MPC model: (a) creep strain with time; and 

(b) creep strain-rate with creep strain. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 13. Experimental and simulated responses for stress-controlled pure creep (TP2) 

loading at T = 550°C using uncoupled Chab-MPC model: (a) creep strain with time; and 

(b) creep strain-rate with creep strain. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 14. Experimental and simulated creep responses for stress-controlled pure creep (TP2) 

loading at T = 600°C using uncoupled Chab-MPC model: (a) creep strain with time; and 

(b) creep strain-rate with creep strain. 

 

The MPC-Omega model is used to determine the rupture life ( ) by setting a damage 

threshold ( ), where damage ( ) is estimated following Eq. (19). This rupture life is 

used to determine the LMPs following Eq. (21). Rupture life and LMPs using this MPC-Omega 
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model reasonably fit the available creep experiments at a wide range of stress and temperatures 

(Fig. 15). 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 15. Creep rupture life and LMP prediction using Chab-MPC [21] model plotted for: 

(a) log log ; and (b) log  

 

5.4. Experimental and simulated responses for prior-fatigue creep (TP1) loading 

Stress-controlled pure creep (for	  = 200 MPa at T = 550°C) and prior-fatigue creep 

(for	  = 200 MPa, N = 5000 and  = 0.25% at T = 550°C) [14, 15] simulations are shown 

in Fig. 16 using the uncoupled and coupled models discussed in this article. As shown in the 

figure, none of these models can simulate prior fatigue creep response (TP1). In the uncoupled 

models (time-hardening and Norton’s creep), creep and plastic strains are separated, and one 

does not influence the other. The limitations of the uncoupled models discussed in Sections 

3.1, 3.2, 3.5 cannot be overcome because of the lack of interactions between fatigue and creep 

modeling features. A possible procedure to consider plasticity influence on creep is discussed 

in [19] for the MPC-Omega model, which is only a one-way procedure, i.e. creep effect on 

plasticity is not possible. Prior cyclic effect causes softening in Grade 91 steel in addition to 

evolution of kinematic hardening variables, and uncoupled creep equations including MPC-

Omega do not consider such plasticity effect on subsequent creep responses. Hence, simulated 

creep responses in Figs. 16a, 16c and 16d remain same for both pure creep and prior-fatigue 
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creep experiments. Unified model with the static recovery feature in ANSYS [18] cannot be 

coupled with the existing isotropic hardening or softening feature, and the model is also 

incapable of predicting the prior cyclic effect on creep (Fig. 16b). The isotropic softening in 

the viscoplastic model (Chab-RD) does not influence subsequent creep strains because creep 

strains saturate at the early stage of creep loading as shown in Fig. 16b.  

 

  

(a) (b) 
 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 16. Experimental and simulated responses for prior-fatigue creep (TP1) and pure creep 

(TP2) loading: (a) creep strain using Chab-Time and Chab-Norton’s models; (b) creep 

strain using Chab-RD and Chab-SR models; (c) creep strain using Chab-MPC model; and 

(d) stress-strain response for prior-fatigue creep using Chab-MPC model. 
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6. Discussions and conclusions 

This study evaluates unified and uncoupled creep-plasticity models for their predictability 

of creep-fatigue responses of Grade 91 steel. The primary objective is to identify the 

constitutive models that can be useful for stress analysis under creep-fatigue loading condition. 

One of the possible cases is the recent development of power plant operations, where frequent 

start-up and shut-down is a design requirement, and for design-by-analysis under such loading 

condition, advanced constitutive models available in the FE software packages are frequently 

used by the industries. Therefore, this study has chosen advanced nonlinear kinematic and 

isotropic hardening models to demonstrate plasticity, and uncoupled and coupled creep 

modeling features to demonstrate creep or creep-fatigue interactions of Grade 91 steel. 

Chaboche [16] based plasticity model, presented in this paper, is readily available in the 

FE software packages and considered as the most advanced phenomenological plasticity model 

due to multiple nonlinear back-stress evolutions, Bauschinger effect, and uniaxial ratcheting 

prediction. The model reasonably predicts fatigue and uniaxial ratcheting responses; however, 

there are some drawbacks in multiaxial ratcheting prediction. Chaboche viscoplastic model 

considers strain-rate sensitivity and short-term creep. To consider long-term creep, creep 

strain-rate equations can be used with the nonlinear plasticity model in an uncoupled fashion. 

Another approach is to use a unified constitutive model, where creep and plastic strains are 

calculated in the unified inelastic strain. In this study, we have evaluated uncoupled time-

hardening creep law in ABAQUS and Norton’s law in ANSYS for predicting creep responses 

of Grade 91 steel. The unified viscoplastic model and Chaboche model with static recovery 

modeling features in ANSYS are also studied for predicting both creep and plasticity 

responses. A creep-damage model termed MPC-Omega, codified in part 10 of API, is also 

implemented in ABAQUS and used with Chaboche plasticity model in an uncoupled fashion. 

Fatigue simulation responses of Grade 91 steel using the combined isotropic-kinematic 

hardening models are presented in this study. It has been shown that the models can reasonably 

predict stress-strain responses at the first cycle, but subsequent cyclic stress-strain predictions 

are not in good agreement with the experiments. Cyclic softening rate simulations do not 

follow experimental responses for T = 400-600°C at different strain-ranges. This drawback is 

because Grade 91 steel shows cyclic softening mainly due to the curve-shape change and not 
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by the yield surface size reduction. In some cases, when reduction of stress amplitudes (cyclic 

softening) are larger than the yield stress, isotropic hardening model can never predict such 

responses (Fig. 7b). 

 As discussed in this article, both short-term stress relaxation of strain-controlled creep-

fatigue loading (UF2) and creep strain for the stress-controlled creep loading (TP2) cannot be 

predicted simultaneously using the uncoupled models (time-hardening creep and Norton’s 

creep law). Because the creep-rate during stress relaxation and long-term secondary creep are 

not on the same scale as measured by the creep equations; it is essential to understand their 

applicability for the structural analysis, where creep-fatigue interaction can be either strain or 

stress controlled. Uncoupled MPC-Omega creep-damage model, on the other hand, uses the 

stress-dependent polynomial functions; therefore, omega parameters for pure creep and stress 

relaxation depend on its stress values. Using this feature, the model can predict both stress 

relaxation and long-term creep responses using the same set of parameters. The unified 

viscoplastic model considers power law of inelastic strain-rate, and the model can be useful in 

predicting short-term stress relaxation depending on viscous domain. However, for Grade 91 

steel, this stress relaxation is not observed as viscous stress relaxes back to its yield stress at 

the very early stage of strain holds. Long-term pure creep prediction is never possible using 

this viscoplastic model. The power law of the viscoplastic model is found useful only when 

strain-rate sensitivity on stress responses is dominant. The unified Chaboche model with the 

static recovery modeling features can predict both short-term stress relaxation and long-term 

secondary creep due to its additional back-stress evolution modeling features. This model is 

better than any other models available in the FE software packages regarding secondary creep 

prediction as it can predict creep strains for a wide range of loadings with reasonable accuracy. 

Overall, implemented MPC-Omega model is found best as it can capture primary, secondary 

and tertiary creep responses without sacrificing strain controlled stress relaxation responses. 

However, neither of these models can predict the effect of plasticity on creep or vice versa. 

This two-way coupling is required when plasticity-creep-plasticity loading is present in the 

structures, and it becomes mandatory to know most probable rupture life of the component. 

Hence, Chaboche model needs to be improved in enhancing its simulation capability for all-

experimental responses considered in this study so that the phenomenological material model 
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can predict the life of the component when FE simulation based design-by-analysis approaches 

are adopted for design. 
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CHAPTER 5: AN IMPLICIT INTEGRATION ALGORITHM FOR FE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF CONTINUUM DAMAGE COUPLED 

VISCOPLASTIC MODEL 
 

Abstract 

This article presents an implicit integration algorithm for FE implementation of a damage 

coupled unified viscoplastic model in the modified-Chaboche kinematic hardening framework. 

The constitutive model features continuum damage mechanics (CDM), static recovery, 

temperature-rate dependence, strain-rate and range dependence, isotropic, kinematic and 

shape-hardening to simulate fatigue, creep, uniaxial and multiaxial ratcheting responses of 

Grade 91 steel. Both isothermal and anisothermal loading conditions are considered in this 

study. An implicit stress and damage integration procedure based on first order backward finite 

difference method is developed, and FE implementation in ABAQUS software package via 

UMAT subroutine is presented for 3D stress condition. The accuracy of the algorithm is 

investigated by analyzing a biaxial loading. The algorithm is also examined for the 

convergence under monotonic, uniaxial fatigue, short-term stress relaxation, long-term creep 

and thermo-mechanical fatigue (TMF) loading conditions. 

Keywords: Continuum Damage Mechanics, Viscoplastic Model, Fatigue, Creep, Stress 

Relaxation, Radial Return Algorithm 

 

1. Introduction 

The primary objective of this article is to develop an implicit integration algorithm of a 

damage coupled viscoplastic model in a modified-Chaboche kinematic hardening framework 

[1] so that structural responses under complex creep-fatigue conditions can be simulated using 

this model, and both stability and accuracy of the algorithm are satisfied. The constitutive 

model in [1] is developed to predict high-temperature material responses such as multiaxial 

fatigue-ratcheting, short-term stress relaxation, long-term creep and creep-fatigue interaction 

using the same modeling framework. Such complex creep-fatigue loading conditions are the 

design basis for the high-temperature and high-pressure components, and for the design-by-

analysis of such components, constitutive models are not readily available in the commercial 
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FE software packages. Hence, this study presents a damage coupled viscoplastic model and 

develops a robust numerical scheme for FE implementation. 

FE implementation of the viscoplastic models is presented in [2, 3] demonstrating radial 

return algorithms as an optimum numerical scheme that provides unconditional stability and 

accuracy. In this method, stress return mapping uses an elastic prediction-inelastic correction 

procedure to solve unknown state variables and stress-increments in the implicit architecture. 

Detail implicit integration algorithms of the rate-independent and rate-dependent constitutive 

models are demonstrated in [2-5] showing the iterative solution technique of the implicit stress 

integration. Coupling of damage state variable in the viscoplastic model adds complexity in 

the solution when damage is an implicit term. Consideration of the damage as an implicit term 

is introduced by the author because damage evolution and stress function are inter-dependent, 

and the stability and accuracy of tertiary creep prediction depend on both stress and damage 

state variables. FE implementation of the constitutive models also desires a robust implicit 

integration algorithm. Commercially available FE software packages (ANSYS, ABAQUS) 

consider implicit stress integration, but damage features in the unified models and their implicit 

integrations are not readily available. Hence, this study develops a damage coupled 

viscoplastic model with advanced modeling features and demonstrates an implicit damage 

integration scheme, along with the implicit stress integration, so that stability and accuracy of 

the constitutive model are satisfied. 

UMAT-implementation of the constitutive model is presented for 3D stress elements. 

Stability and accuracy of the algorithm are studied against a special biaxial load-path similar 

to [3, 6], and local truncation iso-error maps are plotted to demonstrate the algorithm’s 

applicability in FE applications for large load increments. The implicit integration algorithm 

is further examined to check convergence of local iterations for solving the system of 

equations. Convergence for isothermal monotonic, uniaxial fatigue, stress relaxation, and 

uniaxial creep loadings are studied for modified Grade 91 steel. The results demonstrate the 

effectiveness of various modeling features (damage, static recovery, temperature-rate term and 

kinematic hardening) of the unified constitutive model to predict isothermal and anisothermal 

responses. 
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2. Constitutive model 

The yield criteria, flow rule and hardening rules of the unified constitutive model (UCM) 

coupled with damage state variable  are presented in Eqs. (1)-(14). Yield surface of this 

viscoplastic model is represented by the von-Mises yield criterion (Eq. 1). The strain tensor in 

the framework of this model follows the additive decomposition of elastic, thermal and 

inelastic strains (Eq. 2). Elastic strain ( ) follows the generalized Hooke’s law (Eq. 3), thermal 

strain ( ) is given by Eq. (4), and inelastic strain is governed by the associative flow rule 

(Eq. 5).  

Von-Mises yield criterion: 

     3
: ( )

2
σ α s a s a of R p        .                       (1)             

Additive strain decomposition: ε ε ε εe in thd d d d   .                      (2) 

Hooke’s law: eσ Eε ,                          (3) 
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where  is the thermal expansion coefficient, T represents temperature, and I is the second 

order unity tensor.  

Flow rule: 3 3
2 2 1

ε n nin p
D
 



  ,                         (5) 

where 
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n

σ αJ






, 
1
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D




 , and 0( ) ( )σ α

n n
vJ R p

p
K K
    

 .   (6) 

Here  is the stress tensor, E the elasticity tensor,  the strain tensor,  the elastic strain 

tensor,  the inelastic strain tensor,  the deviatoric stress tensor,  the center of the yield 
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surface in total stress space,  the center of the yield surface in deviatoric stress space,  the 

normal to the yield surface and  the initial yield surface size (linear elastic range).  is the 

inelastic strain rate multiplier, and  is the accumulated inelastic strain rate as described by the 

Norton’s power law of secondary creep in Eq. (6). It is important to note that  for 

undamaged condition of the material; however, accumulated inelastic strain rate  is coupled 

with the damage parameter D for damaged condition as shown in Eq. (6). K and n are rate 

parameters in the viscosity function (in Eq. 6), where K has the unit of nth root of stress and 

multiplied by inverse of time-unit, and n is unitless. 

The kinematic hardening rule includes Chaboche viscoplastic model [7] with four 

decomposed hardening rules (Eq. 7). The viscoplastic model [7] is modified in this study, 

which has the feature of strain hardening, dynamic recovery for fatigue and multiaxial 

ratcheting, mean stress evolution, static recovery and temperature-rate term. Rate-independent 

modified-Chaboche kinematic hardening rule, proposed in [8], is extended for rate-dependent 

condition as shown in Eq. (8). Mean stress evolution  [9-11] feature is considered in the 

back-stress evolution equation. In the hardening rule (Eq. 8), ’s and	 ’s are the strain-

hardening parameters of the modified-Chaboche model,  the multiaxial ratcheting parameter, 

’s and	 ’s the static recovery parameters and  the second invariant of back stress. , ’s 

and , ’s in Eq. (9) are the mean stress evolution parameters. 

Kinematic hardening rule: 
4

1

a ai
i

 ,                       (7) 

where evolution of each back-stress ( ) is given by the modified-Chaboche model: 
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where mean-stress evolution is given by: 

, ,
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2 ( )
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Y Y a

a
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i b i st i i i
i

Y J
J


 

   
 

 .                                (9) 

In the -hardening modeling feature,  evolves towards strain range-dependent saturated 

value (q) with a saturation rate . ,  and  are the strain range-dependent parameters, 
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and q is the maximum plastic strain in the history. Strain memory surface in Eq. (11) is 

represented by two state variables q and Y, which are the radius and center-location of strain 

memory surface respectively. 

  0
i i i iD q p     ,                                                                   (10) 

where  0 ic q
i i iq a b e 

    . 

   2
: 0

3
ε Y ε Yin ing q     ,                                                      (11) 

where evolutions of q and Y are given by: 

  *:q H g p n n  ,     * *3
[ 1 : ]

2
Y n n nH g p   , where 
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ε Y

in

ing





.     (12) 

The classical isotropic hardening rule (proposed by Chaboche [12]) is defined by the 

evolution of the yield surface-size as a function of accumulated plastic strain-rate , where 

drag resistance  evolves with  based on rate constant  and isotropic saturation size of the 

yield surface  as shown in Eq. (13). 

S
RR D R R    

   .                                                                    (13) 

 is substituted by 1 , and isotropic hardening equation is rewritten in Eq. (14) that 

reflects influence of damaged condition on yield surface size-change. 

(1 )S
RR D R R p D    

   .                                                                    (14) 

Evolution law of one-dimensional damage variable  is represented by the rate equation 

shown in Eq. (15), as proposed by Kachanov [13]. In this evolution law,  is represented 

by the second invariant of deviatoric stress, and ,  are the material constants. 

2 ( )

(1 )

dr

d

J
D

D K





 ,                                  (15) 
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s:sJ   . 
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3. Numerical discretization 

The UCM-CDM model with modified Chaboche kinematic hardening rule (Eqs. 1-15) is 

discretized for the load increment n to n+1, and the discretization for total stress ( ), 

deviatoric stress (∆ ), strain ( ), accumulated plastic strain ( ), back stress ( ) 

and damage state variable ( ) are shown in Eq. (16). 

1 1n n n   σ σ σ , 1 1n n n   s s s , 1 1n n n   ε ε ε , 1 1n n np p p    , 1, , 1,n i n i n i   a a a , 

and 1 1n n nD D D   .  (16) 

Total stress-increment (∆ ) and deviatoric stress-increment (∆ ) at each step of 

strain-controlled load (∆ ) are derived from Hooke’s law (Eqs. 17) and its time derivative 

(Eq. 18). In Eq. (18), elasticity matrix, damage and inelastic strains are differentiated with 

respect to time. 

(1 )σ Ε εe D  .  (17) 

(1 ) (1 )σ Ε ε Ε ε Ε εe e eD D D       .  (18) 

Incremental total (∆ ) and deviatoric stress (∆ ), derived from Eq. (18), are shown 

in Eqs. (19)-(20). In this formulation, elastic strain ( ) is substituted by  

(additive strain decomposition), and E∆  is substituted by 2G∆ .  represents 

deviatoric strain, and . Stress and damage discretization in these equations are 

implicitly formulated, and these detail derivations are not reported here. 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1(1 ) ( ) 2 (1 )σ σ Ε ε ε ε  εtr in th in
n n n n n n n n nD D G D D                    , (19) 

where 1 1 1 1 1( )σ Ε ε Εε Ε ε Ε ε εtr th in th
n n n n n n              .  

1 1 1 1 1 1 1(1 ) 2 (1 ) 2( )( )tr in in th
n n n n n n n nD G D G G D                  s s ε e ε ε , (20) 

where 1 1 1 1 12 ( ) 2 ( )s e ε e ε εtr th in th
n n n n n nG G             .  

Inelastic strain-increment (∆ ) is determined from the flow rule (Eq. 21), which 

considers normality of the yield surface at the current step ( ). Backstress evolution 

equation is shown in Eq. (22) that follows first-order backward difference discretization. 
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Kachanov evolution law [13] of one-dimensional damage state-variable , presented in 

Eq. (15), is implicitly discretized as shown in Eq. (23). 

1 2

1

( )
.

(1 )

dr

n n

n d

D D J

t D K








 
                          (23) 

 

4. Numerical integration 

Stress return mapping presented in Eq. (19) can be reduced to a classical type of radial-

return by assuming ∆ 0 and ∆E , and in such condition, trial stress-increment ∆  

reduces to E∆ . Radial return in this reduced form (∆ ∆ ∆ ) is known 

as elastic predictor-inelastic corrector method. For the UCM-CDM model, damage state 

variable and elasticity matrix modify the elastic prediction and inelastic correction, and thus 

radial return follows Eq. (24), where elastic prediction is represented by ∆ ,  and inelastic 

correction by 2 ∆ , . Stress-increment in this implicit form is calculated by projecting the 

elastically predicted stress-point (elastic prediction) towards radial direction of the newly 

located yield surface (inelastic correction), which is depicted on the -plane (Fig. 1). The 

unknown inelastic strain-increment (∆ ) in the inelastic corrector term is a function of 

current deviatoric stress ( ) and backstress ( ), and damage state variable ( ) is a 

function of current equivalent stress . Hence, a simultaneous determination of these 

variables is required such that the projected stress-point, based on the elastic predictor-inelastic 

corrector method, remains on the updated yield surface. Trial stress-increment ∆ ,  in Eq. 

(24) is an elastic prediction, which is used to determine yield criterion following Eq. (25). 
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1 , 1 , 12tr in
n D n D nG      σ σ ε ,  (24) 

where , 1 1 1 1 1(1 ) ( )tr tr in th
D n n n n n nD D           σ σ Ε ε ε ε , and 
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2
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Fig. 1. Radial return method on the -plane 

 

Stress return mapping in Eq. (24) is true when all strain-increments are known at the 

beginning of the step. But when all strain-increments are not known for trial stress calculation, 

a correction term 
∆

 is evolved, which depends on the prescriptions of strain-increments. 

Determination of this correction-term based on stress or strain prescriptions is discussed in [4] 

for rate independent case.  in the correction term is a function of ( ), and stress 

return mapping can be expressed in Eq. (26) by considering  as a general term. Similarly, 

deviatoric stress in Eq. (27) can be derived from Eqs. (16), (20) and (26) (detail derivations are 

not presented here). Here,  is the deviatoric form of . 
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For the simultaneous determination of inelastic strain-increment (∆ ), deviatoric stress 

( ), back stress ( ), damage state variable ( ) and total stress-increment (∆ ), 

nonlinear scalar equations are derived from the discretized Eqs. (16)-(23) using two layers of 

implicit integration. In the inner layer, stress-increment (∆ ) is determined following 

simultaneous determination of inelastic strain-increment (∆ ), deviatoric stress ( ) and 

back stress ( ). In the outer layer, damage state variable ( ) is determined such that it 

ensures convergence of state variables in the inner layer. In the following sections, the implicit 

stress and damage integration algorithms and the numerical solution technique of the system 

of equations are demonstrated. The formulations consider correction term 
∆

 in a general 

form. 

 

4.1.Implicit stress integration 

To determine state variables (∆ , , ) simultaneously, a system of nonlinear 

equations is derived from Eqs. (21), (22) and (27) such that roots of these equations can be 

determined, and stress-increments can be obtained using radial return mapping (Eq. 26). 

Therefore, ∆  (Eq. 28) is substituted to Eqs. (22) and (27) to get an expression for  

(Eq. 29) and  (Eq. 32). In Eq. (29),  (Eq. 30) is the multiplier for backstress evolution, 

and ∆  is the root of stress return mapping.  and  in Eqs. (29)-(30) are the mean stress 

variables derived from Eq. (9), and 1 1 ∆ , ,⁄  and ∆ , , . An 

explicit form of  is not possible due to the implicit terms of the modified-Chaboche 

kinematic hardening rule ( , : ’s in the dynamic recovery term, ’s in the static 

recovery term and the correction term 
∆

). Hence, the terms , :  (= ’s) and 

’s can be considered as additional unknowns in the expression of	 . 
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In this procedure, the numerator and denominator in the expression of  (Eq. 32) are 

expressed as  and , and this simplified Eq. (33) is transformed to a single-valued 

scalar-function as shown in Eq. (34). 
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By assigning :  and : , a nonlinear quadratic equation 

(35) or (36) is derived as function of ∆ , ’s, ’s (i=1~4),  (as a function of 

correction term ) and . Note that ten of these unknowns (∆ , ’s, ’s (i=1~4) and 

) are roots of Eq. (36), and these roots are interdependent on  (as  in Eq. (32) is also 

a function of ). Due to the implicit form of Eq. (32), an iterative procedure is adopted such 
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that  is converged at each solution-step. Also, note that when all strains are known (such 

as 3D stress state in FEA), , and convergence of  is not required. 
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 (36) 

and ( , , , )ai iL f p J B D  q,  . 

Nine of these roots (∆ , ’s, ’s) in Eq. (36) can be resolved while convergence of  

 is ensured in the inner layer of implicit stress integration, and damage state variable is 

determined in the outer layer ensuring convergence of all state variables in the inner layer. 

Solving nine unknowns in Eq. (36) requires a set of nine equations, and so eight more equations 

(Eqs. 37 and 39) are introduced as a function of ∆ ,  and  using definition of second 

invariant of backstress , : ,  and tensorial dot product of backstress and 

normality , : . These equations are formulated by substituting ,  with Eq. 

(29) in the expression of  and . At this point, nine roots can be resolved simultaneously 

from the set of nine Eqs. (36), (37) and (39), and  can be converged using these roots and 

the expression of  (Eq. 32). Once these scalar variables are known, inelastic strain-

increment, back stress and total stress-increment can be updated using Eqs. (28), (29) and       

(26) respectively. 

i ai i ig J w M  ,   (37) 

where 
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and ( , , , , )i ai iN f p J B D  q . 

The system of the nonlinear algebraic equations (36), (37) and (39) is resolved by adopting 

iterative Newton-Raphson (N-R) method in the nested solution architecture. Eq. (40) 

summarizes the iterative process to update unknown values ∆  (Eq. 41) in each iteration. The 

Jacobian matrix (Eq. 43) of the multivariate functions (in Eq. 42) is used to determine current 

iteration values (k+1) from the previous iteration (k), and the iteration is continued until the 

convergence of ∆. In the nested solution architecture of the Reduced Newton-Raphson method, 

the iterative process is performed in three layers by considering only the diagonal of the 

Jacobian matrix J. In the inner layer, iterative Newton-Raphson procedure is used to determine 

the primary scalar variable ∆  from Eqs. (44) and (45), assuming ’s, ’s are known 

from the last step, and a trial ∆ 10  is invoked at the beginning of the step. In this 

procedure, 
∆

 (Eq. 46) is derived analytically from its zero form function. 
∆

, 
∆

 and 
∆

 

in Eq. (46) are the unknown terms and can be determined by taking partial derivative of ,  

and  respectively. 

       11k k J F
    ,   (40) 

where    1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Tk
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The second invariant of the term ( ) is expressed as  in Eq. (47). In this equation, 

viscous stress ( ) and isotropic hardening ( ) can be replaced by their Eqs. (6) and (14) 

respectively. Expression of  as a function of ∆  is shown in Eq. (48) and its derivative in Eq. 

(49). 
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Backstress multiplier  expressed in Eq. (30) is differentiated with respect to ∆  to obtain  
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Numerator of  (Eq. 33) expressed as  is differentiated with respect to ∆  to obtain  
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Now, primary state variable ∆  can be determined in the inner layer of the algorithm 

following Eqs. (44) and (45), and ’s (Eq. 50), ’s (Eq. 50) and  (Eq. 32) are updated 

in the 2nd layer. N-R convergence criteria are checked for each state variable, and the process 

continues till ’s, ’s and  are converged following Eq. (51). 
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 derived from Eq. (37) is expressed in Eq. (52), where  and  are the unknown 

terms. 
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Backstress multiplier , expressed by Eq. (30), is differentiated with respect to  to 

obtain 
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where  is the unknown term, which can be determined from the normality Eq. (54). In this 

equation, the term  is replaced by  and  by . Partial derivative of normality 

 with respect to  is expressed in Eq. (55), where  and   are shown in Eqs. (56)-(57) 

respectively. 
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 and  are substituted to Eq. (52) to obtain , which is used for the N-R convergence 

check of ’s. 

 can be directly obtained from Eq. (39) as shown below. 
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At this point, all the diagonal terms in the Jacobian J are known, and a reduced N-R 

procedure can be applied to resolve roots of the equation. Determination of primary state 

variable ∆  is followed by the convergence check of ’s, ’s, and  such that N-R 

error tolerance values in Eqs. (44) and (51) are met in their limit. If convergence of ∆  is 

not met, the initial value of this root is factored by 1/m (with an assumed factor m = 10) until 

it reaches its converged solution. Convergence tolerance limits, Toler (∆ ), Toler ( ), Toler 

( ) and Toler ( ) are set to 10 . Flow chart for the strain driven implicit stress integration 

algorithm is depicted in the inner two layers of Fig. 2. Once the state variables (∆ , ’s, 

’s (i=1~4), ) are known, stress ) can be updated following Eq. (26). At this step 

 cannot be considered as final stress value as  and  are mutually inclusive in the 

implicit form of stress and damage discretization. Hence, implicit damage integration 

procedure is developed such that convergence criteria for the damage and other state variables 

in the determination of  are met simultaneously. 
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4.2.Implicit damage integration 

Kachanov damage evolution law [13] in the implicit discretized form is shown in Eq.        

(59), where  and  are mutually inclusive. Hence, a nested solution architecture is 

developed where  is determined using iterative N-R method. In the iterative N-R solution, 

 is updated following Eq. (60), and its convergence check follows Eq. (61), where 

 is the threshold limit for error term of N-R iteration.  is given by Eq. (62). 
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where  is the unknown term.  
3

2 1: 1  is differentiated with respect 

to D to obtain 
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Deviatoric stress  can be substituted by , where each term is already 

known from Eqs. (33) and (29). These expressions are partially differentiated with respect to 

 to get  and  terms of Eq. (64). 
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 is expressed in Eq. (65), where partial derivative of numerator  and denominator 

 of  (Eq. 33) are to be determined.  
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 and  can be directly obtained from the expression of  and  (in Eq. 33). In 

these derivatives (Eqs. 66 and 67),  is determined from the expression of  and presented 

in Eq. (68). 
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, derived from Eq. (29), is shown in Eq. (69).  and  are derived from the 

expression of  and  as shown in Eqs. (70) and (71) respectively. 
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These expressions (Eqs. 63-71) are used to determine ; hence,  and 

corresponding error terms in N-R iteration can be updated following Eqs. (60) and (61). At 

each load step, convergence of  in the outer layer of the algorithm (Fig. 2) also ensures 

convergence of other state variables (for ∆ , ,  and ) in the inner layers. 
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Once the plasticity equations are solved, all state variables (stress, strain, and backstress) 

satisfy radial return scheme and can be updated for the next load step. For the strain range-

dependent hardening, state variables of strain memory surface (radius  and center location ) 

are explicitly updated following Eqs. (72) and (73) respectively. Here,  and ∗  are the 

normality of von-Mises yield surface and strain memory surface as shown in Eq. (74). 
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Kinematic hardening parameters for shape hardening and strain range-dependent isotropic 

hardening variable  can be updated following Eqs. (75) and (76) respectively. 
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  Fig. 2. Flow chart of the constitutive model 
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5. Numerical tests 

The implicit integration algorithm is first examined to check the accuracy of the solution. 

Local truncation error is investigated for the accuracy. The objective is to find error associated 

with each step of the implicit integration. The integration algorithm is also utilized to check 

convergence for the predictions of monotonic, fatigue, stress relaxation and creep responses of 

Grade 91 steel. Performance of the constitutive model in predicting TMF-OP responses of 

Grade 91 steel is presented. Model parameters of Grade 91 steel, used in the numerical test of 

the algorithm, are shown in Tables 1-6. 

 

Table 1: Elastic parameters 

Param. Unit Value 

T 
K  

(°C) 
293.15  

(20) 
673.15 
(400) 

723.15  
(450) 

773.15 
(500) 

823.15 
(550) 

873.15 
(600) 

 Mpa 205000 185000 178500 172000 158500 145000 

 Mpa 240 220 170 115 87.5 60 

 

Table 2: Kinematic hardening parameters 

Param. Unit Value 

T 
K  

(°C) 
293.15  

(20) 
673.15 
(400) 

723.15  
(450) 

773.15 
(500) 

823.15 
(550) 

873.15 
(600) 

 Mpa 900000 900000 900000 900000 900000 900000 

 Mpa 180000 150000 150000 150000 135000 120000 

 Mpa 90000 90000 70000 50000 45000.00 40000 

 Mpa 4500 4500 4500 4500 3500 2500 

  --- 16669 13696 9763.83 5831.20 6024.01 6216.81 

  --- 1643 2105 2139.37 2173.39 2432.62 2691.85 

  --- 336 602 447.68 292.81 408.91 525.0 

  --- 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 3: Viscoplastic model parameters 

Param. Unit Value 

T 
K          

(°C) 
293.15  

(20) 
673.15 
(400) 

723.15  
(450) 

773.15 
(500) 

823.15 
(550) 

873.15 
(600) 

 [(MPa)(sec)](1/n) 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 700 1200 

 --- 5 5.00 5.00 4.70 3.35 2.00 

 

Table 4: Strain-range dependent parameters 

Param. Unit Value 

T 
K  

(°C) 
293.15  

(20) 
673.15 
(400) 

723.15  
(450) 

773.15 
(500) 

823.15 
(550) 

873.15 
(600) 

    46998 41499 36000 31000 26000 

    598805 283652 -31500 -26250 -21000 

    1629 864.5 100 150 200 

  --- 0 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 

    34974 18554 2134 2067 2000 

    315195 160913.5 6632 10779.5 14927 

    1327 764 201.0 275.5 350.0 

  --- 0 0.034 0.0345 0.0350 0.0345 0.0340 

    529 366 203.0 251.5 300.0 

    4084 2898.5 1713.0 2910.0 4107.0 

    200 200.5 201.0 250.5 300.0 

  --- 0 0.034 0.0345 0.035 0.035 0.034 
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Table 5: Static recovery parameters 

Param. Unit Value 

T 
K   

(°C) 
293.15  

(20) 
673.15 
(400) 

723.15  
(450) 

773.15 
(500) 

823.15 
(550) 

873.15 
(600) 

 1
MPa

1
sec

 0 0.05 0.05 5.0E-02 6.0E-02 7.0E-02 

 1
MPa

1
sec

 0 2.00E-07 2E-08 2.0E-06 2.5E-06 3.0E-06 

 1
MPa

1
sec

 0 8.00E-09 8E-09 8.0E-09 1.48E-08 1.0E-07 

 1
MPa

1
sec

 0 1.20E-06 1.2E-06 1.2E-06 6.65E-07 1.3E-07 

 --- 1 1.01 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.1 

 --- 1 1.001 1.0055 1.01 1.0055 1.001 

 --- 1 1.001 1.6 1.001 1.001 1.001 

 --- 1 1.1 1.0505 1.001 1.001 1.001 

 

Table 6: Kachanov damage evolution coefficients                                                           

(  in MPa, T in K and  in sec) 

Temperature Damage Constants 

T (°C) T (K)   

20* 293.15 30000 10 

400* 673.15 10000 10 

450 723.15 2950 10 

500 773.15 2250 10 

550 823.15 2975 7.5 

600 873.15 6200 5 

*Assumed as creep data not available 

 

To demonstrate accuracy of the stress algorithm in the inelastic range, a special loading 

path (Fig. 3) similar to [3, 6] is considered. In this loading path, a simple shear strain ( ) is 

prescribed with a magnitude leading to a stress level above the initial yield stress, and then a 

different combination of shear strain-increment (∆ ) and axial strain-increment (∆ ) is 

prescribed. Prescribed biaxial strain tensor following pure shear strain is shown in Eq. (77). 
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Fig. 3. Load history for error check 
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where 
22 33 11( )f       . 

The solution of the implicit integration scheme with a high number (m = 1000) of loading 

steps for the prescribed loading path is assumed to be exact. To investigate the accuracy of 

each integration algorithm, axial-shear strain loading combinations following pure shear 

prescribed in Fig. 3 are applied in a single-step, and numerical results are compared with the 

exact solution. The error is defined in terms of equivalent stress as presented in Eq. (78). 

100
num exact
e e

exact
e


 




 ,   (78) 

where  is the equivalent stress computed in a single step of axial-shear strain following 

pure shear strain, and  is the exact solution computed using implicit integration scheme 

with a high number of loading step (m = 1000) for the prescribed loading. 

Local truncation iso-error maps attained with  = 0.1% are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for the 

damage coupled unified constitutive model (UCM-CDM). In this computation, prescribed ∆  

and ∆  are enlarged up to 2% for strain-rates of 10  and 10 . Results obtained with 

∆ ∆  10  are shown in Fig. 4. The computed error map can be divided into four 
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zones: (a) ≪ 1% at small axial and shear strains (∆  0.2% and ∆  0.2%), (b)  sharply 

increases to 8% when ∆  reaches to 0.5% and ∆  0.2% (  decreases when ∆  > 0.5% 

regardless axial-shear strain combinations), (c)  sharply increases to 16% with the increase 

of ∆  when ∆ ≪ 0.1%, and (d) remaining axial-shear strain combination, where increment of 

strain reduces truncation-error. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4. Local truncation error with 0.1%, ∆ ∆  0~2%,  10  for 

Grade 91 steel at T = 600°C: (a) 3D error card; and (b) 2D error card 

 

Truncation-error results obtained with ∆ ∆  10  (Fig. 5) are very similar to that 

obtained with the strain rate of 10  except zone c, where  less sharply increases to 16% 

with the increase of ∆  when ∆ ≪ 0.2%, and zone d, where error is larger than the slower 

strain rate ( ∆  10 ) at any axial-shear strain combination.  It is evident from the 

error plots (Figs. 4 and 5) that small shear strain-increment has larger effect on the accuracy of 

numerical calculations when ∆ ≪ 0.1~0.2%. Larger axial-shear strain-increments can be 

prescribed with higher accuracy for the implicit integration scheme. 

The implicit integration algorithm is further examined to check convergence of local 

iterations for solving the system of equations presented in Eq. (40). Convergence for 

monotonic, uniaxial fatigue, stress relaxation and uniaxial creep loadings (Fig. 6) are shown 

here. TMF-OP loading (temperature and strain controlled waveforms are out-of-phase), 

presented in Fig. 6d, are studied to demonstrate anisothermal simulation responses compared 

with the experiments using the damage coupled unified constitutive model. 
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∆
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 5. Local truncation error with =0.1%, ∆ ∆  0~2%,  10  for 

Grade 91 Steel at T = 600°C: (a) 3D error card; and (b) 2D error card 

 

  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

(a)          (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 6. Load history: (a) monotonic and uniaxial fatigue; (b) uniaxial fatigue-creep; (c) 

uniaxial creep; and (d) thermomechanical fatigue (out-of-phase). 

 

A monotonic strain-controlled loading = 2% and = 3.3x10  is prescribed with 

different number of increments (m), and results presented in Fig. 7a show same stress-strain 

relationship for different strain-increments. Convergence of iterations for solving primary state 

variable is found quadratic and similar to [4]. Simulation responses for uniaxial fatigue loading 

(UF1) with = 0.5% and = 3.3x10  are depicted in Fig. 7b showing stable stress-

strain relationship at m = 4 to 100. Stress relaxation responses for the strain-controlled loading 

with strain hold (  = 120 sec) are shown in Fig. 7c for different number of load increments, 
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which demonstrate good convergence of the implicit UCM-CDM model for predicting stress 

relaxation responses. Long term-creep responses for the stress-controlled loading with stress 

hold (  = 17000 hour) are shown in Fig. 7d. During application of load, three types of stress-

increments are assigned (∆ =1, 10, 100 hour) and the results show that required number of 

increments (m) for the converged solution are 17800, 2840 and 1500 respectively. Required 

number of increments are more than that calculated from ∆  since the model uses time step 

control, especially in the tertiary creep zone when the convergence of the stress and damage 

cannot be found in the particular ∆ . In this situation, the algorithm continuously updates time 

step (∆ 0.1	X	∆ ) until it reaches a converged solution. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 7. Convergence study: (a) monotonic; (b) stress-strain hysteresis response for UF1; (c) 

stress relaxation response for UF2; and (d) creep strain responses for UC1. 
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Grade 91 simulation responses for TMF-OP loading (  = 0 sec, T = 600-400°C,  = 

0.5%,  = 2%) are presented in Fig. 8. UMAT simulation responses using the UCM-CDM 

model are compared with the experimental responses for the first and half-cycle of loading. 

These simulation responses demonstrate the effectiveness of various modeling features of the 

unified constitutive model in simulating anisothermal responses. 

 

 

Fig. 8. TMF response simulations using customized UMAT in ABAQUS. 

 

6. Conclusions 

This article presents numerical formulation and FE implementation algorithm of a damage 

coupled viscoplastic model in the modified-Chaboche kinematic hardening framework. The 

viscoplastic model has the feature of multiaxial ratcheting, mean stress evolution, static 

recovery and strain range dependence so that the model can be useful for inelastic design-by-

analysis of room and high-temperature applications under fatigue, creep and ratcheting loading 

using single set of model-parameters. Implicit stress and damage integration algorithm are 

developed, and the model is implemented in ABAQUS software package via UMAT 

subroutine for 3D stress elements. The accuracy of the algorithm is tested by analyzing a 

single-step biaxial loading, and convergence study is made for monotonic, strain and stress-

controlled loadings. 

Keeping in mind that an implicit damage state variable in the viscoplastic model is 

necessary for the stability and accuracy in the tertiary creep simulations, the solution procedure 
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is divided into two parts: 1) radial return algorithm for stress integration, and 2) damage 

integration that satisfies stress convergence calculated from part 1. Both parts are inclusive and 

solved using nested solution architecture based on reduced Newton-Raphson (N-R) method. 

In the stress integration, N-R iterative process is performed in three layers by considering only 

the diagonal of the Jacobian matrix J. This procedure needs to solve nine roots of the algebraic 

system of equations derived from the constitutive model, with a Jacobian consisting of an array 

of nine by nine terms. This solution scheme updates all state variables and is not considered as 

the final integration as stress and damage are inclusive. In the next part of this solution 

procedure, an implicit damage integration provides the final solution, where both stress and 

damage state variables converge at the same time. Finally, the algorithm is verified for the 

isothermal and anisothermal loading cases. 
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CHAPTER 6: DAMAGE COUPLED UNIFIED VISCOPLASTIC 
MODEL FOR ELEVATED TEMPERATURE APPLICATION OF 

GRADE 91 STEEL 
 

Abstract 

A unified viscoplasticity model coupled with continuum damage mechanics (CDM) has 

been developed for inelastic design-by-analysis of high-temperature components. The model 

development is motivated mainly by the fact that available constitutive models in the FE 

software packages do not have the predictability of both fatigue-creep and creep using a single 

set of model parameters, and these models also cannot predict plasticity influence on creep and 

vice versa [1].  Hence, the primary objective of this study is to unify a strain-focused 

viscoplastic model and creep-damage focused CDM models to predict fatigue, creep and creep-

fatigue interaction using a single set of model parameters. Several damage models are studied 

and proposed to achieve this goal. A tertiary creep model termed MPC-Omega, codified in 

Part 10 of API (and also implemented in the ASME BP&V Code for Grade 22V and more 

recently Grade 91 steel), is also employed for creep damage evaluation. As MPC-Omega has 

a direct relationship with Larson-Miller parameter (LMP) coefficients, creep damage 

coefficients in the unified constitutive model (UCM) are tied with MPC-Omega coefficients 

to utilize WRC and API 579-1 creep rupture database of Grade 91. Limitations of the Kachanov 

and the isotropic damage model are discussed, and a modified Isotropic damage model is 

proposed that can be useful for predicting both creep and fatigue without the use of threshold 

values as proposed originally. The constitutive models are experimentally validated for a wide 

range of Grade 91 steel databases including low cycle fatigue (LCF), cyclic softening, rate 

dependence, short-term stress relaxation, long-term creep and creep-fatigue interaction at T = 

400-625°C. FE analysis of a Grade 91 Notch experiment using the developed constitutive 

models is tested, and creep deformation responses are experimentally validated. Triaxiality 

influence and prior-fatigue effect on Notch creep-rupture life are successfully demonstrated 

using the modified isotropic damage model and recommended for design-by-analysis in high-

temperature applications. 

Keywords: Unified Viscoplastic Model, MPC-Omega, Kachanov damage, Isotropic 

Damage, Triaxiality, LMP Rupture Life, Creep, and Fatigue. 
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1. Introduction 

Critical structural components such as turbine blades, pressure vessels, the intermediate 

heat exchanger of the very high temperature reactor, header components of coal-fired power 

plants, etc. are subjected to adverse mechanical (creep-fatigue-ratcheting) and thermal loading 

conditions over the course of their operation. To address the complex loading conditions of 

these components (such as creep-fatigue interaction and damage propagation), simplified finite 

element analysis is often conducted using nonunified constitutive models that address fatigue 

and creep behavior independently. The effect of low-cycle fatigue (LCF) on creep damage and 

stress relaxation cannot be fully represented through the nonunified models which deal with 

separated creep and plastic strains; this is particularly true for strain softening materials such 

as Grade 91, where plastic strain induces microstructural changes that accelerate creep rate [2-

4].  

Post-processing procedures making use of nonunified creep and cyclic plasticity analysis 

have been developed and implemented in the ASME B&PV Code to address creep-fatigue 

interaction for these materials, which is an important step in providing higher fidelity and 

mechanistic predictions of material performance under complex loading histories with strain 

softening behavior [5, 6]. However, even further advancements are possible if the creep and 

fatigue interactions are addressed as part of the FEA strain prediction(s) directly and not in a 

de-coupled follow-on step. A constitutive model that can simulate both the short and long-term 

stress relaxation and creep damage along with creep-fatigue interaction phenomenon is the 

purpose of the current research, which will be validated through component responses. 

Creep and damage-focus MPC-Omega model and advanced viscoplasticity models 

coupled with damage evolution law and their experimental validation against the modified 

Grade 91 steel responses are presented in this article. A broad set of experimental responses of 

Grade 91 in the temperature range 20-600°C is collected from the literature. The performance 

of the models in simulating these experimental responses is discussed. In a previous article of 

the authors [7], it is demonstrated that the unified Chaboche model simulation capability can 

be improved through implementing strain-range dependence, cyclic hardening through 

kinematic hardening rule and static recovery modeling features. To simulate the long-term 

creep responses and predict creep rupture life, continuum damage mechanics (CDM) is 
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coupled to unified constitutive model (UCM). Merits and limitations of these models in 

predicting experimental responses are discussed. A modification of the isotropic damage rule 

is proposed. Usability of the MPC-Omega in the Kachanov damage evolution rule is also 

presented. FE analysis of Notch experiments using the proposed constitutive model is 

investigated to predict creep deformation and cyclicality effect on rupture life. 

 

2. Available experimental data 

Experimental responses of modified Grade 91 steel for uniaxial fatigue, creep and creep-

fatigue loading histories, conducted by NUI Galway (UF1, UF2, TMF-IP, TMF-OP in Fig. 1) 

[8], NIMS (TP2 in Fig. 1) [9] and ORNL-CRIEPI (TP1, TP2 in Fig. 1) [4], were collected for 

constitutive model development and validation. The isothermal strain-controlled uniaxial 

fatigue (UF1) experiments are prescribed at different strain-rates (  = 10 / , 3.3x10 / , 

2.5x10 / ) and ranges (∆  = 1, 0.8, 0.6%) in the temperature range 20-600°C. The 

isothermal uniaxial fatigue loading with tensile peak hold of 120 seconds (UF2) is prescribed 

at ∆  = 1% in the temperature range 400-600°C. Thermo-mechanical fatigue experiments 

prescribed symmetric strain cycles (  = 0.5%) and temperature cycles between 400-600°C 

in two classes: 1) In-phase (TMF-IP) when the maximum temperature and peak tensile strain 

coincide, and 2) Out-of-phase (TMF-OP) when maximum temperature and maximum 

compressive strain coincide. The creep experiments prescribe steady (approximately) stress  

at T = 450-600°C. For the NIMS MGC plate database [9], the prescribed steady stresses ( ) 

are 360, 370, 420 MPa for T = 450°C,  = 260, 270, 280, 300, 310, 320 MPa for T = 500°C, 

 = 180, 190, 200, 220, 240 MPa for T = 550°C and  = 110, 120, 130, 140, 160 MPa for T 

= 600°C. The prescribed steady stress  with and without prior-fatigue loading cycle (TP1 

and TP2), performed at ORNL [4], was 200 MPa at 550°C. A strain-controlled fatigue loading 

with 0.5% strain-range and N = 5000 was prescribed prior to the creep for TP1 loading. In 

addition to these datasets, creep experiments on Notch specimen [10] performed at T = 625°C 

were also collected for further model validation. 
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UF1 

(ISOTHERMAL) 

UF2 

(ISOTHERMAL) 

  

TMF-IP TMF-OP 

  

TP1 

(ISOTHERMAL) 

TP2 

(ISOTHERMAL) 

Fig. 1. Loading histories of experiments conducted by  [4, 8, 9]. 

 

Analysis of these experimental responses shows that the Grade 91 steel exhibits cyclic 

softening at elevated temperature and cyclic softening increases with temperature [8]. Stress 

relaxation during peak strain hold for UF2 loading history increases with the increase of 

temperature [8]. Above 500°C, the material shows very little strain rate-dependence [8]. TMF-

OP experiments were found more adverse than the TMF-IP experiments in-terms of softening 

and fatigue life [8]. The prior-fatigue adversely affects creep strain accumulation, i.e. creep 

strain is accelerated with the influence of prior-fatigue loading, and creep life is reduced [4, 9]. 

Also, rupture life significantly reduces at elevated temperature and higher creep stresses. This 
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set of experimental responses is used in this study to evaluate simulation-performance of the 

constitutive models. 

 

3. Constitutive models 

In the damage coupled viscoplastic modeling (UCM-CDM) framework, the strain tensor 

follows the additive decomposition of elastic and inelastic strains. The elastic strain follows 

the generalized Hooke’s law, and the inelastic strain is governed by the associative flow rule. 

Von-Mises yield criterion represents the yield surface. The yield criterion, flow rule and 

hardening rules of the UCM-CDM model are presented in Section 2 of Chapter 5; hence, these 

modeling equations are not repeated here. The damage evolution rules and their modifications 

are presented in Sections 3.1-3.5. 

 

3.1. Kachanov damage evolution rule 

Evolution law of one-dimensional damage variable  is represented by the rate equation 

(Eq. 1) as proposed by Kachanov [11]. In this evolution law,  is represented by the second 

invariant of deviatoric stress, and ,  are the material constants. 

2 ( )

(1 )

dr

d

J
D t

D K


  


, where  2

3
( )

2
s:sJ           (1) 

 

3.2. Isotropic damage evolution rule and its modification 

The isotropic damage evolution law (Eqs. 2, 3 or 4) proposed by Lemaitre and Dufailly 

[12] is based on damage-potential function FD and energy-density release-rate Y. This damage 

law uses damage-thresholds  (Eqs. 5 and 6), which depend on the loading condition. In these 

equations,  and  represent ultimate tensile strength and its corresponding total strain 

respectively, and  represents fatigue strength. In addition, the influence of triaxiality ratio 

 is included in the expression of Y (Eq. 7) through the triaxiality factor Rv  (Eq. 8). 
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3H tr  . 

A damage-threshold value based on the loadings (Eqs. 5 or 6) is difficult to prescribe in a 

combined creep-fatigue condition. In addition, the model cannot be used for LCF loading if 

the threshold term is avoided (as shown in Fig. 5 of Section 5.1). Hence, Isotropic damage 

evolution law is modified to Eq. (9) to correct the excessive cyclic softening prediction as 

described in Section 5.1. In addition, the triaxiality function is modified (Eq. 10) by including 

the sign of hydrostatic stress sgn  and a multiplying factor . This modification allows 

different damage evolution rate for tensile and compressive creep loading. 
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3.3. Creep and damage based MPC-Omega model 

A tertiary creep model, termed MPC-Omega developed by Prager [13] in 1994 and codified 

in Part 10 of API, is investigated for creep damage evaluation. Tertiary creep strain-rate, 

damage and rupture-life equations of this omega model are shown in Eq. (11), where  is the 

minimum creep strain-rate, and Ω is the measurement of damage D. This MPC-Omega has a 

direct relationship with LMP coefficients (C, ’s) as shown in Eqs. (12) and (13) and hence 

provides valuable information for estimation of life. 

exp( )t op    , 
rt

o
o

D dt   , and 
0

1
Rt 

 

.    (11) 

WRC [14] and ASME [15]: 
( )

log R
abs

LMP
t C

T


  ,   (12) 

where 
2 3

0 1 2 3( ) log (log ) (log )LMP c c c c       .  (13) 

 and Ω in API 579-1 [16] are expressed in terms of time-temperature-stress fitting 

coefficients ( ’s and ’s) as shown in Eqs. (14) and (15). These equations also include MPC 

curve shape coefficients ∆  and ∆ . In addition, primary creep strain is included in this 

damage model based on [17]. See Section 3.5 of Chapter 4 for detail expressions of this model. 
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3.4. MPC-Omega tied to Kachanov damage evolution rule 

The Kachanov damage evolution parameters ( ,  in Eq. 1) are constant at each 

temperature and do not depend on stress ranges. Hence, the model is not found robust in 

predicting creep responses for a wide stress range (as shown in Section 5.4). The stress-

temperature-time relationship-based MPC-Omega coefficients are utilized in this context to 

determine Kachanov parameters. In other words, the Kachanov parameters are not determined 

separately but rather tied to the MPC-Omega coefficients, hence named as Kachanov-Omega. 
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In order to tie MPC-Omega coefficients to Kachanov model parameters, a linear Kachanov 

damage law (Eq. 16) is formulated first, and an expression (Eq. 17) for equivalent Kachanov 

coefficients is obtained. The equivalent Kachanov coefficients are directly linked to MPC-

Omega coefficients codified in WRC [14], ASME LLC [15] and API 579-1 [16]. Additionally, 

a nonlinear Kachanov damage evolution law (Eq. 18) is also developed, but still based on the 

MPC-Omega coefficients as a starting point. In this context, to utilize MPC-Omega 

coefficients in the Kachanov damage model, MPC curve shape coefficients [16] ∆  and ∆  

in Eqs. (14) and (15) are calibrated. Note that the modified Chaboche model parameters remain 

the same for the Kachanov-Omega model. The proposed Kachanov-Omega framework 

predicts a wide range of creep responses as well as LCF as demonstrated in Section 5. 

Linear damage evolution for Kachanov-Omega model is given by 

 2
dr

d

J
D

K

 
  
 

σ ,                                       (16) 

where 1/
0( ) dr

d eqK     .                            (17) 

Nonlinear damage evolution for Kachanov-Omega model is given by (proposed) 

 2

(1 )

dr

d

J
D

D K

 
   

σ ,                                             (18) 

where 1/
0( ) dr

d eqK     .                            (19) 

 

4. Material parameter determination 

Chaboche model parameters are determined following the procedure in [18]. Strain-range 

dependent γ-hardening parameters are obtained using stress amplitudes from three strain-range 

experiments. Static recovery parameters are determined by calibrating the creep responses 

from [9] and stress-relaxation responses from [8]. The modified Chaboche model parameters 

remain same for Kachanov, Kachanov-Omega (proposed) and Isotropic (modified) damage 

models. The damage evolution parameters for Kachanov and Isotropic (modified) models are 

determined by calibrating long-term creep responses from [9]. Kachanov model parameters for 

Kachanov-Omega (proposed) are tied to MPC-Omega coefficients [14]. MPC curve shape 
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coefficients [16] ∆  and ∆  for Kachanov-Omega model are calibrated based on shape of 

creep curves. Modified Chaboche model parameters are presented in Tables 1-5 of Chapter 5 

and are not repeated here. Kachanov, Isotropic damage evolution parameters, MPC Omega 

coefficients and Kachanov-Omega curve shape coefficients are listed in Tables 1-7. 

 

4.1. Material parameters for Kachanov damage rule 

NIMS creep database [9] for the modified Grade 91 steel is used to determine creep damage 

coefficients. In this procedure, Kachanov damage coefficients (  and ) in Eq. (1) are 

calibrated with the secondary and tertiary creep rate of a creep experiment (at each temperature 

set); in addition, static recovery parameters are recalibrated with the secondary creep rate and 

stress relaxation during strain hold (see  and  as listed in Table 5 of Chapter 5). The damage 

parameters are calibrated with  = 370 MPa for T = 450°C, 270 MPa for 500°C, 200 MPa for 

550°C and 120 MPa for 600°C. These model parameters are presented in Table 1. The 

simulation responses using this damage model coupled with the modified viscoplastic 

framework (Eqs. 1-13 of Section 2 in Chapter 5) are designated as “Kachanov”. 

 

Table 1: Kachanov damage evolution coefficients for the modified Grade 91 steel                    

(  in MPa, T in K and t in sec) 

Temperature Damage Constants 

T (°C) T (K)   

20* 293.15 30000 10 

400* 673.15 10000 10 

450 723.15 2950 10 

500 773.15 2250 10 

550 823.15 2975 7.5 

600 873.15 6200 5 

*Assumed as creep data not available 
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4.2. Material parameters for modified Isotropic damage rule 

The same NIMS creep database [9] for the modified Grade 91 steel is used to determine 

modified Isotropic damage coefficients. Determination of Isotropic damage coefficients (S and 

s) in Eq. (9) follows the same approach as for Kachanov damage coefficients, and these 

parameters are listed in Table 2. The simulation responses using this damage coupled 

viscoplastic model are designated as “Isotropic”. 

 

Table 2: Isotropic (modified) damage evolution coefficients for the modified Grade 91 steel 

(  in MPa, T in K and t in sec) 

Temperature Damage Constants 

T (°C) T (K)   

20* 293.15 1000 6.75 

400* 673.15 500 6.75 

450 723.15 8.5 6.75 

500 773.15 5 6.75 

550 823.15 5.9 5.225 

600 873.15 11.3 3.7 

* Assumed as creep data not available 

 

4.3. Material parameters for MPC-Omega and Kachanov-Omega model 

WRC LMP [14] coefficients are the basis of MPC-Omega model’s parameter-

determination. These model parameters include LMP coefficients (C and ’s) in Eq. (13), 

minimum strain-rate 	coefficients ( ) in Eq. (14), and Omega Ω 	coefficients ( ) in Eq. 

(15). We have obtained LMP coefficients directly from WRC database [14] as listed in Table 

3. Remaining Grade 91 Omega Ω 	constants ( ), listed in Table 4, are borrowed from API-

579-1 [16] as WRC database [14] does not provide MPC-Omega coefficients ( ). Using the 

relationship of the fitting coefficients (Eq. 28 in Section 3.5 of Chapter 4), minimum strain-
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rate constants ( ) are then derived. These model parameters ( ) are listed in Table 5. The 

units of these model parameters are  in MPa, T in K and  in hour. 

 

Table 3: LMP fitting coefficients (WRC [14]) of modified Grade 91 steel                             

(  in MPa, T in K and  in hour) 

 C c0 c1 c2 c3 

WRC [14] 30.36 33885.26 4021.77 -2855.29 0 

 

Table 4: Omega (Ω) fitting coefficients (API 579-1 [16]) of modified Grade 91 steel           
(  in MPa, T in K and  in hour) 

 b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 

API 579-1 [16] -2 4698.8 -833.3 0 0 

 

Table 5: Minimum strain-rate ( ) fitting coefficients [17] of modified Grade 91 steel         
(  in MPa, T in K and  in hour) 

 a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 

Derived from ci’s 
(WRC [14]) and bi’s 

(API 579-1 [16]) 
-32.36 38584 3188.4 -2855.3 0 

 

Calibration of the creep curves of NIMS MGC plate [9] provide MPC curve-shape 

coefficients ∆  and ∆  (in Eqs. 14 and 15) [16]. Primary creep constants  and  (see 

Eq. (32) in Section 3.5 of Chapter 4) are determined by fitting primary creep strain. These 

curve shape coefficients and primary creep constants are listed in Table 6. The simulation 

responses using this creep model with UCM (uncoupled) are designated as “MPC-Omega”. 

MPC curve-shape coefficients ∆  and ∆  (Eqs. 14 and 15) [16], listed in Table 6, can be 

used when MPC-Omega creep model is uncoupled with the viscoplastic model. For the damage 

coupled viscoplastic model, these parameters (∆  and ∆ ) require recalibration, where 
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damage coefficients (Kachanov type in Eq. 19) are obtained using MPC-Omega coefficients. 

Damage evolution law for this case is similar to the Kachanov damage law, but now the 

damage coefficient  in Eq. (19) is a function of stress, temperature and time and directly tied 

to LMP database. Recalibrated MPC curve-shape coefficients (∆  and ∆ ) are listed in Table 

7. The simulation responses using this damage coupled viscoplastic model are designated as 

“Kachanov-Omega”. 

 

Table 6: MPC-Omega curve shape and primary creep coefficients for the modified Grade 91 

steel (  in MPa, T in K and  in hour) 

Temperature Curve Shape Constant Primary Creep Constants 

T (°C) T (K) ∆  ∆    

20-400* 293.15-673.15 5.00E-01 0 10 150 

450 723.15 1.03E-02 0.283417 10 150 

500 773.15 6.63E-01 0.28 10 150 

550 823.15 8.14E-01 0.336721 12 200 

600 873.15 8.08E-01 0.427 14 200 

* Assumed as creep data not available 

 

Table 7: MPC curve shape coefficients for Kachanov-Omega Model (proposed) for the 

modified Grade 91 steel (  in MPa, T in K and  in hour) 

Temperature Curve Shape Constants 

T (°C) T (K) ∆  ∆  

20-400* 293.15-673.15 5 -1.9523 

450 723.15 0.5 -1.8523 

500 773.15 1.04 -1.87 

550 823.15 1.05 -1.4252 

600 873.15 0.808 -0.927 

* Assumed as creep data not available 
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5. Simulations 

The modified Chaboche model coupled with damage evolution laws (Kachanov, modified 

isotropic and proposed Kachanov-Omega), discussed in Section 3, is implemented in 

ABAQUS via UMAT subroutine using strain-driven radial return algorithm. See Chapter 5 for 

FE implementation of such UCM-CDM models. These models are used to predict uniaxial 

fatigue, creep-fatigue, creep and prior-fatigue creep responses, which are presented in Sections 

5.1-5.7. 

 

5.1. Experimental and simulated responses for uniaxial fatigue (UF1) loading 

Simulation capability of the customized ABAQUS in predicting LCF responses is 

presented in Figs. 2 through 5. As shown in Figs. 2-3, the model with -hardening and strain-

range dependent modeling features can simulate both loop shape and cyclic softening (stress 

amplitude) for several strain-ranges and temperatures. The softening rates at 400, 500 and 

600°C for the strain-ranges, ∆  = 0.6, 0.8 and 1% are well simulated (Fig. 3), which signifies 

the fidelity of the modified constitutive model coupled with the damage. 

Stress-strain hysteresis loop and stress amplitude responses using Kachanov [11], 

Kachanov-Omega (proposed), Isotropic [12] and modified isotropic damage laws are shown 

in Figs. 4-5. Results show that both Kachanov and Kachanov-Omega coupled viscoplastic 

models well predict cyclic responses. However, Isotropic [12] damage law (Eq. 3) (without 

considering threshold limit in Eqs. 5-6) causes rapid cyclic softening in the beginning of cyclic 

loading (Figs. 4c and 5a). Therefore, Isotropic damage law [12] is not useful for LCF if damage 

threshold is not used. Prescribing correct damage threshold (in combined creep-fatigue loading 

condition) is only possible if loading type is properly known. Diagnosing the type of loading 

(creep or fatigue) for a combined loading condition is difficult and numerically not sound. To 

avoid this criterion, a modified isotropic damage evolution rule (Eq. 9) is proposed. 

Improvement in predicting LCF responses using the modified Isotropic damage coupled 

viscoplastic model is depicted in Figs. 4d and 5b. It is demonstrated in next sections that the 

modified isotropic damage model is well suited for long-term creep simulation. Fidelity of this 

proposed Isotropic damage model compared to Kachanov and original Isotropic  
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Fig. 2. Experimental and simulated stress-strain loops for UF1 loading: (a) for ∆  = 1% at 

T = 400°C; (b) for ∆  = 0.6%, 0.8% and 1% at T = 400°C; (c) for ∆  = 1% at T = 

500°C; (d) for ∆  = 0.6%, 0.8% and 1% at T = 500°C; (e) for ∆  = 1% at T = 600°C; 

and (f) for ∆  = 0.6%, 0.8% and 1% at T = 600°C. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d)  

Fig. 3. Experimental and simulated stress amplitudes for UF1 loading at T = (a) 400°C, (b) 

500°C, (c) 600°C and (d) 400, 500, 600°C. 

 

model [12] is that: (1) the model can address both creep and fatigue; (2) it includes a triaxiality 

function that depends on the sign of hydrostatic stress, which allows difference in creep strain-

prediction between tensile and compressive loading. In contrast, Kachanov model cannot 

address triaxiality-influence on multiaxial creep. Isotropic [12] damage proposed by Lemaitre 

cannot address both creep and fatigue accurately for combined loading, and triaxiality function 

does not depend on the sign of hydrostatic stress. However, the effect of triaxiality can be 

demonstrated using the improved modeling framework, especially when creep loading 

condition is multiaxial. Due to lack of multiaxial creep data of Grade 91 steel, triaxiality effect 

is not validated but included in the model (triaxiality is constant (= 1) for uniaxial creep). 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 4. Experimental and simulated stress-strain hysteresis loops for UF1 loading at T = 

600°C and ∆  = 1% using UCM-CDM model with: (a) Kachanov; (b) Kachanov-Omega; 

(c) Isotropic [12]; and (d) modified Isotropic damage model proposed in Section 3. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 5. Experiment and simulated stress-amplitude responses for UF1 loading at T = 600°C 

and ∆  = 1% using UCM-CDM model with: (a) Isotropic damage models; and            

(b) Kachanov, Kachanov-Omega and Isotropic damage models proposed in Section 3. 

 

5.2. Experimental and simulated responses for uniaxial fatigue loading with tensile strain 

hold (UF2) 

Creep-fatigue test with the peak tensile strain dwell is also simulated well by the model as 

shown in Fig. 6. These figures also show that the hardening recovery during strain-hold 

increases with temperature, and this thermally activated mechanism is simulated well using 

static recovery terms. The simulated magnitude and rate of stress relaxation during peak dwell 

along with the loop shape compare well with the experimental responses. 

 

5.3. Experimental and simulated responses for thermomechanical fatigue loading (TMF) 

To validate the modified model for thermomechanical fatigue loading (TMF), responses of 

TMF-IP and TMF-OP tests on Grade 91 steel from [8] are simulated using the same parameter 

set. First and half-life hysteresis loops are simulated reasonably well, as shown in Fig. 7. 
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(a) (b)  

(c) (d)  

Fig. 6. Experimental and simulated responses for UF2 loading: (a) -  at T = 400°C ; 

(b) -  at T = 500°C; (c) -  at T = 600°C; and (d) -  at T = 400, 500 and 600°C. 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 7. Experimental and simulated -  (N = 1 and half cycle) for TMF loading using 

UCM-CDM (Kachanov) model: (a) TMF-IP response; and (b) TMF-OP response. 
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5.4. Experimental and simulated responses for pure creep (TP2) loading 

Modified Grade 91 pure creep (stress controlled) [9] response simulations are shown in 

Figs. 8-11 using MPC-Omega model at 450, 500, 550 and 600°C. MGC-plate creep tests of 

NIMS database [9] are utilized for the model validation. In this standalone model simulation, 

primary creep is included. Creep response simulations are plotted as (i) creep strain vs. time 

( vs. t), (ii) log-log plot of creep strain vs time ( vs. t), (iii) log-log plot of creep strain-rate 

vs. total. creep strain ( vs. ) and (iv) log-log plot of creep strain-rate vs. time ( vs. t). 

These simulations demonstrate the fidelity of MPC-Omega model in predicting both long and 

short-term creep deformation and creep deformation rate at a wide range of temperatures and 

stress ranges. 

Creep response simulations using Kachanov, Kachanov-Omega (proposed) and modified 

Isotropic damage coupled viscoplasticity model are shown in Fig. 12 through Fig. 14 at T = 

450, 500, 550 and 600°C for the same NIMS database [9]. In these CDM coupled 

viscoplasticity model simulations, primary creep is not included, assuming that long-term 

creep deformation and rupture life is more focused and important in structural analysis. These 

creep simulations and LCF simulations (UF1 and UF2) in Sections 5.1-5.2, using CDM 

coupled viscoplastic model, demonstrate fidelity of the modeling features presented in Section 

3. 

Comparisons of creep and damage-focus MPC-Omega model and CDM coupled 

viscoplastic models are shown in Fig. 15. Predictions for the minimum and maximum creep 

stress ranges are plotted at each test temperature of MGC-plate database [9]. Based on these 

simulations, it can be observed that MPC-Omega, Kachanov-Omega (proposed) and Isotropic 

(modified) damage models fit best for a wide range of creep responses, whereas Kachanov 

damage coupled viscoplasticity model prediction is not well fitted for all stress ranges. Based 

on the fact that sensitivity of equivalent stress on damage rate is more in Isotropic damage 

evolution than the Kachanov (by comparing equivalent damage terms for both models in Eqs. 

(1) and (9)), therefore, Isotropic damage creep law is more useful in predicting Grade 91 creep 

responses when a small creep stress increment causes large variation in creep strain increments. 

Thus, Isotropic damage simulation responses are in good agreement with the experiments at 

both high and low-stress ranges. MPC-Omega model coefficients are based on fitting third-
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order polynomial equations of creep damage and rupture life (Eqs. 14-15) and related to time-

temperature-stress, hence, the model always best fits creep responses at all stress ranges. As 

Kachanov-Omega (proposed) constants are tied to these MPC-Omega coefficients (such as 

LMP rupture database), it can also provide a reasonable and reliable solution for the creep 

conditions at all stress ranges as well as LCF conditions. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 8.  Experimental and simulated responses for TP2 loading using MPC-Omega 

(including primary creep) at T = 450°C: (a) creep strain vs. time; (b) creep strain vs. time 

(log scale); (c) creep strain rate (log scale) vs. creep strain (log scale); and (d) creep strain 

rate (log scale) vs. time (log scale). 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 9.  Experimental and simulated responses for TP2 loading using MPC-Omega 

(including primary creep) at T = 500°C: (a) creep strain vs. time; (b) creep strain vs. time 

(log scale); (c) creep strain rate (log scale) vs. creep strain (log scale); and (d) creep strain 

rate (log scale) vs. time (log scale). 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 10.  Experimental and simulated responses for TP2 loading using MPC-Omega 

(including primary creep) at T = 550°C: (a) creep strain vs. time; (b) creep strain vs. time 

(log scale); (c) creep strain rate (log scale) vs. creep strain (log scale); and (d) creep strain 

rate (log scale) vs. time (log scale). 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 11.  Experimental and simulated responses for TP2 loading using MPC-Omega 

(including primary creep) at T = 600°C: (a) creep strain vs. time; (b) creep strain vs. time 

(log scale); (c) creep strain rate (log scale) vs. creep strain (log scale); and (d) creep strain 

rate (log scale) vs. time (log scale). 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 12. Experimental and simulated creep strain responses for TP2 loading using UCM-

CDM (Kachanov) model at T = (a) 450°C, (b) 500°C, (c) 550°C and (d) 600°C. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 13.  Experimental and simulated creep strain responses for TP2 loading using UCM-

CDM (Kachanov-Omega) model at T = (a) 450°C, (b) 500°C, (c) 550°C and (d) 600°C. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 14. Experimental and simulated creep strain responses for TP2 loading using UCM-

CDM (modified Isotropic damage) model at T = (a) 450°C, (b) 500°C, (c) 550°C and (d) 

600°C. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 15. Comparison of MPC-Omega and UCM-CDM models in predicting creep strain at 

T = (a) 450°C, (b) 500°C, (c) 550°C and (d) 600°C. 

 

In Fig. 16, in addition to these four models, two more Kachanov-Omega damage models 

(Kachano-Omega-1 and Kachanov-Omega-2) are compared for creep strain and creep damage. 

As a matter of fact, damage (D) of these two models is linear (or damage rate is constant) (as 

shown in Fig. 16b) based on damage equation discussed in Section 3 (linear damage evolution 

for Kachanov-Omega in Eq. 16). Although Kachanov damage coefficients for these models 

are tied to MPC-Omega coefficients, the linear damage cannot address creep strain properly. 

Equivalent linear damage of Kachanov-Omega-1 derived from damage equation (Eq. 16) (in 

Fig. 16b, linear damage for MPC-Omega and Kachanov-Omega-1 coincide) highly 

overpredicts strain-rate (Fig. 16a). For the same secondary creep strain (of MPC-Omega), 

Kachanov-Omega-2’s linear damage rate highly underpredicts tertiary creep strain-rate (Fig. 
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16a). The nonlinear Kachanov damage in Eqs. (18)-(19) coupled with MPC-Omega 

coefficients reasonably simulates creep responses, hence is adopted for the material and 

component simulations. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 16. Comparison of MPC-Omega and UCM-CDM models in predicting (a) creep strain 

and (b) creep damage at T = 600°C for  = 110 MPa. 

 

5.5. Experimental and simulated responses for prior-fatigue creep (TP1) and pure creep 

(TP2) 

Stress-controlled pure creep (for	  = 200 MPa at T = 550°C) and prior-fatigue creep 

(for	  = 200 MPa, N = 5000 and  = 0.25% at T = 550°C) response [4, 9] simulations are 

shown in Figs. 17 using MPC-Omega, Kachanov, Kachanov-MPC (proposed) and Isotropic 

(modified) damage models. As shown in the figure, simulation responses for the CDM coupled 

viscoplastic models can address the effect of prior cyclic effect on creep strain acceleration, 

whereas MPC-Omega model cannot address effect of prior cyclic effect on creep strain. Grade 

91 steel is a cyclic softening material at high temperature, and this plasticity effect accelerates 

creep strain-rate. In the unified viscoplastic model coupled with damage, plastic and creep 

strains are unified, and this modeling perspective allows plasticity (softening for Grade 91 

steel) to affect creep (vice versa), whereas uncoupled model like “MPC-Omega” does not take 

account effect of plasticity on creep as they are separated and calculated independently. Hence, 
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for the structural loading subjected to both-way effect of creep-plasticity, unified constitutive 

model (see Figs. 17b-17d) better represents condition of the material if compared to MPC-

Omega (see Fig. 17a) and other uncoupled models. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 17. Experiment and simulated responses for TP1 and TP2 using: (a) MPC-Omega; (b) 

Kachanov; (c) Kachanov-Omega; and (d) Isotropic- damage models coupled with UCM. 

 

5.6. Experimental and simulated responses for creep (TP2) rupture life 

Creep rupture life and Larson-Miller Parameter (LMP) of the modified Grade 91 steel are 

plotted in Fig. 18 through Fig. 22 to demonstrate relation among creep stress, temperature and 

time. Model results using WRC LMP coefficients [14] are shown in Fig. 18 which are well 

comparable to the experiments. Rupture life ( ) using MPC-Omega (Fig. 19), Kachanov (Fig. 
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20), Kachanov-MPC (Fig. 21) and Isotropic damage models (Fig. 22) is determined based on 

threshold of the critical damage value ( ). This rupture life is used to determine LMP 

coefficients (Eq. 12), which are also plotted in these figures. Based on these simulations, it is 

concluded that all these models can reasonably predict rupture life at lower and higher stress 

ranges except that the Kachanov damage model overpredicts rupture life at higher stress ranges 

at all temperature sets (Fig. 20). 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 18. NIMS creep (MGC-Plate) rupture life simulation using WRC: (a) log log σ; 

and (b) LMP log σ. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 19. NIMS creep (MGC-Plate) rupture life simulation using MPC-Omega: (a) log

log σ; and (b) LMP log σ. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 20. NIMS creep (MGC-Plate) rupture life simulation using Kachanov: (a) log

log σ; and (b) LMP log σ. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 21. NIMS creep (MGC-Plate) rupture life simulation using Kachanov-Omega:         

(a) log log σ, and (b) LMP log σ. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 22. NIMS creep (MGC-Plate) rupture life simulation using Isotropic including 

triaxiality: (a) log log σ, and (b) LMP log σ. 

 

5.7. Experimental and simulated creep responses for Notch specimen  

To validate the UCM-CDM constitutive model against more complex stress state with 

triaxiality, FEA of solid circular notch experiment is performed. The geometry of the notched 

specimen is shown in Fig. 23. The notch tests were conducted at T = 625°C by Gaffard et al. 

[10] for  = 150, 175 and 218 MPa, where creep stress  at the beginning of 

loading and corresponding load P is constant for the period of loading. To demonstrate 

capability of the constitutive models in predicting Notch creep and effect of triaxiality, material 

parameters are determined from the smooth bar experiments at first and utilized for Notch 

simulation, which is discussed below. 
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Fig. 23. Geometry of the Notch by Gaffard et. al [10]. 

 

Model parameters at temperature T = 625°C are determined by calibrating the experimental 

response of a smooth bar creep test [10] and listed in Table 8. Geometry, BC and FE mesh of 

the smooth bar specimen are shown Fig. 24. FE simulation responses (creep strains) for the 

smooth bar creep experiment with the UCM-CDM models (Kachanov, proposed Kachanov-

Omega and modified Isotropic damage) in the customized ABAQUS are compared in Fig. 25, 

which shows that the modified Isotropic model and Kachanov-Omega model performed much 

better than the Kachanov model. As discussed in section 5.4, Kachanov-Omega damage model 

is directly tied to the LMP database, and the damage coefficients are a function of stress-

temperature-time, which provides better simulation prediction at different stress ranges as 

shown in Fig. 25b. Additionally, the sensitivity of the isotropic damage model is much higher 

than that of Kachanov model, and due to that, Isotropic damage predictability is better for a 

wide stress range. Simulation responses also show Isotropic creep damage responses for the 

triaxiality multiplying factor  = 0.5 (see proposed triaxiality function in Eq. 10), which is 

calibrated from one Notch experiment (  = 150 MPa). For pure uniaxial tensile creep, 

triaxiality function  = 1 when  = 1, and a modification of this factor (  = 0.5) makes  

= 0.933, which does not cause much difference in uniaxial creep simulation as compared in 
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Figs. 25c and 25d. Difference in creep response becomes significant with higher magnitude of 

triaxiality and is demonstrated by simulating the Notch experiment. 

 

Table 8: Creep and damage parameters for the modified Grade 91 steel at T = 625°C  

Type Param. Unit Value 

  K           
(C) 

898.15 
(625) 

S
ta

ti
c 

R
ec

ov
er

y 
P

ar
am

et
er

s  1
MPa

1
sec

 7.0E-02 
 1

MPa
1
sec

 3.0E-06 
 1

MPa
1
sec

 1.0E-05 
 1

MPa
1
sec

 1.3E-06 
 --- 1.1 
 --- 1.001 
 --- 1.001 
 --- 1.001 

Kachanov 
Damage 

 MPa 35000 

 --- 3 

Isotropic 
Damage 

S MPa  6.7 

s --- 3.5 

 

 

Fig. 24. BC and FE mesh of a smooth specimen under creep load. 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 25. Experimental and simulated creep strain ( ) responses of Grade 91 smooth 

specimen for TP2 loading at T = 625°C using UCM-CDM with: (a) Kachanov;            

(b) Kachanov-Omega; (c) Isotropic; and (d) modified Isotropic damage. 

 

Fig. 26a shows FE mesh of the Notch model, where we have considered four-noded 

axisymmetric elements to represent the circular notch, and symmetric boundary condition is 

applied to the centerline of the Notch. A constant load P ( . ) is applied at the top edge 

while roller support is applied at the bottom edge. A comparison of creep simulation 

(deformation contour) at t = 150 hours for  = 218 MPa between Kachanov and Isotropic 

damage models is shown in Figs. 26b and 26c, which demonstrates higher creep deformation 

for the isotropic damage model. Triaxiality function  adjacent to the notch (in Fig. 26d) is 

higher than that for uniaxial loading condition due to the increment of  , which apparently 
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increases the damage evolution rate (see Fig. 27a) for the Isotropic damage model and thus is 

responsible for higher creep accumulation rate when triaxiality is considered in the Isotropic 

damage model. Another reason for higher creep deformation prediction for the isotropic 

damage is the damage model itself, where damage is more sensitive to the applied stresses in 

the Isotropic damage equation (compare Eqs. 1 and 9). A comparison between Kachanov and 

Isotropic damage response for creep deformation (at B), stress relaxation (at A) and strain 

accumulation (at A) is depicted in Figs. 27b-27d, respectively demonstrating influence of 

triaxiality and increased damage rate. Creep deformation results using the isotropic damage 

model are more comparable to the experimental responses than that of Kachanov model. Stress 

relaxation and strain accumulation are also faster for the triaxiality incorporated Isotropic 

damage model. 

 

    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 26. FE model, and experimental and simulation responses (at t = 150 hours,  = 218 

MPa and T = 625°C) of the notch specimen: (a) BC and loading of the FE model;          

(b) deformation contour using UCM-CDM (Kachanov); (c) deformation contour using 

UCM-CDM (modified Isotropic); and (d)  using UCM-CDM (modified Isotropic). 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 27. Comparison of simulation responses between Kachanov and modified Isotropic 

damage models: (a) creep deformation ( ) at B; (b) creep damage (D) at A; (c) von-Mises 

stress ( ) at A; and (d) creep strain ( ) at A. 

 

Experimental and simulated creep responses at T = 625°C and =150, 175 and 218 MPa 

are shown in Fig. 28 using the Kachanov, Isotropic and modified Isotropic damage coupled 

viscoplastic model that demonstrate damage model’s capability and influence of triaxiality 

factor in predicting creep deformation and rupture life of the Notch experiment. Good 

performance of the modified Isotropic damage model as shown in Fig. 28d is primarily due to 

its triaxiality function Rv in Eq. 10. Note in this equation that the triaxiality function is modified 

by incorporating triaxiality multiplying factor  (= 0.5). Kachanov damage model creep 

responses for the lower creep stress (  = 150 MPa) are well predicted, but rupture life (in this 

case we are defining rupture life as jump in the creep rate), which is determined by the 

triaxiality function, does not follow the experimental observation. At higher creep stress (  = 

uy at B D at A 

 at A 
 at A 
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175, 218 MPa), Kachanov damage highly under-predicts experimentally observed responses. 

On the other hand, the Isotropic damage model without considering triaxiality (  = 1) 

improves creep deformation for all stress ranges, but rupture life or accelerated creep strain-

rate during failure of the specimen is not represented by the model. Consideration of the 

triaxiality with  = 1 in the Isotropic damage model accelerates creep deformation rate and 

under-predicts rupture life and does not follow experimentally observed responses. The effect 

 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 28. Experimental and simulated deformation responses of the notch specimen at t = 

150 hours and T = 625°C for  = 150, 175 and 218 MPa using UCM-CDM with:          

(a) Kachanov; (b) Isotropic; (c) modified Isotropic; and (d) modified Isotropic damage 

with modified triaxiality function. 
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of triaxiality is reduced by using the multiplying constant  (=  0.5) which is calibrated against 

experimentally observed creep rupture life (for  = 150 MPa). The modified Isotropic damage 

model with the modification of triaxiality function can predict both creep deformation and 

rupture life for the experimentally observed responses. 

The results above demonstrate the fidelity of the UCM-CDM with the modified isotropic 

damage model in simulating the LCF, creep-fatigue, TMF, stress relaxation, pure creep, prior-

fatigue creep and influence of triaxiality. This model is subsequently utilized to investigate the 

influence of cycles on creep deformation responses for the notch experiment. In addition to the 

pure creep loading (CP2 in Fig. 29a) for the notch experiment, an artificial prior-fatigue 

loading (CP1 in Fig. 29b) are examined to understand their effect on creep deformation. 

Applied prior deformation is  =  0.05 mm for N = 200 and 500 cycles, and its influence on 

creep deformation is presented in Fig. 30. Prior-fatigue creep predictions in Fig. 30 

demonstrate that the number of cycles increases both creep deformation rate and rupture life. 

Section 5.5 demonstrates validation of the UCM-CDM model in predicting acceleration of 

such prior-fatigue creep rate, and similar responses are observed for some artificial cycles 

applied to the Notch creep model. Predictability of the UCM-CDM model can be further 

validated by developing prior-fatigue experiments and comparing them with simulations for 

such Notch components. 

 

  

CP2 CP1 

Fig. 29. Loading histories for pure creep (CP2) and prior-fatigue creep (CP1). 

 

6. Conclusions 

The primary objective of this study is to develop a unified viscoplastic model coupled with 

damage such that meaningful predictions of time-independent strain, short-term stress 

relaxation, and long-term creep and failure can be predicted with a single model. Note that 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 30. Prior-fatigue effect on creep deformation using UCM-CDM (modified isotropic) 

model: (a) for N = 0, 200 and 500, and  = 150 MPa; and (b) N = 0 and 500, and  = 

150, 175 and 218 MPa. 

 

strain-focused unified viscoplastic models and creep damage-focused models have both found 

wide application and work well for the subset of problems. For cycling dominated situations, 

failure is based on high-temperature low cycle fatigue. Since the fatigue curves determine 

failure and are based on strain, very accurate strain determination (through advanced unified 

viscoplastic models) makes sense and creep damage can be largely lumped into the fatigue 

estimation. On the other hand, there is a very large class of pressure equipment that sees only 

a few hundred cycles over its lifetime, although of typically significant strain amplitude.  

Further, this equipment usually sees creep and plasticity occurring independently (time-

independent plastic straining followed by high-temperature relaxation, or vice-versa).  For this 

class of problem, creep damage is the focus and fatigue (or plastic strain) is the quantity lumped 

into the damaged properties.  For complex materials like Grade 91 that shows creep-fatigue 

interaction, and prior-fatigue largely affects subsequent creep [4], and probably vice versa, it 

is critical for the meaningful design of the pressure-vessel components (when a significant 

number of cycles are present in addition to the creep) for them to be analyzed using a 

constitutive model that can predict creep and plasticity in a unified nature and both-way effects 

of fatigue-creep interaction (fatigue affects creep and vice-versa). 
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To achieve this goal, this study develops a unified viscoplastic model coupled with several 

damage evolution mechanisms. Kachanov [11] and isotropic damage model [12] are 

incorporated first in the viscoplastic model, and their predictability for a wide range of Grade 

91 experimental database is examined. The Isotropic damage model uses a threshold to identify 

monotonic, fatigue or creep type of loading that makes this model limited when it becomes 

difficult to identify the loading type during FE analysis with complex loading scenario. The 

Isotropic damage model becomes useless if the threshold is not considered, i.e., both fatigue 

and creep cannot be simulated using the same modeling framework. A modification of this 

damage model is proposed in this paper due to its limitation. In addition to that, an MPC-

Omega model, which is codified in Part 10 of API, is proposed to couple it in the Kachanov 

damage model framework to make the MPC-Omega useful for the coupled UCM-CDM model. 

These three types of CDM models are evaluated in this study: (a) Kachanov damage, (b) 

modified Isotropic damage and (c) a proposed MPC-Omega model tied to the Kachanov 

damage. Developed constitutive models are validated against Grade 91 material test results 

(creep, fatigue, creep-fatigue, TMF) collected from the literature which demonstrate the 

capability of the developed UCM in simulating LCF, thermo-mechanical fatigue (TMF), short-

term stress relaxation, long-term creep and prior-fatigue creep simultaneously using a single 

set of model parameters. These models are also implemented into ABAQUS through UMAT 

to analyze Notch experiments through FEA and investigate triaxiality effect in predicting 

Notch rupture life. A modified triaxiality function is proposed such that direction dependent 

creep (different creep under tension and compression) and reduced triaxiality influence on 

damage propagation can be properly addressed. 

One of the main objectives of this research is to demonstrate predictability of the UCM-

CDM model for prior-fatigue effect on creep, since an uncoupled MPC-Omega creep-damage 

model used with the Chaboche model cannot predict this phenomenon as creep and plasticity 

are separated. The cyclicality influence on Notch creep deformation and rupture life is also 

demonstrated. 

Among the damage evolution laws coupled with the viscoplastic models presented in this 

study, the modified Isotropic damage law and the MPC-Omega tied to the Kachanov model is 

found more applicable for predicting creep, fatigue and creep-fatigue interaction responses. 

Modified Isotropic damage law is found robust when triaxiality influence becomes significant, 
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and a similar triaxiality function in the Kachanov-Omega model can be incorporated to make 

this model useful for predicting the influence of triaxiality. For feasible design development 

for high-temperature and high-pressure components, proposed UCM-CDM models are 

recommended. 
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CHAPTER 7: HIGH-TEMPERATURE UNIAXIAL FATIGUE, CREEP 
AND RATCHETING RESPONSE SIMULATION OF ALLOY 617 

USING CDM COUPLED VISCOPLASTIC MODEL 
 

Abstract 

A damage coupled unified viscoplastic model is developed in this study to predict uniaxial 

fatigue, creep and ratcheting responses of Alloy 617. A set of experimental data, developed at 

Idaho National Laboratory, are used for the constitutive model development and validation. 

The experimental program included uniaxial fatigue, creep, creep-fatigue and creep-ratcheting 

tests at different strain-rates and strain-ranges for temperatures 850-1000°C. Rate-dependent 

modeling features like Norton’s power law, static recovery, Kachanov and Isotropic damage 

evolution laws in the continuum damage coupled unified constitutive model (UCM) are 

evaluated for their influences on the simulation of short-term stress relaxation, long-term creep 

and ratcheting responses. A backstress threshold modeling feature is incorporated in the 

modified UCM for improving ratcheting prediction under a wide range of mean and amplitude 

stresses. Long-term creep responses, including the primary, secondary and tertiary creep 

responses, in addition to the fatigue, fatigue-creep and ratcheting-creep responses, are 

examined using the UCM with one set of model parameters. Coffin-Manson relationship is 

developed for Alloy 617, and plastic strain-energy dissipation-based fatigue-life prediction 

method is introduced that can be useful within the UCM-CDM model. Strength and 

weaknesses of the modified UCM are identified and discussed in the paper. 

Keywords: Unified Viscoplastic Model, CDM, Kachanov Damage, Isotropic Damage, 

Backstress Threshold, Creep, Fatigue, Ratcheting, Alloy 617. 

 

1. Introduction 

Very High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor (VHTR), a design concept of Next Generation 

Nuclear-power Plant (NGNP), aims to use nuclear power to produce both electricity and 

hydrogen [1]. A key component of VHTR with an indirect power cycle system is the 

intermediate heat exchanger (IHX), which primary role is to transfer heat to a secondary system 

for efficient production of hydrogen and other high-temperature process-heat applications. 

Core thermal output of VHTR can be greater than 900°C, and at this design temperature, heat 
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exchangers and their constituent material selection are the primary design considerations for 

overall efficiency, integrity and effectiveness of the nuclear plant as discussed in [2-5]. Several 

studies [3, 5-8] showed that compact heat exchangers (CHX) are attractive to the NGNP 

program, but the material selection is still under development. A comparative study [2] for 

material selection suggests that either Alloy 617 or Alloy 230 are the most suitable material 

for high-temperature IHX application as they have the appropriate combination of mechanical, 

physical and corrosion resistance properties. Alloy 617 has the highest design temperature 

according to ASME VIII [9], up to 982°C, and due to its exceptional combination of high-

temperature strength and oxidation resistance properties at the operating temperature of 

VHTR, the material has been considered as a leading candidate for the IHX. As the selection 

of this material is preliminary, it needs further investigation for its applicability in the CHX 

manufacturing (though preliminary studies are shown in [4], but recent issues developed for 

PCHX diffusion bonding) and material behavior under complex inelastic loading condition. A 

constitutive model is also a requirement for the design-by-analysis, and predicting the life of 

the Alloy 617 IHX components as simplified design methods cannot be used above 649°C. 

To broaden understanding of Alloy 617’s material responses at high temperatures, this 

study develops uniaxial experimental responses for five loading histories: low cycle fatigue, 

fatigue-creep, ratcheting, creep-ratcheting and creep at T = 850-1000°C. These strain and 

stress-controlled experiments are performed to examine the effect of loading (strain or stress) 

rates, ranges, means, and amplitudes. High strain-rate and range sensitivity, viscoplasticity, 

large ratcheting rate variation as a function of stress means and amplitudes, creep influence on 

ratcheting, and its effect on fatigue-life reduction are the distinguishable phenomena observed 

for these experiments. Towards design-development of NGNP IHX components, a constitutive 

model is needed that has the predictability of this phenomena. 

Chaboche viscoplastic model [10] in the FE software packages cannot predict these 

experimentally observed material responses (fatigue, creep and ratcheting) of Alloy 617 using 

a single set of parameters. However, predicting creep and fatigue-life using this model is 

possible in an external program using state variables (stress-strain history) of the constitutive 

model adopting Subsection NH of ASME B&PV code section III Div. 1 [11]. ASME NH [11] 

uses time fraction for creep damage and cycle fraction for fatigue damage, and linear damage 

summation method to assess creep-fatigue interaction envelope and predict life for elevated 
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temperature design. Fatigue damage for a variable stress or strain history adopts cycle counting 

methodologies to estimate overall damage contribution at each material point. There are many 

variations of cyclic counting methods [12-14] having limitations of their applicability for both 

uniaxial and multiaxial loading history, and a recent improvement of the algorithm is shown 

in [15]. Cycle counting for a variable loading history does not truly account for the fatigue 

damage, hence, a more robust methodology for fatigue damage evaluation needs to be 

developed that does not depend on cycle counting. 

To achieve this goal, the study develops an experimentally validated constitutive model for 

high-temperature application of Alloy 617. Predictability of the constitutive model is examined 

against fatigue, creep and ratcheting responses in the temperature range from 850 to 1000°C. 

The power law, static recovery and damage evolution modeling features of the constitutive 

model are evaluated for their influence on these high-temperature experimental responses of 

Alloy 617. A backstress threshold model borrowed from [16] is incorporated in the constitutive 

model to control ratcheting rate for a wide range of mean stresses. The objective is to develop 

the constitutive model that can simulate all these experimental responses using a single set of 

parameters. The study also introduces fatigue-life prediction methodology based on plastic 

strain-energy dissipation. The life prediction using the constitutive model is validated against 

the experimentally observed responses and follows Coffin-Manson relationship for the 

uniaxial fatigue loading. The method is novel and can be useful to know real-time remaining 

life without counting cycle numbers and avoids after-analysis life prediction in FE analysis. 

Limitation of this method is demonstrated, and a possibility to extend this method is suggested. 

The study also develops a stress-temperature-time relationship (LMP) for Alloy 617 and 

validates rupture life prediction using developed damage coupled viscoplastic model. 

 

2. Experiments 

Towards addressing ASME design code issues for high-temperature application of Alloy 

617, a broad set of isothermal uniaxial and multiaxial fatigue, creep and ratcheting tests were 

conducted. Alloy 617 fatigue and fatigue creep data were developed at Idaho National 

Laboratory (INL) under NGNP program [17-19], and additional data set was developed by 

Pritchard et al. [20]. In addition to this data set, this study presents creep, creep-fatigue, and 
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creep-ratcheting data at 850-1000°C developed at INL at a later stage of this program. The 

fatigue experiments (Fig. 1a) in this test program conform to ASTM E606-04, creep-fatigue 

experiments (Fig. 1b) conform to ASTM E2714-09, ratcheting (Fig. 1c) and creep-ratcheting 

experiments (Fig. 1d) conform to ASTM E466-07 and creep experiments (Fig. 1e) conform to 

ASTM E139-06. In this paper, the data developed at INL is designated as “INL” and the data 

developed at METCUT lab [20] is designated as “METCUT”. Geometry and chemical 

composition of the specimen are shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1 respectively. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

   

(c) (d) (e) 

Fig. 1. Loading histories of experiments: (a) uniaxial fatigue (UF1); (b) uniaxial fatigue 

with tensile strain hold (UF2); (c) uniaxial ratcheting without stress hold (UR1); (d) 

uniaxial ratcheting with tensile stress hold (UR2); and (e) stress-controlled pure creep 

(UC1). 

UF2 UF1 

UR1 UR2 UC1 
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Fig. 2. Geometry of the specimen (dimensions in inch). 

 

Table 1: Chemical composition of Alloy 617 by weight (%) 

Ni C Cr Co Mo Fe Al Ti Si Cu Mn 

balance 0.05 22.2 11.6 8.6 1.6 1.1 0.4 0.1 0.04 0.1 

 

A total 47 uniaxial strain-controlled fatigue experiments (UF1) performed at 850°C and 

950°C are listed in Table 2. These tests are performed at different strain-rates and strain-ranges 

to evaluate their dependence on cyclic response and fatigue-life of the material. Test matrix of 

41 strain-controlled fatigue tests with tensile strain hold (UF2) performed at different hold 

periods, strain-rates, strain-ranges are listed in Table 3. The stress-controlled ratcheting tests 

are categorized in two groups: (1) ratcheting test without any stress hold (UR1) as listed in 

Table 4, and (2) creep-ratcheting tests with tensile stress hold (UR2) as listed in Table 5. 

Ratcheting test matrix also includes tension-only (  = 0 MPa) stress-controlled cyclic 

experiments. A total 16 UR1 and 11 UR2 tests are performed at 850°C and 950°C. The stress-

controlled pure creep tests (UC1) performed at 900°C and 1000°C are listed in Table 6. All 

these data are evaluated in this study to develop a unified viscoplastic model such that fatigue, 

short-term stress relaxation, long-term creep, uniaxial ratcheting and, creep-ratcheting can be 

predicted using a single set of parameters. 
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Table 2: Test matrix for UF1 loading performed according to ASTM E606-04 

Test 

type 

No. of 

specimens 
Lab. 

Temp. 

(°C) 

Strain-rate 

(%/sec) 

Strain-range 

(%) 

UF1 

4* METCUT 850 0.04, 0.1 0.6 

16* INL 850 0.1 
0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 1.0, 2.0, 

3.0 

4* METCUT 950 0.04, 0.1 0.4, 0.6 

11* INL 950 0.1 0.3, 0.4, 0.6 

12* INL 950 0.01, 0.1 1.0, 2.0 

*Repeated 

Table 3: Test matrix for UF2 loading performed according to ASTM E2714-09 

Test 

type 

No. of 

specimens 
Lab. 

Temp. 

(°C) 

Hold Time 

(sec) 

Strain-rate 

(%/sec) 

Strain-range 

(%) 

UF2 

4* METCUT 850 60 0.04, 0.1 0.6 

8* INL 950 60 0.04, 0.1 0.4, 0.6 

29* INL 950 
180, 600, 

1800, 9000 
0.1 0.3, 0.6, 1.0 

*Repeated 

Table 4: Test matrix for UR1 loading performed according to ASTM E466-07 

Test 

type 

No. of 

specimens 
Lab. 

Temp. 

(°C) 

Stress-rate 

(MPa/sec) 

Max Stress (Min Stress) 

(MPa) 

UR1 

7 INL 850 25 
230 (-50), 210 (-30), 190 (-30), 170 

(-30), 230 (0), 190 (0), 170 (0)   

9 INL 950 25 

137 (-25), 131 (-39), 136 (-55), 123 

(-27), 124 (-53),  

136 (0), 132 (0), 123 (0), 107 (0) 
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Table 5: Test matrix for UR2 loading performed according to ASTM E466-07 

Test 

type 

No. of 

specimens 
Lab. 

Temp. 

(°C) 

Hold time 

(sec) 

Stress-rate 

(MPa/sec) 

Max Stress  

(Min Stress) 

(MPa) 

UR2 

5 INL 850 60 25 
180 (-30), 150 (-30), 130 (-

30), 180 (0), 150 (0) 

6 INL 950 60 25 
70 (-40), 60 (-40), 50 (-40), 

70 (0), 60 (0), 50 (0) 

 

Table 6: Test matrix for UC1 loading performed 

according to ASTM E139-06 

Test 

type 

No. of 

specimens 
Lab. 

Temp. 

(°C) 

Stress 

(MPa) 

UC1 
5* INL 900 26, 28, 31,36 

3 INL 1000 13, 16, 20 

      *Repeated  

 

The test results reveal that the test variables (temperature, strain-rate, strain-ranges, hold 

period, mean stress) influence the creep-fatigue and creep-ratcheting responses. Results are 

quantified based on hysteresis loop, amplitude, mean stress and mean strain. Amplitude is 

defined by the average of absolute values of maximum and minimum stress or strains, whereas 

mean is quantified by the average of true values of maximum and minimum stress or strain. 

From the fatigue and creep-fatigue test results, it has been observed that Alloy 617 shows 

high strain-rate sensitivity at and above 850°C, and strain-rate sensitivity on stress amplitude 

is positive. Strain-rate sensitivity is higher at 950°C than at 850°C. At 850°C, the material 

shows cyclic hardening in first few cycles and peak stress increases with the increase of strain-

ranges. On the other hand, the material shows cyclic softening in first few cycles at 950°C and 

peak stress decreases with the increase of strain-ranges. At both temperatures, shorter fatigue-
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life is observed with the increase of strain-ranges. Stress-strain hysteresis loop shows serration 

at 850°C due to dynamic strain-aging which is not observed at higher temperatures. Creep-

fatigue interaction reduces fatigue-life and causes cyclic softening. Stress relaxation during 

strain hold of the creep-fatigue test is rapid and does not relax much after hold period of 180 

sec. However, the fatigue-life is decreased by the increasing tensile hold. Ratcheting rate 

increases with the increase of temperature. An increase of mean stress increases ratcheting rate. 

Cyclic stress-controlled loading with stress hold causes creep effect that increases the 

ratcheting rate. Ratcheting rate observed at both temperatures linearly grows in the tensile 

direction. Observed primary creep is more significant at 900°C than at 1000°C for the stress-

controlled creep experiment, and material ruptures due to the creep damage mechanisms at its 

tertiary creep stage. All these experimental observations manifest the necessity of 

incorporating temperature, strain-rate, strain-range and damage parameters in the development 

of the unified constitutive model. 

 

3. Constitutive models 

The CDM coupled viscoplastic modeling framework, presented in Section 2 of Chapter 5, 

is used in this study for further model development and validation for Alloy 617. The 

constitutive model is based on von-Mises yield criteria, Norton’s power law of secondary 

creep, kinematic hardening rules in Chaboche model framework and strain equivalence 

principle. Hardening and softening of Alloy 617 follow shape-hardening or hardening due to 

curve-shape change, hence isotropic hardening is not included as a modeling feature. The strain 

tensor follows additive decomposition of elastic and inelastic strain. Creep and plastic strains 

are not separated and are unified in the inelastic strain. The elastic strain follows Hooke’s law, 

and inelastic strain is governed by the flow rule. See Eqs. (1)-(14) of Chapter 5 for detailed 

constitutive model framework.  

In addition to the -hardening modeling features of the constitutive model, this study also 

considers  evolution rule (Eq. 1) to calibrate some of the cyclic responses, which are different 

in the first few cycles.  evolves towards strain-range dependent saturated value (q) with a 

saturation rate . , , ,  and  are the strain-range dependent parameters. 
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  0
i Ci i iC D C q C p   , where  0 (1 )Ci Cic q N z

i Ci Ci CiC q a b e M e     .            (1) 

Damage is represented by one-dimensional damage variable D whose evolution equation 

follows Kachanov and Isotropic damage rule presented in the Sections 3.1-3.2. 

 

3.1. Kachanov damage evolution rule 

Kachanov [21] damage evolution law is represented by the nonlinear evolution of a damage 

state variable ( ) whose rate equation is shown in Eq. (2). ,  in the evolution equation are  

the damage constants and  is the second invariant of deviatoric backstress. 

2 ( )

(1 )

dr

d

J
D t

D K


  


, where  2

3
( )

2
J   s:s .                             (2) 

 

3.2. Modified Isotropic damage evolution rule 

Isotropic damage evolution equation [22], shown in Eq. (3), uses a damage threshold for 

prescribing damage initiation that varies with the type of load. In FE analysis, defining a type 

of load in complex creep-fatigue loading condition is difficult; and without this threshold, the 

evolution equation cannot be used for both creep and fatigue loading. Therefore, framework 

of the damage evolution in Eq. (3) is modified by the author in [23] so that it can be used for 

both creep and fatigue loading condition. The modified Isotropic damage evolution equation 

is shown in Eq. (4), which defines damage as a function of equivalent stress, time and direction-

dependent (compressive or tensile mean-stress) triaxiality. In these equations,  and  are the 

damage constants; Y (Eq. 5) is the energy density release rate. The influence of triaxiality ratio 

 is included in the expression of Y (Eq. 5) through the triaxiality factor Rv (Eq. 6).  in 

Eq. (6) is the triaxiality scaling factor, and sgn  defines sign of hydrostatic stress and its 

effect on triaxiality. For example, this function allows higher tensile creep-rate than the 

compressive creep-rate, which is a common case in many materials. 

s
Y

D p
S

   
 

  .                                   (3) 
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where energy density release rate, 
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and triaxiality function, 
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,                        (6) 

where mean stress, 
1

( )
3H tr  . 

 

4. Material parameter determination 

Chaboche model parameters are determined following the procedure in [24]. Rate 

parameters are determined by calibrating stress amplitudes at two strain-rates (4x10 /  and 

10 / ). The static recovery parameters are calibrated using both long-term secondary creep 

and short-term stress relaxation responses. The primary creep parameters are determined by 

calibrating primary creep strain-rates. Strain-range dependent γ-hardening parameters are 

obtained using stress amplitudes from three strain-range experiments (0.4, 0.6, 1%). In addition 

to the γ-hardening parameters, evolution parameters for  are obtained by calibrating rapid 

hardening or softening in the first few cycles. Damage evolution parameters for Kachanov and 

Isotropic damage rule are determined by calibrating one creep experiment at each temperature. 

Modified Chaboche model parameters are presented in Table 7-10. Kachanov and Isotropic 

damage evolution parameters are listed in Tables 11-12. 
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Table 7: Modified Chaboche model parameters for Alloy 617                                                

(  in MPa, T in K and t in sec) 

Type Param. Unit Value 

  
K         

(°C) 
1123 
(850) 

1223 
(950) 

K
in

em
at

ic
 H

ar
de

ni
ng

 
P

ar
am

et
er

s 

 Mpa 21800000 2500000 
 Mpa 432543 120000 
 Mpa 46938 110000 
 Mpa 20000 2200 

  --- 1003388 113942 
  --- 32358 8853 
  --- 3542 1745 
  --- 5000 30 

E
la

st
ic

 

 Mpa 153374 140000 

 Mpa 36 1 

R
at

e 
D

ep
en

de
nt

 
P

ar
a m

.  [(MPa)(sec)](1/n

) 790 649 

 --- 4.0 4.1 

S
ta

tic
 R

ec
ov

er
y 

P
ar

am
et

er
s 

 1
MPa

1
sec

 0.9 0.5 
 1

MPa
1
sec

 0.9 0.5 
 1

MPa
1
sec

 0.03 0.0003 
 1

MPa
1
sec

 0.0003 0.000009 
 --- 1.8 1.5 
 --- 1.8 1.5 
 --- 1.8 1.8 
 --- 1.1 1.9 
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Table 8: Shape hardening ( ) parameters for Alloy 617 (  in MPa, T in K and t in sec) 

Type Param. Unit Value 
  K 

(°C) 
1123 
(850) 

1223 
(950) 

S
tr

ai
n-

ra
ng

e 
D

ep
en

de
nt

 a
nd

 γ
-H

ar
de

ni
ng

 P
ar

am
et

er
s 

   1384246 113942 
   0 0 
   10 0 
  --- 1.7E-8 200 

  0 -1.12E5 
  0 2000 

   10000 8853 
   1000 0 
   596 0 
  --- 56.73 200 

  0 -8700 
  0 2000 

   1500 1745 
   100 331 
   641 0 
  --- 55.07 0 

   0 -1500 

   0 100 

 

Table 9: Shape hardening ( ) parameters for Alloy 617 (  in MPa, T in K and t in sec) 

Type Param. Unit Value 

  K 
(°C) 

1123 
(850) 

1223 
(950) 

S
tr

ai
n-

ra
ng

e 
D

ep
en

de
nt

 a
nd

 
-

H
ar

de
ni

ng
 P

ar
am

et
er

s 

  MPa  1.8E5 
  MPa  3.5E6 
  ---  2500 
  --- 0 2000 
  MPa  1.0E4 
  MPa  12E4 
  ---  1000 
  --- 0 2 
  MPa  1.0E4 
  MPa  1.0E5 
  ---  550 
  --- 0 220 
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Table 10: Static recovery parameters for Alloy 617 at T = 900 and 1000°C                            

(  in MPa, T in K and t in sec) 

Temperature  Static Recovery Parameters 

T (°C) T (K) K N         

900 1173 720 4.1 0.7 0.7 0.015 0.00005 1.65 1.65 1.80 1.20 

1000 1273 938 4.1 0.5 0.5 0.0003 0.000009 1.5 1.5 1.8 1.9 

 

4.1. Material parameters for Kachanov damage rule 

Creep experiments are used to determine creep damage coefficients. In this procedure, 

Kachanov damage coefficients (  and ) in Eq. (2) are calibrated with the secondary and 

tertiary creep rate for one creep experiment at each temperature set, along with recalibration 

of static recovery parameters (  and  listed in Table 1) with the secondary creep rate and 

stress relaxation during strain hold. Parameters determined for 9000°C (calibrated with  = 

26 MPa), 1000°C (calibrated with  = 13 MPa) are presented in Table 11. The simulation 

responses using this damage model coupled with the modified viscoplastic model are 

designated as “UCM-Kachanov”. 

 

Table 11: Kachanov damage evolution coefficients for Alloy 617 

(  in MPa, T in K and  in sec) 

Temperature Damage Constants 

T (°C) T (K)   

900 1173 55000 2.5 

1000 1273 22000 2.5 

 

4.2. Material parameters for modified isotropic damage rule 

Same creep database Alloy 617 is used to determine modified Isotropic damage 

coefficients. Determination of isotropic damage coefficients (S and s) in Eq. (3) follows the 

same approach as for determining Kachanov damage coefficients, and these parameters are 
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listed in Table 12. The simulation responses using this damage model coupled with the 

modified viscoplastic model are designated as “UCM-Mod. Isotropic”. 

 

Table 12: Isotropic damage evolution coefficients for Alloy 617  

(  in MPa, T in K and  in sec) 

Temperature Damage Constants 

T (°C) T (K)   

900 1173 1.65 2.9 

1000 1273 2000 1.25 

 

5. Simulations 

The UCM-CDM model discussed in the earlier section is used to simulate uniaxial fatigue, 

creep, ratcheting, creep-fatigue and creep-ratcheting responses as presented below. Various 

modeling features are evaluated for their influences on the simulation of short-term stress 

relaxation, long-term creep and ratcheting response at T = 850-1000°C. 

 

5.1. Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for uniaxial fatigue (UF1) loading 

Alloy 617 shows high strain-rate sensitivity at and above 850°C. To capture this strain-rate 

sensitivity, Norton’s power law is identified as the viscoplastic modeling feature. Chaboche 

plasticity model (with a modified set of hardening parameters) cannot predict rate-dependent 

responses as shown in Fig. 3a, and stress amplitude predictions are same for both strain-rates 

(4x10 /  and 10 / ). However, the viscoplastic model predictions, plotted in Fig. 3b, are 

in good agreement with the experiments. Damage state variable increases softening rate 

predictions for both plasticity and viscoplasticity models. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. Experimental and simulated stress amplitude ( ) responses of Alloy 617 for 

uniaxial fatigue loading (UF1) at T = 950°C for ∆  = 0.6%,  = 4x10 /  and 10 /  

using: (a) Chaboche plasticity model; and (b) Chaboche viscoplastic model. 

 

The damage coupled viscoplastic model predictions for the stress-strain hysteresis loop and 

stress amplitude are plotted in Fig. 4 for the METCUT test results at 850°C. It has been 

observed that dynamic strain aging at 850°C causes serration in the hysteresis loop for all strain 

cycles (N = 10, 1000 are shown in the figure). Except for this serration, the model predictions 

are in good agreement with the experiments. The material shows (Fig. 4c, 4d) cyclic hardening 

in the first few cycles; and after that, there is no cyclic hardening or softening until fatigue 

failure initiation. Stress amplitude predictions are also in good agreement with the experiment, 

with some over-prediction at  = 10 /  whether or not INL test results (Fig. 5c) at the same 

strain-rate and strain-ranges are in good agreement with experiment. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 4. Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for uniaxial fatigue loading 

(UF1) at T = 850°C: (a) -  loop for ∆  = 0.6%,  = 4x10 /  and N = 10; (b) -  

loop for ∆  = 0.6%,  = 4x10 /  and N = 1000; (c)  for ∆  = 0.6%,  = 

4x10 / ; and (d)  for ∆  = 0.6%,  = 10 / . 

 

INL test results and predictions are shown in Fig. 5 for strain-ranges ∆  = 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 1, 

2 and 3%. These tests are performed at a strain-rate  = 10 / . The test results show that 

fatigue-life reduces, and stress amplitude increases with the increase of strain-ranges. The 

stress amplitude prediction is in good agreement with the experiment. A Coffin-Manson 

relationship is developed in Fig. 6 that shows a distinct correlation between fatigue-life and 

inelastic strain-ranges with a reversal cycle (2N) exponent of -0.812 for initiation of failure 

and -0.837 for complete failure. This can be useful as an external subroutine of the material  
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Fig. 5. Experimental and simulated stress amplitude ( ) responses of Alloy 617 for 

uniaxial fatigue loading (UF1) for  = 10 /  at T = 850°C: (a) for ∆  = 0.3%; (b) for 

∆  = 0.4%; (c) for ∆  = 0.6%; (d) for ∆  = 1%; (e) for ∆  = 2%; and (d) for ∆  = 3%. 
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Fig. 6. Coffin-Manson relationship for Alloy 617 at T = 850°C 

 

model in predicting the fatigue-life of the material. Initiation of failure is defined 

approximately by the rapid increase of softening rate. 

Stress-strain hysteresis loop and stress amplitude response simulations are plotted in Fig. 

7 for the METCUT test results at 950°C. Unlike 850°C test results, Alloy 617 does not show 

any serration in hysteresis loops at 950°C and shows softening at higher strain-ranges. In 

addition, the material shows initial rapid cyclic softening followed by slower softening rate 

and high strain-rate sensitivity is observed (Fig. 7e, 7f). As plotted in Fig. 7, the model predicts 

both hysteresis loops (N = 10 and 1000) and strain amplitudes (for ∆  = 0.4 and 0.6%,  = 

4x10 /  and 10 / ) with a very good accuracy. 

INL UF1 test results and model predictions are shown in Fig. 8 for ∆  = 0.4, 0.6, 1 and 

2% at T = 950°C. The tests for ∆  = 0.4, 0.6% are performed at strain-rate  = 10 /  and 

tests for ∆  = 1, 2% are performed at two strain-rates  = 10 /  and 10 / . The test results 

show that softening rate increases at higher strain-ranges (∆  = 1, 2%) and the model 

predictions at these strain-ranges are not in good agreement with the experiment, but there are 

good predictions at lower strain-ranges (∆  = 0.4, 0.6%). Strain-rate effect on stress 

amplitudes predictions is also in good agreement with the experiments for ∆  = 0.4% in Fig. 

7e, 0.6% in Fig. 7f and 2% in Fig. 8d. Stress amplitude prediction for ∆  = 1% and  = 

10 /  are overpredicted but acceptable. Reduced fatigue-life with the increase of strain-  
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Fig. 7. Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for uniaxial fatigue loading 

(UF1) at T = 950°C: (a) -  loop for ∆  = 0.6%,  = 10 / , and N = 10; (b) -  

loop for ∆  = 0.6%,  = 10 / , and N = 1000; (c) -  loop for ∆  = 0.4%,  = 

10 / , and N = 10; (d) -  loop for ∆  = 0.4%,  = 10 / , and N = 1000; (e)  

for ∆  = 0.6%,  = 4x10 /  and 10 / ; and (f)  for ∆  = 0.6%,  = 4x10 /  

and 10 / . 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 8. Experimental and simulated stress amplitude ( ) responses of Alloy 617 for 

uniaxial fatigue loading (UF1) at T = 950°C: (a) for ∆  = 0.4%,  = 10 / ; (b) for ∆  

= 0.6%;  = 10 / ; (c) for ∆  = 1%,  = 10 /  and 10 / ; and (d) for ∆  = 2%, 

= 10 /  and 10 / . 
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Fig. 9. Coffin-Manson relationship for Alloy 617 at T = 950°C 

 

ranges observed in these tests can be correlated with the Coffin-Manson relationship to utilize 

it in the external subroutine of the material model. A Coffin-Manson relationship for Alloy 

617 at 950°C fatigue-life prediction is developed in Fig. 8, which shows a correlation between 

fatigue-life and inelastic strain-ranges with a reversal cycle (2N) exponent of -1.016 for 

initiation of failure and -1.063 for complete failure. It is to be noted that fatigue ductility 

exponent commonly ranges from -0.5 to -0.7 for rate-independent low-cycle fatigue loading 

[25]. These constants at T = 850 and 950°C, 0.812 and -1.016 respectively, signify high creep 

or viscoplasticity influence at these temperatures which are also supported by high strain-rate 

sensitivity on stress amplitude responses as observed. The exponent also demonstrates higher 

viscoplasticity at T = 950°C than at 850°C. 

 

5.2. Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for uniaxial fatigue loading with 

tensile strain hold (UF2) 

Norton’s power law and static recovery in the kinematic hardening rule are identified as 

the viscoplastic-modeling features required to predict stress relaxation during strain hold of the 

strain-controlled cyclic tests (UF2). Stress-strain hysteresis loops and stress relaxation 

predictions at T = 950°C are plotted in Figs. 10a and 10b using the viscoplastic model with 

and without static recovery and damage features, which demonstrate that stress-relaxation 
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prediction is mainly due to Norton’s power law. Note that at T = 950°C, yield stress is almost 

nonexistent (  = 1 MPa in Table 7) and responses are mainly viscoplastic. Thus, the power 

law allows stress relaxation towards nonexistent yield stress (if the yield stress magnitude is 

considerable, stress relaxes towards that yield stress and experimentally observed stress 

relaxation is not possible, such as for Grade 91 steel [23]). Static recovery modeling feature 

improves this stress-relaxation response; but without damage, cyclic softening prediction (Fig. 

10c) is not in good agreement with experiment. 

 

(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 10. Experimental and simulated stress amplitude responses of Alloy 617 for uniaxial 

fatigue loading with tensile strain hold (UF2) at T = 950°C for ∆  = 0.6%,  = 10 / , 

 = 60 sec using unified viscoplastic model with and without static recovery and damage 

modeling features: (a) stress-strain hysteresis loop at N = 10; (b) stress relaxation at N = 

10; and (c) stress amplitudes. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 11. Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for uniaxial fatigue loading 

with tensile strain hold (UF2) at T = 850°C for ∆  = 0.6%,  = 10 / ,  = 60 sec: (a) 

stress-strain hysteresis loop for N = 10; (b) stress relaxation for N = 10; (c) stress-strain 

hysteresis loop for N = 500; and (d) stress relaxation for N = 500. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 12. Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for uniaxial fatigue loading 

with tensile strain hold (UF2) at T = 850°C for ∆  = 0.6%,  = 4x10 / ,  = 60 sec: 

(a) stress-strain hysteresis loop for N = 10; (b) stress relaxation for N = 10; (c) stress-strain 

hysteresis loop for N = 500; (d) stress relaxation for N = 500. 

 

METCUT UF2 experiments at T = 850°C are conducted for ∆  = 0.6% at two strain-rates 

 = 4x10 /  and 10 /  with tensile dwell  = 60 sec, and simulation predictions 

(hysteresis loops (N = 10, 500), stress relaxation (N = 10, 500) and stress amplitudes) of these 

experiments are shown in Figs. 11-13 using the damage coupled viscoplastic model. Simulated 

magnitude and rate of stress relaxation during peak dwell along with the loop shape compare 

well with the experimental response except for some overprediction of stress amplitudes at  

= 10 /  (Fig. 13b). 
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(a)  (b) 

Fig. 13. Experimental and simulated stress amplitude of Alloy 617 for uniaxial fatigue 

loading with tensile strain hold (UF2) at T = 850°C for ∆  = 0.6%,  = 60 sec: (a) for  

= 4x10 / ; and (b) for  = 10 / . 

 

METCUT UF2 experiments at T = 950°C are conducted for ∆  = 0.4 and 0.6% at two 

strain-rates  = 4x10 /  and 10 /  with tensile dwell  = 60 sec, and simulation 

predictions (hysteresis loops (N = 10, 100), stress relaxation (N = 10, 100) and stress 

amplitudes) of these experiments are shown in Figs. 14-16 using the damage-coupled 

viscoplastic model. These figures show that simulation predictions are in very good agreement 

with the experiment for all strain-rates and ranges. The stress overshoot during strain reversal 

immediately after strain hold is a characteristic response at T = 950°C (for all strain-rates and 

ranges in Figs. 14-15) which is beyond the scope of currently developed constitutive model. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 14. Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for uniaxial fatigue loading 

with tensile strain hold (UF2) at T = 950°C for ∆  = 0.6%,  = 10 / ,  = 60 sec: (a) 

stress-strain hysteresis loop for N = 10; (b) stress relaxation for N = 10; (c) stress-strain 

hysteresis loop for N = 100; and (d) stress relaxation for N = 100. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 15. Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for uniaxial fatigue loading 

with tensile strain hold (UF2) at T = 950°C for ∆  = 0.6%,  = 4x10 / ,  = 60 sec: 

(a) stress-strain hysteresis loop for N = 10; (b) stress relaxation for N = 10; (c) stress-strain 

hysteresis loop for N = 100; and (d) stress relaxation for N = 100. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 16. Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for uniaxial fatigue loading 

with tensile strain hold (UF2) at T = 950°C for  = 60 sec: (a) stress amplitude for ∆  = 

0.4%,  = 4x10 /  and 10 / ; and (b) stress amplitude for ∆  = 0.6%,  = 4x10 /  

and 10 / . 

 

INL UF2 test results and predictions are shown in Fig. 17-21 for strain-ranges ∆  = 0.6, 

1% with hold period  = 180, 600, 1800 and 9000 sec. These tests are performed at a strain-

rate  = 10 / . The test results show that stress relaxation is rapid at the beginning of the 

hold period; and after  = 180 sec, relaxed stress is already stabilized and influence of hold 

period on stress relaxation is minimal. Increase of hold period softens the material and 

decreases fatigue-life (Fig. 21). Softening rate increases at higher strain-ranges (compare stress 

amplitudes at ∆  = 0.6% and 1%).These experimentally observed stress relaxation responses 

are predicted well using the UCM-CDM model. The cyclic softening prediction using the 

constitutive model at ∆  = 0.6% is good but overprediction is observed at ∆  = 1%. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 17. Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for uniaxial fatigue loading 

with tensile strain hold (UF2) at T = 950°C for  = 10 / ,  = 180 sec, N = 10: (a) 

stress-strain hysteresis loop for ∆  = 0.6%; (b) stress relaxation for ∆  = 0.6%; (c) stress-

strain hysteresis loop for ∆  = 1%; and (d) stress relaxation for ∆  = 1%. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 18.  Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for uniaxial fatigue loading 

with tensile strain hold (UF2) at T = 950°C for  = 10 / ,  = 600 sec, N = 10: (a) 

stress-strain hysteresis loop for ∆  = 0.6%; (b) stress relaxation for ∆  = 0.6%; (c) stress-

strain hysteresis loop for ∆  = 1%; and (d) stress relaxation for ∆  = 1%. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 19.  Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for uniaxial fatigue loading 

with tensile strain hold (UF2) at T = 950°C for  = 10 / ,  = 1800 sec, N = 10; (a) 

stress-strain hysteresis loop for ∆  = 0.6%; (b) stress relaxation for ∆  = 0.6%; (c) stress-

strain hysteresis loop for ∆  = 1%; (d) stress relaxation for ∆  = 1%. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 20. Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for uniaxial fatigue loading 

with tensile strain hold (UF2) at T = 950°C for  = 10 / ,  = 9000 sec, N = 10: (a) 

stress-strain hysteresis loop for ∆  = 1%; and (b) stress relaxation for ∆  = 1%. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 21. Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for uniaxial fatigue loading with 

tensile strain hold (UF2) at T = 950°C for  = 10 / ,  = 9000 sec, N = 10: (a) stress 

amplitude for ∆  = 0.6%; and (b) stress amplitude for ∆  = 1%. 

5.3. Fatigue-life prediction 

Towards fatigue-life prediction, Coffin-Manson relationship presented in Section 5.1 can 

be used as an external subroutine of the constitutive model; however, strictly speaking, the 
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relation is not valid when there is a fatigue-creep interaction (such as for UF2 loading, where 

fatigue ductility exponent is different from that of UF1 loading). Use of an external subroutine 

for life prediction is cumbersome and it requires completing the full analysis first and then 

finding the fatigue-life. Hence, in order to predict fatigue-life through the state variables of the 

constitutive model, a plastic strain-energy dissipation-based fatigue-life prediction concept is 

introduced below that provides deterministic information on the fatigue failure initiation. As 

shown in Fig. 22, plastic strain-energy dissipation ( ) calculated from the experimental 

stress-strain cyclic responses remains constant at failure ( ) at each temperature for different 

strain-rates, strain-ranges and even with the dwell time  = 60 sec (strain-energy dissipation 

at other hold periods is not plotted but it might be different at those conditions).  at T = 

850°C is 1650 N-mm/mm  and at T = 950°C is 1150 N-mm/mm . 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 22. Plastic strain-energy dissipation calculated from the experiment: (a) at T = 850°C; 

and (b) at T = 950°C. 

 

This plastic strain-energy dissipation at failure, , is introduced as a new material constant 

to define the fatigue damage , as shown in Eq. (7), where  is the summed dissipated 

energy calculated at each step of loading inside the constitutive model using stress-strain state 

variables. 
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s

f

W

WfD  .                                             (7) 

The damage state variable  introduced in Eqs. (2) and (4) represents creep damage. We 

can now define total creep-fatigue damage  by adding fatigue and creep damage shown in 

Eq. (8) where failure criteria is limited by a damage threshold . 

cf f lD D D D   .                                       (8) 

By definition, creep or fatigue-life can be estimated when the damage state variable (  or ) 

approaches to 1 independently. Hence, we will set  = 1 for the pure creep or fatigue- life 

estimation. The criterion will also be checked for its applicability of life prediction under creep-

fatigue interaction. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 23. Coffin-Manson relationship from the experimental and prediction: (a) UF1 loading 

at T = 850°C; (b) UF1 loading at T = 950°C; and (c) UF2 loading at T = 950°C. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 24. Experimental responses of Alloy 617 for UF2 at T = 950°C for ∆  = 1%,  = 

10 / ,  = 180, 600, 1800 sec, N = 10: (a) hysteresis loop; and (b) stress relaxation. 

 

Fatigue-life prediction using this plastic strain-energy dissipation-based method, shown in 

Figs. 23a and 23b for T = 850 and 950°C, exhibits good agreement with the experimentally 

observed fatigue-life, and the prediction follows the Coffin-Manson relationship presented in 

Section 5.1. Life predictions for the fatigue-creep loadings (UF2) shown in Figs. 23c are good 

for the smaller hold periods, but fatigue-life reduction with the increase of hold period is not 

well predicted using the developed method. The limitation is traced to the fact that hold time 

more than 180 sec has negligible effect on plastic strain-energy dissipation (see Fig. 24a for 

stress-plastic strain hysteresis loop and Fig. 24b for stress relaxation as a function of hold 

period), and these hold times introduce negligible amount of creep damage evolution based on 

Eqs. (2) and (4). Hence, an improved life prediction methodology needs to be developed that 

reflects various stages of fatigue-creep interaction for its use in the UCM-CDM models (future 

work). 

 

5.4. Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for uniaxial ratcheting (UR1) 

loading 

Uniaxial ratcheting ( -N) predictions using the damage-coupled viscoplastic model are 

plotted in Fig. 25a for the stress means and amplitudes of the stress-controlled uniaxial 

ratcheting loadings (UR1) at T = 850°C. Simulations are highly overpredicted at lower stress 
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means and amplitudes (  = 70, 80 MPa and  = 100, 110 MPa), but good predictions are 

observed for higher stress means and amplitudes when compared with the experimental 

responses. In order to control ratcheting rate for a wide range of mean stresses, a backstress 

threshold model borrowed from [16] is incorporated in the kinematic hardening rule of the 

viscoplastic model as shown in Eqs. (9)-(10). In the threshold model, fourth kinematic 

hardening rule comprises a threshold  inside which dynamic recovery term is inactive. The 

threshold model allows controlling ratcheting rate for a wide range of mean stresses of stress-

controlled loadings. Simulation predictions using this model with a threshold parameter  = 

55 MPa for T = 850°C are shown in Fig. 25b, and predictions are in very good agreement with 

the experiments for all stress means and amplitudes. 

  12 1
(1 ) (1 )

3
a ε a a a airin i

i i i i i i i i
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C D p D b J T
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 25. Experimental and simulated ratcheting (mean strain) responses of Alloy 617 for 

uniaxial ratcheting loading (UR1) at T = 850°C for  = 25 MPa s : (a) without 

backstress threshold model; and (b) with backstress threshold model. 
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The UCM-CDM model with the threshold rule is further utilized to simulate ratcheting 

responses at T = 850 and 950°C in Fig. 26. Simulated stress-strain responses at T = 950°C are 

in good agreement with the experiments (Figs. 26a-26b). Ratcheting-rate simulations are 

presented for: (1) stress-controlled tension-compression cyclic loading in Figs. 26c-26d, and 

(2) stress-controlled tension-only cyclic loadings in Figs. 26e-26f. As shown in the simulations, 

the UCM-CDM has good predictability for a wide range of stress means and amplitudes for 

both temperatures and two class of loadings, except for some under-prediction for the tension-

only cyclic loadings at T = 850°C. 

 

5.5. Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for uniaxial ratcheting (UR2) 

loading 

Experimental and simulated stress-strain responses for creep-ratcheting tests with tensile 

stress hold (UR2) are presented in Figs. 27a-27b showing predictability of the UCM-CDM 

model with a reasonable accuracy. Similar to UR1 experiments, UR2 experiments are also 

presented in two groups: (1) stress-controlled tension-compression cyclic loading in Figs. 27c-

27d, and (2) stress-controlled tension-only cyclic loadings in Figs. 27e-27f. Simulation 

responses at T = 850°C are under-predicted, especially for the lower mean stresses, which 

exhibit a simulated creep-hold effect during stress-hold lesser than the true (experimental) 

creep effect on ratcheting. Creep effect on ratcheting simulation at T = 950°C are in good 

agreement with the experimental responses for both classes of loading. 

Static recovery in the kinematic hardening rule (Eqs. 9-10) is identified as the viscoplastic 

modeling feature that represents creep and its effect on ratcheting. Shown in Fig. 28a, at each 

stress hold of the stress-controlled cyclic loading, the creep-effect enhances strain 

accumulation, which is reasonably predicted using a viscoplastic model with the static recovery 

feature. Power law in the viscoplastic model without static recovery causes early saturation of 

creep strain accumulation. The viscous domain that relaxes back to the yield surface does not 

cause any creep strain accumulation when power law of inelastic strain-rate is used (

/ ). The limitation of this power law for creep strain prediction does not enhance its effect 

on ratcheting.  
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Fig. 26. Experimental and simulated ratcheting responses of Alloy 617 for UR1 loading 

using the UCM-CDM (backstress threshold): (a) experimental -  at T = 850°C up to N 

= 50; (b) simulated -  at T = 850°C up to N = 50; (c)  at T = 850°C; (d)  at T = 

950°C; (e)  at T = 850°C while  = 0 MPa; and (f)  at T = 950°C while         

 = 0 MPa. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Fig. 27. Experimental and simulated ratcheting responses of Alloy 617 for UR2 using the 

UCM-CDM (backstress threshold): (a) experimental -  at T = 950°C up to N = 50; (b) 

simulated -  at T = 950°C up to N = 50; (c)  at T = 850°C; (d)  at T = 950°C; 

(e)  at T = 850°C while  = 0 MPa; and (f)  at T = 950°C while  = 0 MPa. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 28. Influence of static recovery on strain ratcheting: (a) experimental and simulated 

strain ratcheting responses ( ) with the UCM model with and without static recovery for 

the first 8 cycles of an UR2 loading; and (b) experimental and simulated mean strain 

responses ( ) with the UCM model with and without static recovery. 

 

5.6. Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for pure creep (UC1) loading 

In the framework of UCM-CDM model presented in Section 2 of Chapter 5, static recovery 

modeling feature represents secondary creep, and damage mainly represents tertiary creep 

mechanism. To include primary creep in the constitutive model, an evolution equation of the 

static recovery parameters is introduced in Eq. (11) that allows primary, secondary and tertiary 

creep prediction using one unified model (Fig. 29). In Eq. (11), ,  and  are the static 

recovery evolution parameters, and  is the saturated static recovery variable calibrated 

for the secondary creep and is a function of strain memory surface variables. The static 

recovery evolution parameters for primary creep are listed in Table 13 for T = 900°C. Primary 

creep at T = 1000°C is negligible and evolving static recovery at this temperature is not 

included in the model. 

  0
i bi i ib D b q b p   , where  0 (1 )biN z

i bib q M e  .                         (11) 
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Table 13: Primary creep parameters (  in MPa, T in K and t in sec) 

Temperature Static Recovery Parameters 

T (°C) T (K)      

900 1173 0.0005 0.0003 100 -0.00027 300 

 

Creep response simulations using Kachanov and modified Isotropic damage coupled 

viscoplasticity model are shown in Figs. 30-31 at T=900 and 1000°C. These simulations also 

include creep simulations using viscoplasticity model with the power law (Figs. 30a, 31a) and 

static recovery features (Figs. 30b, 31b) only. As shown in these figures, static recovery is a 

necessary modeling feature to represent secondary creep while power law only causes early 

saturation of creep strain accumulation. Both Kachanov and Isotropic damage evolution laws 

predict tertiary creep strain with a reasonable accuracy. Performance of the UCM-CDM model 

in predicting a wide range of fatigue, creep and ratcheting responses demonstrates fidelity of 

the modeling features introduced in this paper. 

 

 

Fig. 29. Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for stress-controlled pure 

creep (UC1) at T = 900°C using UCM-CDM Model with or without primary creep. 
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5.7. Creep rupture life prediction 

Creep rupture life and Larson-Miller Parameter (LMP) of Alloy 617 are plotted in Fig. 32 

to demonstrate relation among creep stress, temperature and time. Model results using UCM-

CDM model (modified Isotropic damage) are shown in Fig. 32a and 32b, which are well 

comparable to experiments. Rupture life ( ) using Isotropic damage model is determined 

based on threshold of the critical damage value (  = 1 as introduced in Eq. 8). This  

 

(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 30.  Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for stress-controlled pure 

creep (UC1) at T = 900°C using the unified viscoplastic model: (a) without considering 

static recovery and damage; (b) with static recovery but not including damage; (c) with 

static recovery and Kach. damage model; and (d) with static recovery and Isotropic damage. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 31.  Experimental and simulated responses of Alloy 617 for stress-controlled pure 

creep (UC1) at T = 1000°C using the unified viscoplastic model: (a) without considering 

static recovery and damage; (b) with static recovery but not including damage; (c) with 

static recovery and Kachanov damage model; and (d) with static recovery and Isotropic 

damage model. 

 

rupture life is used to determine LMP coefficients (Eq. 12), which are plotted in Fig. 32b where 

LMP constant C is equal to 17.39 (based on INL [26] regression analysis of 296 stress rupture 

tests). The experimental and UCM-CDM predicted LMP coefficients are also validated in Fig. 

32b against LMPs calculated from INL [26] developed stress function (Eq. 13) for Alloy 617. 

Based on these simulations, it is concluded that all these models can reasonably predict rupture 

life at lower and higher stress ranges for T = 900°C. The UCM-CDM model also can predict 

good creep rupture life at T = 1000°C with some overpredictions at the higher stress ranges. 
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( ) ( log )R absLMP C t T   , C=17.39.                                        (12) 

   2
( ) 33381 5304.3l og 217.36 logLMP      .                                      (13) 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 32. Alloy 617 creep life prediction using mod Isotropic damage coupled viscoplastic 

model plotted for: (a) rupture life as a function of steady stress (log log σ); and (b) 

developed Larson-miller parameter as a function of stress (LMP log σ). 

 

6. Conclusions 

This study develops a large set of strain and stress-controlled experiments of Alloy 617 to 

understand the material responses for high-temperature application. Conducted experiments 

are classified into five categories: low cycle fatigue, fatigue-creep, ratcheting, creep-ratcheting 

and creep. Influence of loading (strain or stress) rates and ranges, hold time during steady strain 

or steady stress-effect are investigated at T=850-1000°C. The experimental responses reveal 

high viscoplasticity and strain-rate sensitivity of the material that has a direct effect on fatigue 

and ratcheting. Larger strain holds (more than 180 sec) do not alter stress-relaxation but reduce 

fatigue-life. The material follows Coffin-Manson linear relationship for fatigue-life prediction 

as a function of strain-range. Ratcheting rate is highly sensitive to the mean loads. The creep 

experiments at T = 900°C show distinct primary, secondary and tertiary zones while at T = 

1000°C, primary creep is negligible. 
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To address the experimentally observed phenomena, a unified viscoplastic model coupled 

with damage is presented. Predictability of this constitutive model is demonstrated for a wide 

range of experiments using a single set of isothermal parameters. Fatigue-life prediction 

methodology is introduced based on plastic strain-energy dissipation that is useful for 

remaining life prediction within the constitutive model and does not require cycle counting for 

fatigue damage calculation as suggested in ASME NH [11]. The method is validated using the 

available experimental data and follows Coffin-Manson relation. When fatigue-creep 

interaction exists, creep mechanism causes fatigue-life reduction and plastic strain-energy 

dissipation-based fatigue damage calculation presented in this paper does not account for the 

fatigue-creep phenomenon for longer creep influence at its current stage. Hence, the method 

should be extended to account for this phenomenon. Creep rupture life prediction using the 

constitutive model presented in this paper validates the experimentally observed stress-

temperature-time relationship of the material. This experimentally validated constitutive model 

can improve design methodology of high-temperature components under complex loading 

conditions and support current design-by-analysis modernization efforts within ASME B&PV 

code for the elevated temperature design. 
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CHAPTER 8: CREEP-FATIGUE DAMAGE EVALUATION OF GRADE 
91 THICK CYLINDER UNDER THERMAL TRANSIENT LOADING 

USING CDM COUPLED VISCOPLASTIC MODELS 
 

Abstract 

This study evaluates creep-fatigue damage of a benchmark thick cylinder test using damage 

coupled viscoplastic models. Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) at Oarai engineering 

center performed this test to investigate the performance of Grade 91 steel at the actual 

environment. A FE analysis of the structural test is analyzed here to verify the applicability of 

design-by-analysis methods for Fast Reactor (FR) components, which are subjected to elevated 

temperature and cyclic thermal transient loading. Simulation responses of the thermal transient 

test are validated with the temperature recorded at the exterior surface of the test cylinder. 

Creep-fatigue deformation results using the damage-coupled viscoplastic model demonstrate 

that accumulation of damage maximizes near the inner surface, which is a possible location 

for crack initiation, and the result is supported by fracture-surface observation in the JAEA 

experimental program. Fatigue influence on creep-deformation acceleration is also presented 

by a comparative FE analysis of the component under variable thermal cyclic loading. Thermal 

cycle influence on life estimation can be developed further based on the damage variable of 

the unified constitutive model. 

Keywords: Unified Viscoplastic Model, CDM, Kachanov Damage, Isotropic Damage, 

Thick Cylinder, Thermal Transient Test. 

 

1. Introduction 

The primary concern of the Fast neutron reactors, a part of Gen IV nuclear program, is to 

ensure safety, economy, compactness and reliability of the reactor. To meet this goal, Japan 

Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) develops the Japan Sodium Fast Reactors (JSFR), which 

design life is expected to be 60 years [1]. Operating temperature of the JSFR conceptual design 

is 550°C at the coolant outlet, and transient thermal cycles are the primary loadings that result 

from the fast heat transport in sodium coolant environment of the reactors. At this operating 

condition, Grade 91 is selected as a structural material for the coolant system, piping and 

intermediate heat exchangers and 316FR as a vessel-material [1, 2]. Grade 91 steel is codified 
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in JSME code [3] due to its favorable mechanical, creep and corrosive resistance properties at 

the operating temperature of the reactors. 

Design methodology for JSFR components under the complex creep-fatigue loading 

conditions is under-development. JAEA aims at developing sound structural design-method 

and choosing appropriate materials to ensure the reliability of the components. High-

temperature design codes for nuclear facility-components are very complicated to carry out by 

hand calculations [4]. Hence, current ASME code-case activities emphasize on inelastic 

design-by-analysis method-development to ensure structural integrity at high-temperature. To 

achieve this goal, a predictive method is required to evaluate the strength and failure 

mechanism of actual materials and the structural components. 

OARAI lab’s test-facility of Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) [5] develops a 

structural test program, for the Grade 91 thick cylinder components under elevated temperature 

and thermal transient cycles, to evaluate material-performance under realistic loading 

conditions. The purpose of this study is to evaluate creep-fatigue damage propagation of this 

test-model [5] using the damage-coupled viscoplastic models (UCM-CDM), which are 

validated for the material in [6]. Creep-deformation predictability (with or without fatigue 

influence) of the constitutive models makes them attractive choices for estimating strain and 

damage under complex creep-fatigue loading conditions. It has been shown in Chapter 4 that 

available viscoplastic models in the FE software packages do not have the predictability of 

creep-deformation under the influence of prior-cycles (for the parent modified Grade 91 steel). 

Hence, estimating creep-deformation and damage for the experimental test program can be 

reliable if the FE analyses are carried out using the UCM-CDM models developed in [6]. 

Simulation responses of the thick cylinder component using these UCM-CDM models are 

presented in this study. 

 

2. Constitutive models 

In this study, Kachanov and modified Isotropic damage coupled viscoplastic models are 

evaluated for analyzing Grade 91 thick cylinder component. See Ref. [6] and [7] for the 

detailed discussion of these UCM-CDM models, their material parameters and simulation 

responses of modified Grade 91 steel. These constitutive models are implemented in ABAQUS 
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via UMAT subroutine to evaluate the performance of these models in addressing thermal 

cycle-effect on creep damage accumulations in the thick cylinder component. 

 

3. Geometry and FE model 

Modified Grade 91 thick cylinder test (Fig. 1) was performed by Ando et al. [5] to 

investigate the influence of thermal stresses on creep-fatigue responses under cyclic thermal-

transient loading condition [5] in which transient thermal loads with T = 250-600°C follow 

repeating flow of liquid sodium. The test specimen has the inner diameter of 62.3 mm with 50 

mm maximum thickness for a length of 113 mm (Fig. 1a). Duration of the transient period of 

heating and cooling is 70 sec, with hold time at 600°C is 2 hours followed by 1 hour holding 

at 250°C (Fig. 1c). In the test, 1873 cycles of this thermal loading are applied; however, only 

100 cycles ( 300 hours) are simulated in this study to investigate the component responses. In 

addition to these experimental thermal cycles, two additional loadings (type A and B) are 

applied (see Table 1) to understand thermal cycle influence on creep damage accumulation. In 

Table 1, type A is the steady thermal loading without any cycles, type B consists of 50 thermal 

cycles (in 300 hours), and type C is the experimental thermal loading of 100 cycles (in 300 

hours). Geometry, BC, FE mesh and transient thermal loads of this test model are shown in 

Figs. 1a-1b. Quarter model (Fig. 1b) of the test component is meshed using eight noded-brick 

elements, and symmetric boundary conditions are applied as shown in the figure. Assuming 

the thermomechanical problem as sequentially coupled, heat transfer analysis is conducted first 

followed by the stress analysis. Heat transfer element (DC3D8) and brick element with full 

integration (C3D8) [8] are used for the heat transfer analysis and stress analysis, respectively. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 1. Thick cylinder experiment: (a) geometry; (b) FE model; (c) applied thermal loading 

in the experiment (Na flow). 

 

Table 1:  Analysis cases to address the effect of thick cylinder 

Load type Th (°C) Tc (°C) t1 (hour) t2 (hour) t3 (sec) N 

A 

600 250 

--- --- 

70 

--- 

B 4 2 50 

C (Expt.) 2 1 100 

 

4. Heat transfer analysis 

During the heat transfer analysis, the temperature data is applied to the inner surface of test 

cylinder considering the test environment is adiabatic. The Grade 91 thermomechanical 

properties (shown in Fig. 2) collected from the B&W Company are utilized to determine 

thermal distributions. Measured thermal distribution and simulated responses at the outer 

surface of the cylinder (O1, O2, O3, and O7) are shown in Figs. 3a and 3b for the hot and cold 
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transient loadings, respectively, which demonstrate that thermal simulations are in good 

agreement with the measured temperature responses. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 2. Thermomechanical model parameters of the modified Grade 91 steel: (a) thermal 

conductivity; (b) specific heat; and (c) thermal expansion coefficient. 

 

5. Stress analysis 

Thermal distribution and history simulated from the heat transfer analysis are used in 

simulating the thermomechanical responses of the thick cylinder. The structural analysis is 
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performed using the UCM coupled with Kachanov or modified Isotropic damage models. 

Stress, strain and creep damage responses are discussed in Section 5.1. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. Experimental and simulated thermal responses during: (a) hot transient loading; and 

(b) cold transient loading. 

 

5.1. FE simulations responses 

Von-Mises stress , maximum principal strain  and damage D using UCM-CDM 

(modified Isotropic damage) model for the thick cylinder component are shown in Fig. 4 at N 

= 100 and t = 302.9 hours (when von-Mises stress becomes maximum). As seen in this figure, 

von-Mises stress and damage state variable are maximum at small distance away from the 

inner surface of the component’s thick part, and principal strain is maximum at the inner 

surface. The von-Mises stress profile in the inner and outer surfaces of the component is 

depicted in Fig. 4d at N = 100 and t = 302.9 hours, which shows that the outer surface stresses 

do not vary much. At the join of thin and thick part, bending is observed (Fig. 4c), which is 

also reflected in the stress profile (Fig. 4d). Von-Mises stress at the thick section of the 

component is almost uniform both in the inner and outer surfaces. Damage accumulation due 

to the transient thermal loading is maximum near the inner surface (Figs. 4b). Maximum 

damage is observed at x = 35 mm, and it increases and propagates with time (Fig. 5). Based on 

these simulations, it can be concluded that the creep damage starts near the inner surface and 
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not at the outer surface. Hence, creep failure will likely occur near the inner surface. Crack 

initiation location found from this FE study is also supported by a preliminary fracture surface 

observation in [5]. More comprehensive numerical and experimental studies are required to 

determine failure-initiation-location and its propagation under creep-fatigue loadings. 

Simulated strain and damage using UCM-CDM models are compared in Fig. 6 for Kachanov 

and modified Isotropic models. These comparisons reflect influence modeling features and 

triaxiality on damage propagation.  

 

   

Fig. 4. FE simulation responses of the thick cylinder experiment using UCM-CDM 

(modified Isotropic damage) model at N = 100 and t = 302.9 hours: (a) maximum principal 

strain ( ); (b) damage state variable (D); (c) von-Mises stress ( ); and (d) simulated 

stress profile at inner and outer surface. 

 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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Fig. 5. Simulated damage at z = 0 mm. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6. Comparison between simulated responses using Kachanov and modified Isotropic 

damage model: (a) principal strain at N = 98~100; and (b) damage at x = 50, z = 0 mm. 

 

Effect of the thermal cycle on strain and damage accumulation is illustrated in Fig. 6 using 

the modified Isotropic damage-coupled viscoplastic model. It can be observed that thermal 

cycles (25 cycles for type B and 50 cycles for type C in 150 hours) increase strain accumulation 

and damage rate when compared with the steady responses (type A). The thermal cycles induce 

thermo-mechanical fatigue (TMF) and soften the material (as Grade 91 is softening material 

at high temperature). In addition, repeated loading accelerates creep-deformation for this 
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material. These material responses are well predicted by the damage-coupled viscoplastic 

models in [6], and the simulation responses are more reliable when these models are used for 

component analysis. In addition, the damage results can be analyzed for predicting life of the 

components, and a life estimation technique using the state variables of the UCM-CDM model 

needs to be developed further. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 7. Influence of thermal cycle on: (a) strain accumulation; and (b) damage accumulation 

 

6. Conclusions 

A thermal transient test of a benchmark thick cylinder model is simulated in this study to 

understand the damage mechanism of the component under creep-fatigue loading condition. 

The simulation is conducted according to the experiments, where applied thermal loads are 

transient. This transient and repeated heating-cooling with long hold period cause TMF and 

creep-fatigue interaction. As modified Grade 91 steel is a cyclically softening material at high 

temperature, and there is known creep-fatigue interaction, FE simulation requires a constitutive 

model that can simulate the material responses with reasonable accuracy. Hence, two 

constitutive models are investigated to demonstrate their predictability of modified Grade 91 

responses: 1) unified constitutive model coupled with Kachanov damage; and 2) unified 

constitutive model coupled with modified Isotropic damage. These models are validated in [6] 
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for predicting a wide range of Grade 91 responses such as LCF, creep and creep-fatigue 

interaction.  

UCM-CDM (Kachanov and modified isotropic) models are utilized to simulate the creep 

damage mechanism of the thick cylinder benchmark experiment. It has been shown that von-

Mises stress and creep-damage increase with the thickness of the component, and creep 

damage at each cycle of thermal loadings is maximum near the inner surface. Hence, creep 

failure will likely occur near the inner surface, but a comprehensive experimental study is 

required to determine the location of creep-fatigue failure initiation. A creep-fatigue life 

estimation technique is needed to be developed for design-by-analysis of high-temperature 

components. 
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CHAPTER 9: CREEP-FATIGUE DAMAGE EVALUATION OF GRADE 
91 HEADERS UNDER FLEXIBLE OPERATION CONDITION USING 

CDM COUPLED VISCOPLASTIC MODELS 
 

Abstract 

A case study for life prediction of Grade 91 heat-recovery steam-generator (HRSG) super-

heater outlet-header of typical combined-cycle power plants (CCPP) is presented in this paper. 

The effects of high cycling and fast startup along with elevated design temperature and pressure 

on the creep life are studied. A consistent material model based on MPC Omega is used to 

evaluate the creep damage of HRSG header components. In addition, a robust unified 

constitutive model (UCM) based on continuum damage mechanics (CDM) (see [1]) is used for 

creep-fatigue damage evaluation of the header components. The performance of the UCM is 

compared against creep and damage focused models in predicting the life of HRSG header 

components subjected to steady operation condition with low cycle fatigue scenario. 

Keywords: Unified Viscoplastic Model, CDM, Kachanov Damage, Isotropic Damage, 

Header, Flexible Operation Condition. 

 

1. Introduction 

For increased efficiency and reduced impact on the environment, modern power plants are 

designed to operate at high temperature and pressure. Increasing plant efficiency reduces  

emission. For example, a 45% Carnot efficiency can reduce  emissions by 20% [2]. The 

increased efficiency requirement of power plants needs advanced materials, such as creep 

strength enhanced ferritic (CSEF) steels which have superior mechanical properties at higher 

temperature. Grade 91 steel is considered as a standard material of critical power plant 

components because of its creep and corrosion resistance at plant’s operating condition 

(service temperature T = 550-600°C, pressure p = 170-230 bar, and rupture life 	= 30-40 

years). However, as this material is cyclically softening at high temperature, prediction of 

actual material performance and component life is very complex, and assessment methods are 

still evolving. The power plant boilers, especially the fossil-fueled boilers, are generally 

designed for non-cycling base load service. However, because of the alternative energy sources 
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and their intermittent nature, frequent shut-downs and start-ups of plants are experienced. 

Consequently, the critical components of the power plants should be designed based on the 

flexible operation conditions. Hence, the main purpose of this study is to investigate the high-

temperature creep and creep-fatigue of modified Grade 91 steel components through advanced 

unified constitutive model (UCM) development and finite element simulations 

In this paper, analysis procedure under steady and combined cycle operation conditions of 

a typical power plant header is studied using the constitutive models presented in [1]. The 

objective of this study is to evaluate creep and damage-focus models and advanced constitutive 

models in estimating creep damage of critical power plant components under frequent start-up 

and shut-down condition. Analysis methodology and results are discussed in the following. 

 

2. Constitutive models 

Creep and damage focused MPC-Omega model and creep and plasticity based advanced 

unified constitutive model (UCM) are utilized to evaluate damage accumulation of headers. 

Creep and damage focused MPC-Omega model is a creep model that can be used with 

plasticity models in a traditional uncoupled approach. In this uncoupled framework, creep and 

plasticity interaction is one directional; i.e., the plastic strain contributes towards creep damage 

accumulation, but creep damage does not affect plasticity. The model has a direct relationship 

with LMP rupture coefficients (WRC [3], ASME LLC [4], and API 579-1 [5]), and hence pure 

creep life along with creep responses (strain magnitude and strain rate) can be accurately 

addressed using this model. As discussed in [6], a focus of this research is to extend the 

constitutive model to consider creep-fatigue interactions directly in the finite element 

simulations.  This research has produced a creep and plasticity focus UCM coupled with 

continuum damage mechanics (CDM), which can simulate LCF, short-term stress relaxation, 

long-term creep, creep-fatigue interaction and TMF simultaneously using a single set of 

parameters. In several articles of the authors [6-8], the fidelity of the UCM with or without 

CDM are discussed. In this study, UCM coupled with three damage models (Kachanov, 

modified Isotropic and Kachanov-Omega) are investigated. 

Detailed discussions of these constitutive models (MPC-Omega, UCM-Kachanov, and 

UCM-Kachanov-Omega), material parameters and simulation responses for modified Grade 
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91 steel are presented in [1, 9]; hence, the constitutive model equations are not repeated here. 

These constitutive models are implemented in ABAQUS through UMAT (using implicit radial 

return method) and CREEP subroutines (explicit, for simpler uncoupled analysis) to evaluate 

the performance of these models in addressing the effect of thermal cycles in creep damage 

accumulation of boiler headers. 

 

3. Geometry 

A typical heat-recovery steam-generator (HRSG) superheater outlet-header geometry 

obtained from [10, 11] is sketched in Fig. 1. The header-outlet diameter is 361.95 mm, and 

thickness is 40.65 mm. The header consists of two stubs oriented at 45° with the vertical, and 

the stub has the diameter of 114.3 mm with 13.49 mm thickness. A case study on the same 

header is presented in [10] using creep-damage focus models and elastic finite element 

analysis, where typical loading conditions (pressure p = 17.75 MPa and design temperature T 

= 585°C) were assumed. For the uninterrupted service of the header, these pressure and 

temperature loading conditions are considered in this study. For interrupted service or 

combined operation of the power plants, thermal cyclicality or frequent start-ups and shut-

downs are considered over the service life of the plant.  In addition to the thermal cyclicality, 

a rapid start-up condition for a typical power plant has been utilized to study the header. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. Header geometry: (a) longitudinal section; and (b) cross-section 

(dimensions in mm). 
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4. FE model 

A representative quarter model (Fig. 2) of the header component (Fig. 1), discussed in 

Section 3, is used for generating FE mesh. Twenty-noded quadratic brick element is used for 

the header and stub modeling. FE mesh is kept the same as in [10]. Mesh convergence study 

is not repeated, and the reader is referred to [10]. Generated mesh and loading conditions are 

shown in Figs. 2a and 2b, respectively. Appropriate restraints are applied at A and B (Fig. 2b) 

to simulate the effects of the continuous header. Symmetric boundary conditions are applied 

to the surfaces against which the quarter model is symmetric (Fig. 2b). Assuming the thermo-

mechanical problem as sequentially coupled, the heat transfer analysis is conducted first to 

determine the thermal and mechanical loading shown in Fig. 2b and subsequently utilized for 

the stress analysis. Heat transfer quadratic element (DC3D20 [12]) and stress brick element 

with reduced integration method (C3D20R [12]) are used for heat transfer analysis and stress 

analysis, respectively. 

 
 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. (a) FE mesh of the quarter Header component; and (b) BC and loading during 

service load. 

 

5. Heat transfer analysis 

During heat transfer analysis, the temperature is applied to a sink (in the internal surfaces) 

of the header and stub, which represents the steam in this case. The sink temperature is 

distributed to the body of header and stub based on measured heat transfer coefficients (Fig. 

DC3D20 [3] 

C3D20R [3] 
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3c) and heat transfer analysis. In the heat transfer analysis, thermo-mechanical model 

parameters (thermal conductivity, specific heat, and film coefficient in Fig. 4) are used. 

Two categories of heat transfer analysis are performed: (i) type A - uninterrupted service, 

and (ii) type B - steady operation condition with low cycle fatigue scenario (frequent start-up 

and shut-down). In the uninterrupted service, two types of sink temperature are prescribed in 

the internal surface of the header: (a) type A1 - artificial sink temperature T = 585°C [10] 

reached after 6000 sec of start-up and continued for the steady service (note that start- up sink 

temperature of stub and header is the same.), and (b) Type A2 - measured start-up temperature 

and continued for steady service (note that measured sink temperature of stub and header is 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 3. Measured temperature and pressure of a typical HRSG cold start-up (Courtesy of 

B&W): (a) temperature; (b) internal pressure; and (c) heat transfer coefficients. 
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different.). In the steady operation condition with low cycle fatigue scenario (Type B), regular 

start-up and shut down are prescribed along with steady service. In this study, a 12-month 

(Type B1) and 6-month (Type B2) interval of start-up and shut-down are prescribed. Start-up 

sink temperature (not shown) is considered for each cycle of start-up, whereas for the shut 

down, a slow rate of cooling (14 hours night shut-down) is prescribed. Note that start-up sink 

temperature for the uninterrupted service (Type A2) and combined cycle loading condition 

(Type B1 and B2) is same. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 4. Thermomechanical model parameters of the modified Grade 91 steel: (a) thermal 

conductivity; (b) specific heat; and (c) thermal expansion coefficient. 
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Typical start-up and shut-down loading cycles are depicted in Fig. 5, and these four types 

of sink temperature, which are applied to the header and stub, are shown in Table. 1. For the 

flexible operation condition, the 12-month interval of start-up and shut-down consists of 30 

thermal cycles in 30 years of service, and the 6-month interval consists of 60 thermal cycles. 

The heat transfer analysis and corresponding stress analysis results for these service conditions 

are presented in the following sections. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Typical temperature and pressure applied at the inner surface of header. 

 

Table 1:  Analysis cases to address the effect of cyclicality on boiler headers  

 

Thermal distribution at the end of first start-up (t = 6000 sec) of the header component is 

shown in Fig. 6 for the type A1 analysis.  Isometric and cross-section contour plots for the 

thermal distribution are shown in Figs 6a and 6b, respectively. The thermal distribution clearly 

shows that heat transfer rate is faster in stub than in the header itself (which is expected), even 

though the sink temperature (stub and header) remains same (Type A1). In addition, a 

difference in thermal distribution in the header and stub joint is observed due to different sink 

Type Start-Up Tm(H) (°C) Tm(S) (°C) To (°C) 
Pm(H) 

(MPa) 
Pm(S) 

(MPa) 
Po 

(MPa) 
t1 

t2 

(h) 
N Shifting 

A1 Cold Start 585 585 

25 16.55 16.55 0 

200 years 

14 

--- 
No 

Shifting 

A2 Cold Start 565 579 200 years --- 
No 

Shifting 

B1 Cold Start 565 579 12 months 30 
Every 12 
months 

B2 Cold Start 565 579 6 months 60 
Every 6 
months 
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temperature (Type A2, B1, and B2) of the header and stub. Thermal distribution during the 

service period of type A1 is found constant for the whole structure, whereas the variation in 

thermal history is observed for type A2, B1, and B2 loading (not shown in the figures). 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6. Thermal distribution (in K) of the Header and Stub (mirror plot of the quarter 

model): (a) cross section view at t = 6000 sec for type a1; (b) isometric view at t = 6000 

sec for type A1. 

 

Sink temperature and thermal history (Type A2, B1, and B2) at different locations on the 

header (see Fig. 7) are shown Fig. 8 for the start-up period (t = 0-6000 sec). Simulation results 

are divided into three categories to understand location-based thermal history: (a) through the 

thickness of header (a1-a6 where recorded nodes are equally distributed), (b) outer and inner 

radial temperature of the header (b1-b5) and (c) inner thermal history of the stub (c1-c4). It can 

be concluded from these results that thermal history through the thickness of the header (at the 

location a1-a6) does not vary much. In addition, due to slow heat transfer rate in the header, 

sink temperature does not immediately transfer to the inner surface of the component. From 

the outer radial thermal history of the header (Fig. 8b), it can be observed that heat transfer rate 

is slower at the distant location from the stub (recorded thermal history at b2 and b3 is closer 

to sink history, and history at b5 is the slowest). Thermal history along the longitudinal section 

of the stub (not shown) demonstrates that the heat transfer rate is fastest at the distant location 
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Mod. P91 Steel 
Heat Transfer 
t=6000 s 
NT11

Type A1 
585 °C (H) 
585 °C (S) 
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from the joint. Temperature flow in the outer and inner surface of the header (shown in Fig. 

8c-8d) reflects that outer and inner thermal variation is mainly at 	= 22.8-67.7° (in the stub 

location) radially during start-up. However, at the end of start-up, thermal variation at this 

location disappears. Consideration of this thermal variation in the header stress analysis is very 

important since this thermal cycle causes thermo-mechanical fatigue (TMF). This TMF 

loading accelerates damage or reduces life of the component. In the subsequent section, the 

effect of this thermal cycle on creep damages is presented. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Nodal location in header and stub where a1-a6 are the nodes through the thickness, 

b1-b5 are the nodes radial to the header and c1-c4 are longitudinal to the Stub. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 8. Thermal distribution in different nodal location during start-up: (a) through the 

thickness of header (a1-a6); (b) outer radial thermal history (b1-b5); (c) inner radial 

thermal history at different time interval; and (d) comparison of outer and inner radial 

thermal history at t = 910 sec. 

 

6. Stress analysis 

Resulting thermal history (Fig. 8) from the heat transfer analysis and mechanical loading 

conditions (Fig. 2) are used to simulate the thermo-mechanical responses of the header 

component. The structural analysis is performed using the constitutive models as discussed in 

Section 2. Progressive failure analysis or crack initiation and propagation technique is 

developed based on creep damage propagation (element deletes when creep damage  reaches 
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a threshold , and  = 0.6). Stress, strain and creep damage mechanisms are investigated. 

These simulation results are discussed in the following section. 

 

7. FE simulation responses 

UCM-Kachanov simulations (maximum principal strain at the initiation of crack in Fig. 9) 

for the type A1 uninterrupted service show that strain accumulation and creep damage-

propagation start at the center of the stub connected to the header, and propagate around the 

stub-header joint. Principal strains are plotted at the initiation of crack (first element deletion) 

when 60% of damage is reached. The analysis results shown in the figure demonstrate the 

longitudinal ligament cracking, which is occasional failure zone of the header itself. 

To understand the influence of sink temperatures and thermal cycles on creep damage 

propagation, maximum principal strain  and damage  for type A1, A2, B1 and B2 are 

analyzed during the full service (t = 25 years). Comparing type A1 and A2 sink temperatures 

for uninterrupted service (at t = 25 years), maximum principal strain is observed as 7.23 % for 

type A1, whereas it is 2.18% for type A2 thermal loading, and this reflects the temperature 

sensitivity for creep accumulation at this temperature range. Considering same start-up thermal 

loading in type A2, B1 and B2, it has been observed that  reaches 4.92% after 25 thermal 

cycles in type B1 thermal history, and  reaches 6.79% after 50 thermal cycles in type B2. 

Since thermal variations cause strain cycles and TMF, it subsequently accelerates creep 

accumulation. CDM coupled UCM successfully addresses the phenomenon. 

Similarly, after 25 years of type A1 thermal history, damage state variable D reaches 

13.5%, whereas it is 1.79% for type A2. Twenty-five thermal cycles increase the damage to 

4.28% and 50 thermal cycles increase damage to 6.18%. A sink thermal variation of 20°C in 

the stub and a variation of 6 °C in the header highly affects the creep damage. In addition, the 

increment of thermal cycles accelerates the creep accumulation and subsequently affects the 

creep life of the component. 
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(a) 

  

(b) (c) 

Fig. 9. Maximum principal strain  and damage using Kachanov damage coupled with 

UCM for type A1 thermal history (mirror plot) at 1st crack initiation: (a) principal strain  

(3D view); (b) principal strain  (cross section); and (c) damage D (cross section). 

 

The uninterrupted service (type A1 and A2) simulation results are compared in Fig. 10 for 

the constitutive models (MPC-Omega, UCM-Kachanov, and UCM-Kachanov-Omega). 

Results are compared for von-Mises stress  (Fig. 10a), maximum principal strain  (Fig. 

10b), strain  (Fig. 10c), damage  (Fig. 10d), ovalization in 1-1 direction ∆  (Fig. 10e) 

and ovalization in 2-2 direction ∆  (Fig. 10f).  , ,  and  are shown for c2 location 

(node no. 56607 of FE mesh) of the header (Fig. 5), where maximum creep damage occurs. 

Stress relaxation due to plasticity is observed for all constitutive models used for FE 

analysis (Fig. 10a). It has been observed that stress for type A1 thermal history relaxes faster 

than type A2. Kachanov damage coupled UCM shows fastest stress relaxation for type A1 
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loadings, whereas UCM-Kachanov-Omega stress relaxation is the slowest since damage 

accumulation rate is fastest in Kachanov damage. Strain accumulation ( ) and damage (D) 

plots show that UCM-Kachanov damage model predicts earliest rupture life (  75 years) of 

the component for type A1 loading, and maximum plastic strain reaches  38% at this 

condition. At this stage, relaxed stress falls below 50 MPa. Isotropic ( 150 years) and 

Kachanov-omega (  200 years) creep life is different, but principal strain ( ) prediction is 

almost similar. The MPC-Omega model damage accumulation reaches about 80% in 100 

years, but principal strain is much smaller (  3%) compared to Kachanov, Kachanov-

Omega and Isotropic damage-coupled models. Damage accumulation using the MPC-Omega 

model predicts the life of the component (  = 100 years if  80%), but simulated creep 

strain is only about 3%. For type A2 thermal history, simulated maximum damage D is 8%, 

and strain  6.5% in 200 years. Strain and damage prediction using the type A2 thermal 

history is significantly less when compared to that using type A1 loading. From the ovalization 

responses of the Grade 91 header, it has been observed that ∆  10 mm (Fig. 10e), 

∆  16 mm (Fig. 10f) in 75 years (at initiation of crack), and ∆  4 mm (Fig. 10e) 

and ∆  5 mm (Fig. 10f) in 23 years, where a Grade 11 header ovalization measurement 

[13] is approximately 5 mm in 23 years. This loose comparison is made for illustration since 

there are no Grade 91 header benchmark problems available. Ovalization (∆ ) prediction 

using UCM-Kachanov-Omega model is approximately 17 mm in 150 years of uninterrupted 

service (type A1 loading). MPC-Omega ovalization (∆ ) prediction remains 1-1.5 mm in 

100 years of uninterrupted service (Type A1). 

Effect of the thermal cycle on damage accumulation is illustrated in Figs. 11, 12 and 13 

using Kachanov, Kachanov-Omega and Isotropic coupled unified constitutive models, 

respectively. In Kachanov coupled-damage model, simulation results are shown for type A2 

(steady), B1 (12-month interval) and B2 (6-month interval) thermal history, where for the latter 

two models, only type A2 (steady), B1 (12-month interval) based results are presented. In Fig. 

11, it can be observed that regular start-up and shut-down intervals or thermal cycles decrease 

stress relaxation rate and increase strain and damage accumulation. Thermal cycles also 

increase the ovalization. As shown in Fig. 11b, principal strain accumulation ( ) in 30 years 

steady service is 2.25%, and 50 cycles in the same service period increase the strain to 6.8%. 
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Similarly, ovalization (Figs. 11e and 11f) in both direction (∆ , ∆ ) is 3 mm for the 

steady service, which increases to 6 mm for 6-month interval of thermal cycles. The increasing 

rate can be much faster (exponential) with the increasing damage accumulation. As discussed 

earlier, type A2, B1, and B2 thermal histories cause very early age of damage accumulation. 

Simulation responses for Kachanov, Kachanov-Omega, and Isotropic coupled models are not 

much different in 30 years. Simulation responses for Kachanov-Omega and Isotropic coupled 

models are shown in Figs. 12 and 13 but not discussed (these simulation responses are similar 

to those using Kachanov coupled models in first 30 years). These models predict accelerated 

damage rate when thermal cycles are present in the loading. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Fig. 10. Type A1 and A2 uninterrupted service simulation results for: (a) von-Mises stress 

; (b) maximum principal strain ; (c) hoop strain ; (d) damage ; (e) ovalization 

∆ ; and (f) ovalization ∆ . 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Fig. 11. Type A2, B1 and B2 simulation results using Kachanov coupled UCM for: (a) 

von-Mises stress ; (b) maximum principal strain ; (c) hoop strain ; (d) damage ; (e) 

ovalization ∆ ; and (f) ovalization ∆ . 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Fig. 12. Type A2 and B1 simulation results using Kachanov-Omega coupled UCM for: 

(a) von-Mises Stress ; (b) maximum principal strain ; (c) hoop strain ; (d) damage 

; (e) ovalization ∆ ; and (f) ovalization ∆ . 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Fig. 13. Type A2 and B1 simulation results using Isotropic coupled UCM for: (a) von-

Mises stress ; (b) maximum principal strain ; (c) hoop strain ; (d) damage ; (e) 

ovalization ∆ ; and (f) ovalization, ∆ . 
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8. Conclusions 

Simulation responses for the creep and damage focus constitutive model and creep and 

plasticity focus advanced constitutive models are evaluated in this study in predicting creep 

damage mechanism of Grade 91 header components subjected to typical loading conditions of 

fossil power plants. Steady operation of the typical header with and without low cycle fatigue 

scenario is investigated. Three constitutive models are studied in the FEA. These are: 1) creep 

and damage focus MPC-Omega model, 2) Kachanov damage coupled unified constitutive 

model (UCM), 3) a proposed Kachanov-Omega coupled UCM, and 4) a modified Isotropic 

damage model. Outlines of these models and their experimental validation against modified 

Grade 91 steel responses are presented in [1]. In this paper, FE simulation results of the header 

component using these advanced models are analyzed. 

Simulation responses of the presented header component are found sensitive to the steam 

temperature of the header in the temperature range 550-600°C. For an example, a steam 

temperature variation of 20°C in stub and 6°C in header causes maximum principal strain 

increment by 5% in 25 years when UCM-Kachanov damage model is used. In addition, it has 

been shown that the thermal variation in the component increases with the start-up and then 

saturates at the beginning of service. This thermal variation is maximum at the header-stub 

joint and causes thermo-mechanical fatigue (TMF), which accelerates the creep damage 

accumulation and subsequently affects the creep life of the component. 

As discussed in [1], MPC-Omega model is creep and damage focused, and it can be utilized 

with the plasticity models in an uncoupled approach, whereas creep and plastic strains are 

unified in the advanced constitutive models. Though the unified constitutive models [1] have 

the capability of simulating LCF, short-term stress relaxation, long-term-creep and creep-

fatigue interaction, Kachanov-Omega and modified Isotropic damage models provide a more 

reliable solution for the creep conditions at all stress ranges. Hence, simulation responses of 

the header using the UCM-Kachanov-Omega and modified Isotropic damage models are more 

reasonable. As a benchmark Grade 91 header problem is not available, component validation 

using these models is not possible. For the steady loading condition, a loose validation is made 

against a Grade 11 ovalization measured in 23 years. For further validation of the models, a 
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benchmark experimental program for Grade 91 headers subjected to flexible operation 

condition can be developed. 
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CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

1. General 

The study deals with the development, FE implementation and application of advanced 

constitutive models for structural integrity analysis. The constitutive models are developed 

based on a large set of experimental responses of structural materials commonly used and 

currently under consideration in fossil and nuclear power plants. The constitutive model 

development is motivated by the fact that code recommended and available constitutive models 

in the FE software packages have significant drawbacks in predicting key material responses. 

A constitutive model is not readily available to predict low cycle fatigue, creep, ratcheting and 

creep-fatigue interaction responses of structural materials using a single set of parameters. 

These limitations dictated by the constitutive models are demonstrated in this thesis for room 

temperature application of SS304 steel and high-temperature application of modified Grade 91 

steel and Alloy 617. Motivated by this, the study develops advanced elasto-plastic and damage-

coupled viscoplastic models and implements them in the FE software packages ABAQUS [1] 

and ANSYS [2] using UMAT and USERMAT, respectively. The advanced models are 

validated against the material and component experimental responses. Several proposals are 

made for the development of the constitutive models: 1) modification of multiaxial ratcheting 

parameter in the modified Chaboche model [3] for rate independent multiaxial ratcheting, (2) 

modification of isotropic damage [4] evolution rule, (3) code based MPC-Omega model [5] 

tied to the Kachanov damage [6] coupled viscoplasticity, and (4) modification of triaxiality 

function. Plastic strain-energy, dissipation-based, fatigue damage estimation method is also 

introduced that does not require cycle counting as suggested in ASME-NH [7]. The study 

develops methods to predict both fatigue and creep life using the damage state variables of the 

constitutive models. Fatigue life reduction during strain-controlled (and not stress-controlled) 

fatigue-creep interaction is currently outside of the scope of current method, and suggestions 

have been made for further development. Finally, the study evaluates the creep-fatigue damage 

of the Grade 91 structural components such as a benchmark thick cylinder test [8] conducted 

by Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) to understand failure mechanism of Fast Reactor 

nuclear plants. The study also evaluates creep-fatigue damage of a Babcock and Wilcox 

Header used for fossil power plants. The FE study demonstrates that the advanced constitutive 
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model can address cycle influence on creep damage propagation for these components and 

hence can play a significant role for the current trend of power plant design under flexible 

operation conditions. Findings and contributions in each chapter of the thesis are summarized 

below.  

Explicit and implicit return-type numerical algorithms have been developed in Chapter 2 

for FE implementation of a rate independent plasticity model based on modified-Chaboche 

kinematic hardening framework. Explicit method is found numerically unstable for large 

increment sizes leading to oscillation in stress-strain hysteresis loop prediction. A numerical 

remedy termed “Stress Oscillation Correction” is formulated following [9] for explicit 

integration but not found robust for multiaxial ratcheting predictions. Implicit integration 

method is found unconditionally stable (which is expected) for low cycle fatigue, uniaxial and 

multiaxial ratcheting; hence the accuracy of the method for biaxial loadings is investigated. 

Detailed numerical formulations of stress integration and tangent modulus are presented for 

3D and plane stress conditions. The plasticity model is implemented in ANSYS USERMAT, 

and 3D and plane stress implementations are verified by analyzing a pressurized pipe under 

displacement controlled cyclic loading using solid and shell elements. 

Chapter 3 demonstrates the performance of the Chaboche and modified Chaboche model 

in simulating long and short radius pressurized elbow responses subjected to displacement 

controlled cyclic loading. Drawbacks of these models in simulating SS304 material and 

component responses are discussed, and an improved modeling feature of the modified 

Chaboche model is proposed. The performance of the improved model is validated against a 

broad set of cyclic responses both at material and component levels. 

Chapters 2 and 3 are mainly concerned with the constitutive model for room-temperature 

and high-pressure application. Chapter 4 presents a performance of the constitutive models for 

high-temperature application when a creep-fatigue phenomenon becomes vital in structural 

design. Grade 91 steel is the power industry standard material for high-temperature application 

in the range of 500-650°C. Hence, the study evaluates commercially available unified and 

uncoupled creep-plasticity models, and customized MPC-Omega creep models for their 

predictability of creep-fatigue responses of Grade 91 steel. These models can predict some 

basic features of material responses but mostly do not have the capability of predicting short-
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term stress relaxation and long-term creep at the same time. Neither of these models can predict 

the effect of plasticity on creep, hence the necessity for developing a creep damage-coupled 

viscoplastic model for the high-temperature application is discussed. 

Chapter 5 presents continuum damage-coupled unified viscoplastic model in the modified 

Chaboche kinematic hardening framework, with features such as mean stress evolution, static 

recovery, temperature rate and strain-range dependence. The detailed numerical formulations 

and FE implementation algorithm are demonstrated. The numerical formulation is robust as 

both stress and damage integration are implicit and based on radial return algorithm. 

Chapter 6 proposes two damage models: (1) modification of isotropic damage [4] evolution 

rule, and (2) code-based MPC-Omega model [5] tied to the Kachanov damage [6] coupled 

viscoplasticity. The damage coupled viscoplastic model is validated against a large set of 

fatigue, fatigue-creep, creep and prior fatigue creep responses of Grade 91 steel at T = 400-

625°C. The model is further extended to validate creep strain and rupture life under stress-

triaxiality condition. A modified triaxiality function is proposed to predict direction-dependent 

creep. 

The damage-coupled constitutive model is extended in Chapter 7 to validate experimental 

responses of Alloy 617, which is a leading candidate material for intermediate heat exchangers 

(IHX) of very high-temperature reactors. The experimental data are developed at Idaho 

National Lab and METCUT lab under the NGNP research program to understand high 

temperature material behavior for fatigue, fatigue-creep, creep-ratcheting and creep loadings. 

Based on these material responses, a strain-energy dissipation-based fatigue life-prediction 

method is introduced. Fatigue and creep life-prediction method using the state variables of the 

unified constitutive model is demonstrated. 

Chapters 8 and 9 demonstrate creep-fatigue damage evaluation of a benchmark Grade 91 

thick cylinder test and case study of a Header using damage coupled viscoplastic models. 

Fatigue influence on creep deformation acceleration is presented by a comparative FE study 

of variable applied cyclic loadings. The study can be further extended if the following research 

recommendations are pursued in future. 
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2. Recommendation for future research 

This research deals with the development and implementation of advanced constitutive 

models for room and high-temperature applications in the nuclear and fossil power plants. We 

have studied experimental responses of SS304, Grade 91 steel and Alloy 617 and developed 

constitutive models for them. The developed models are found robust to predict a wide range 

of experimental responses, with some variation for Alloy 617’s creep-ratcheting responses at 

T = 850°C despite the good prediction of the uniaxial ratcheting response. The high creep 

influence on ratcheting responses at this temperature needs further investigation. Also, the 

following measures can be considered for further development of the model. 

 

2.1. Life-prediction method development under strain-controlled fatigue-creep interaction 

This study presents the life-prediction method for pure fatigue (Chapter 7) and pure creep 

condition (Chapters 4-7) using the state variables of the unified constitutive models. The 

plasticity influence on creep life is also demonstrated in Chapter 6. However, life reduction 

under strain-controlled fatigue-creep interaction (for long hold) is currently outside of the 

scope of the study. The method proposed in the research for fatigue life-prediction is based on 

strain-energy dissipation, which has a saturated value during strain-controlled hold of fatigue 

loading. The identification of the damage occurring during fatigue-creep interaction and 

implementing that in the constitutive model will further improve life-prediction methodology 

using the unified constitutive model. 

 

2.2. Life-prediction of structural components using developed constitutive model 

The damage state variables provide information on the remaining life of the components. 

The study deals with damage evaluation but did not investigate the remaining life of the 

components. The study also finds that there is a lack of enough experimental data (deformation 

and exact life) of structural components under an ideal creep-fatigue condition at elevated 

temperature. Hence, an inclusive study is required for further validation of the constitutive 

model in predicting the life of structural components. The study will be invaluable for 

improving design concepts of power plants, especially under flexible operation conditions. 
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